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The following General Responses have been prepared to address common themes in the letters 
submitted by commenters.   
 
General Response 1 – Design Commission Review is Not Deferral of Mitigation 
 
One common theme presented verbally and contained within written letters suggests that the 
Design Commission Review is deferral of mitigation.  As documented on page 4.1-7 of the 
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DEIR, pursuant to the Pasadena Zoning Code, the Design Commission may require changes to 
the preliminary design of a building that has received land use entitlements with regard to 
“density, height, open space, parking or loading, and sign requirements, as long as the 
conditions are not more restrictive than those prescribed by applicable zoning district 
regulations or a valid Adjustment Permit, Conditional Use Permit, …or other legislative or 
zoning entitlements.”  (Pasadena Municipal Code (“PMC”), Title 17, § 17.61.030.I(5)(a).   
 
The Design Commission cannot approve the final design of the Project unless it can make all of 
the following findings: (1) the design is consistent with the purposes of the City’s design review 
chapter, and (2) the design is consistent with the Civic Center District Design Guidelines.  In 
addition, for alteration to a designated or qualifying historic resource in the Central District, a 
finding of consistency with the Secretary’s Standards must also be made.  As a result of these 
finding requirements and the role of the Design Commission as dictated by the Pasadena 
Municipal Code, the Project cannot receive design review approval contingent on mitigation 
measures that would reduce aesthetic impacts.  Instead, any such requirements must already be 
part of the Project design at that point.   
 
The City’s process of analyzing the potential environmental effects of a project to the 
preliminary level of design review generally known at the time of initial land use approval 
consideration does not leave to Design Review a duty to mitigate any impacts with regard to 
massing or aesthetics.  Instead, the City’s process requires the Design Commission to ensure the 
continued integrity of the previously adopted environmental and land use analysis through the 
required design review findings, which ensure that further design iterations do not create new 
significant effects, and to require that the project design continue to be revised until those 
findings can be made.  Thus, the City’s process does not rely on post-approval mitigation 
measures adopted during the subsequent design review process.   
 
Two previous project iterations have been submitted to the Design Commission for advisory 
review in 2008 as documented on page 4.1-13 of the DEIR.  The first design was submitted to 
the Design Commission for advisory review and subsequently modified to address their 
comments.  At the second review, the Design Commission recommended approval and 
affirmed the finding that the project would not result in adverse environmental impacts in 
terms of aesthetics, land use/planning, or cultural resources.   
 
As described on page 4.1-7, the role of design review before the Design Commission is to 
implement the City’s urban design goals and policies and is specifically set forth in Pasadena 
Municipal Code Section 17.61.030.  The Design Review process consists of several stages as 
documented in PMC  § 17.61.030.(C), including Preliminary Consultation, Concept Design 
Review and Final Design Review.  In addition, the Director may authorize consolidation or 
additional Design Review for partially completed designs.  
 
 Preliminary Consultation is defined as an informal discussion between staff and the 
applicant to explain to the applicant the applicable design guidelines, findings, and procedures 
that will apply to the project, and to discuss compliance of the project with the design 
guidelines. 
 
 Concept Design Review is defined as the primary step in the Design Review process. 
Applications for Concept Design Review normally address the basic design of a project, 
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including compatibility with surroundings, massing, proportion, siting, solid-to-void 
relationships, and compliance with applicable design guidelines.  Concept Design Review is 
undertaken with formal application procedures and a public hearing.  Concept Design Review 
approvals are currently valid for 12 months unless extended or unless a complete application 
for Final Design Review has been filed. 
 
 Final Design Review is defined as the final phase of the review process. It normally 
focuses on construction details, finishes, materials, and landscaping, and on consistency of the 
project with the design approved during Concept Design Review and compliance with the 
conditions of the approved Concept Design Review.  A public hearing is not required for Final 
Design Review and the approval is valid for 24 months.  
 
PMC Section 17.61.030.I(5)(b) further states that the role of Design Review for projects 
proposing new and amended Master Plans and Planned Developments shall be limited to 
recommendations to the Commission and Council on aesthetic and urban design issues related 
to architecture, landscaping, site plan, and related aesthetic issues, as well as historic 
preservation.  Additionally, recommendations regarding the future scope of Design Review for 
the area within a Master Plan, and comments on the aesthetic/cultural resources of a draft 
environmental study are appropriate [PMC § 17.61.030.I(5)(b)]. 
 
General Response 2 – Interpretation of the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards 
 
Several comments have suggested that (1) the DEIR fails to analyze the proposed project’s 
compliance with the Secretary of the Interior’s Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings, 
(2) that the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards and Guidelines are applicable to the proposed 
project, (3) the proposed project does not conform with the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards. 
 
The comments refer to the National Park Service’s regulations (36 CFR § 60 et seq.) for 
implementing the National Historic Preservation Act (16 U.S.C. § 470 et seq.)  (See 36 CFR 68.1) 
The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties (including 
Standards for Rehabilitation) are codified in 36 CFR §§ 68.3 and 67.7 and are only directly 
applicable to “areas under the jurisdiction of the National Park Service.”  (See 36 CFR § 1.1)  
The intent of these standards is to “set forth standards for the treatment of historic properties 
containing standards for preservation, rehabilitation, restoration and reconstruction.  These 
standards apply to all proposed grant-in-aid development projects assisted through the 
National Historic Preservation Fund.  36 CFR § 67 focuses on ‘certified historic structures’ as 
defined by IRS Code 1986.  Those regulations are used in the Preservation Tax Incentives 
Program…”  (36 CFR § 68.1)   
 
As noted in the Secretary of the Interior’s Guidelines for Preserving, Rehabilitating Restoring & 
Reconstructing Historic Buildings: “The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Treatment of 
Historic Properties are only regulatory for projects receiving federal grant-in-aid funds 
otherwise, the Standards and Guidelines are intended only as general guidance for work on any 
historic building. …”(emphasis added.) Further, “[t]he Standards are neither technical nor 
prescriptive ....”1  
 

                                                 
1
 Available at: http://www.nps.gov/tps/standards/four-treatments/treatment-guidelines.pdf   
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36 CFR § 68.3 states:  “One set of standards—preservation, rehabilitation, restoration or 
reconstruction—will apply to a property undergoing treatment, depending upon the property’s 
significance, existing physical condition, the extent of documentation available and interpretive goals, 
when applicable.  The standards will be applied taking into consideration the economic and technical 
feasibility of each project. 
 

(a) Preservation. (1) A property will be used as it was historically, or be given a new use 
that maximizes the retention of distinctive materials, features, spaces and spatial 
relationships. Where a treatment and use have not been identified, a property will be 
protected and, if necessary, stabilized until additional work may be undertaken. 
 
(2) The historic character of a property will be retained and preserved. The replacement 
of intact or repairable historic materials or alteration of features, spaces and spatial 
relationships that characterize a property will be avoided. 
 
(3) Each property will be recognized as a physical record of its time, place and use. 
Work needed to stabilize, consolidate and conserve existing historic materials and 
features will be physically and visually compatible, identifiable upon close inspection 
and properly documented for future research. 
 
(4) Changes to a property that have acquired historic significance in their own right will 
be retained and preserved. 

 
(5) Distinctive materials, features, finishes and construction techniques or examples of 
craftsmanship that characterize a property will be preserved. 

 
(6) The existing condition of historic features will be evaluated to determine the 
appropriate level of intervention needed. Where the severity of deterioration requires 
repair or limited replacement of a distinctive feature, the new material will match the 
old in composition, design, color and texture. 

 
(7) Chemical or physical treatments, if appropriate, will be undertaken using the 
gentlest means possible. Treatments that cause damage to historic materials will not be 
used. 

 
(8) Archeological resources will be protected and preserved in place. If such resources 
must be disturbed, mitigation measures will be undertaken. 
 
(b) Rehabilitation.  (1) A property will be used as it was historically or be given a new 
use that requires minimal change to its distinctive materials, features, spaces and spatial 
relationships 

 
(2) The historic character of a property will be retained and preserved. The removal of 
distinctive materials or alteration of features, spaces and spatial relationships that 
characterize a property will be avoided. 
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(3) Each property will be recognized as a physical record of its time, place and use. 
Changes that create a false sense of historical development, such as adding conjectural 
features or elements from other historic properties, will not be undertaken. 

 
(4) Changes to a property that have acquired historic significance in their own right will 
be retained and preserved. 
 
(5) Distinctive materials, features, finishes and construction techniques or examples of 
craftsmanship that characterize a property will be preserved. 

 
(6) Deteriorated historic features will be repaired rather than replaced.  Where the 
severity of deterioration requires replacement of a distinctive feature, the new feature 
will match the old in design, color, texture, and where possible, materials” 

 
(7) Chemical or physical treatments, if appropriate, will be undertaken using the 
gentlest means possible. Treatments that cause damage to historic materials will not be 
used. 

 
(8) Archeological resources will be protected and preserved in place. If such resources 
must be disturbed, mitigation measures will be undertaken. 

 
(9) New additions, exterior alterations or related new construction will not destroy 
historic materials, features and spatial relationships that characterize the property. The 
new work will be differentiated from the old and will be compatible with the historic 
materials, features, size, scale and proportion, and massing to protect the integrity of the 
property and its environment. 

 
(10) New additions and adjacent or related new construction will be undertaken in such 
a manner that, if removed in the future, the essential form and integrity of the historic 
property and its environment would be unimpaired. 

 
(c) Restoration. (1) A property will be used as it was historically or be given a new use 
that interprets the property and its restoration period. 

 
(2) Materials and features from the restoration period will be retained and preserved. 
The removal of materials or alteration of features, spaces and spatial relationships that 
characterize the period will not be undertaken. 

 
(3) Each property will be recognized as a physical record of its time, place and use. 
Work needed to stabilize, consolidate and conserve materials and features from the 
restoration period will be physically and visually compatible, identifiable upon close 
inspection and properly documented for future research. 

 
(4) Materials, features, spaces and finishes that characterize other historical periods will 
be documented prior to their alteration or removal. 

 
(5) Distinctive materials, features, finishes and construction techniques or examples of 
craftsmanship that characterize the restoration period will be preserved. 
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(6) Deteriorated features from the restoration period will be repaired rather than 
replaced. Where the severity of deterioration requires replacement of a distinctive 
feature, the new feature will match the old in design, color, texture and, where possible, 
materials. 

 
(7) Replacement of missing features from the restoration period will be substantiated by 
documentary and physical evidence. A false sense of history will not be created by 
adding conjectural features, features from other properties, or by combining features 
that never existed together historically. 

 
(8) Chemical or physical treatments, if appropriate, will be undertaken using the 
gentlest means possible. Treatments that cause damage to historic materials will not be 
used. 

 
(9) Archeological resources affected by a project will be protected and preserved in 
place. If such resources must be disturbed, mitigation measures will be undertaken. 

 
 (10) Designs that were never executed historically will not be constructed. 

 
(d) Reconstruction. (1) Reconstruction will be used to depict vanished or non-surviving 
portions of a property when documentary and physical evidence is available to permit 
accurate reconstruction with minimal conjecture and such reconstruction is essential to 
the public understanding of the property. 

 
(2) Reconstruction of a landscape, building, structure or object in its historic location 
will be preceded by a thorough archeological investigation to identify and evaluate 
those features and artifacts that are essential to an accurate reconstruction. If such 
resources must be disturbed, mitigation measures will be undertaken. 

 
(3) Reconstruction will include measures to preserve any remaining historic materials, 
features, and spatial relationships. 

 
(4) Reconstruction will be based on the accurate duplication of historic features and 
elements substantiated by documentary or physical evidence rather than on conjectural 
designs or the availability of different features from other historic properties. A 
reconstructed property will re-create the appearance of the non-surviving historic 
property in materials, design, color and texture. 

 
 (5) A reconstruction will be clearly identified as a contemporary re-creation. 

 
 (6) Designs that were never executed historically will not be constructed. 
 
These regulations and the associated guidelines make it clear that even when these standards 
are applicable to a project, they do not require precise conformity with each and every 
subsection of the standards.  As noted in the Guidelines and the regulations themselves, the 
standards provide various “options” and are “depend[ent] upon the property’s significance, 
existing physical condition, the extent of documentation” and must “consider[] the economic 
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and technical feasibility of each project.”  (Secretary of the Interior’s Guidelines, page 19; 36 
CFR § 68.3.)  As also noted in the associated Guidelines, “latitude is given in the Standards for 
Rehabilitation and Guidelines for Rehabilitation to replace extensively deteriorated, damaged, 
or missing features using either traditional or substitute materials.”2   
 
As noted above, these Guidelines and Regulations are not part of the CEQA process.  CEQA 
requires analysis of physical impacts to the environment, not a regulatory consistency analysis. 
As discussed in previous case law “an inconsistency between a project and other land use 
controls does not in itself mandate a finding of significance.”  (Lighthouse Field Beach Rescue v. 
City of Santa Cruz (2005) 131 Cal.App.4th 1170.)   A significant effect must be correlated to 
change in the “existing physical conditions.”  (CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.2.)  “The 
determination of whether a project may have a significant effect on the environment calls for 
careful judgment on the part of the public agency involved, based to the extent possible on 
scientific and factual data. An iron clad definition of significant effect is not always possible 
because the significance of an activity may vary with the setting.”  14 Cal. Code Regs. § 
15064(b).  Therefore, “a lead agency has the discretion to determine whether to classify an 
impact described in an EIR as ‘significant,’ depending on the nature of the area affected.”  Mira 
Mar Mobile Community v. City of Oceanside (2004) 119 Cal.App.4th 477.   
 
The only relationship of the Secretary of the Interior Standards to the CEQA process are 
discussed under CEQA Guidelines Section 15064.5(b)(3):   

 
“Generally, a project that follows the Secretary of the Interior's Standards for the 
Treatment of Historic Properties with Guidelines for Preserving, Rehabilitating, 
Restoring, and Reconstructing Historic Buildings or the Secretary of the Interior's 
Standards for Rehabilitation and Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings (1995), 
Weeks and Grimmer, shall be considered as mitigated to a level of less than a significant 
impact on the historical resource.  (See also CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.4.) 

 
Even in this instance the CEQA Guidelines do not define compliance with the Secretary of the 
Interior's Standards as the exclusive method of mitigation.  While consistency analysis is not 
required under CEQA projects such as this, undergoing Design Review under Pasadena 
Municipal Code Section 17.61.030.K(2) must be found to be consistent with the Secretary of the 
Interiors Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties prior to approval of Design Review. 
This finding, however, does not need to be made in the CEQA environmental analysis.   
 
Please also see Section 4.3 of the EIR, including revisions made to this section in the FEIR which 
provides additional clarification regarding the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards. (See FEIR 
Section 8.3.) 
 
General Response 3 – Revised Configuration of Building A (“Alternative 7”) 
 
Several commenters on the Draft EIR and Revised (Recirculated) Draft EIR expressed concern 
regarding demolition and relocation of the Maryland Hotel Wall, and the location of the 
proposed Building A in relation to the Wall.  Comments were also received which expressed 
concern for the wall’s spatial relationship to its surroundings and providing a garden area 

                                                 
2
 http://www.nps.gov/hps/tps/standguide/rehab/rehab_approach.htm 
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behind the Wall.  This response has been included to address those concerns and incorporates 
an additional alternative (Alternative 7).  This response provides (A) an introduction, (B) a 
description of Alternative 7 including Figures, which have been included to address the 
commenters’ concerns, (C) an analysis of Alternatives 7’s environmental impacts, and (D) a 
discussion of the legal requirements for the alternatives analysis under CEQA. 
 

A. Introduction 
 
In December 2011, the project applicant submitted additional details to the City on an 
alternative to the proposed project which addresses these community concerns surrounding the 
proposed project.  While the Revised Draft EIR already included a reasonable range of 
alternatives, Alternative 7 has been included in the Final EIR to address these community 
concerns.   
 

B. Alternative 7 – Project Description 
 
The revised floor plan for Alternative 7 is shown in Figure 8.2.  Under the revised floor plan, 
the southern portion of Building A (located adjacent to the Maryland Hotel Wall) would be 
shortened by approximately 55 feet in comparison to the proposed project, and extended 
several feet further north and several feet wider along the east west axis.  Under this 
alternative, the Maryland Hotel Wall would not be relocated and a courtyard/open space 
would be created east of the wall (120 feet of the wall would open onto the courtyard in 
comparison to 65 feet under the proposed project).  A portion of the second floor would be set 
back (along the western edge fronting Euclid), and have a landscaped terrace along Euclid. 
 
Under Alternative 7, Building A would include 13,643 gross square feet (GSF), which would be 
657 GSF less than the 14,300 GSF building that was included as part of the proposed project and 
analyzed in the Draft EIR.  In addition to modification of the size and location of Building A, 
Building E would not include senior citizen housing  (Proposed Project Scenario 1) that was 
included as part of the proposed project, but would only include a two-story gymnasium that 
would be 11,965 GSF in size.  This would be 1,035 GSF less than the 13,000 GSF building that 
was analyzed under Building E, Scenario 2 for the proposed project in the Draft EIR. 
 
All other components of this alternative would be the same as the proposed project described in 
the EIR.  The floor plan for this alternative can be compared to the proposed project in Figures 
8.1-1 through 8.1-4 (the outline for Building A under the proposed project is shown in red). 
 

C. Alternative 7 – Impact Analysis 
 
Alternative 7 would have impacts similar to those of the proposed project as it would consist of 
similar types of uses, and slightly less development (1,692 GSF reduction in comparison to 
Scenario 2 for the proposed project).  This project alternative would involve the relocation and 
reconfiguration of Building A, would involve development of Building E as a two-story 
gymnasium and would not include development of an eight-story residential building for 
senior citizens.  Due to the relocation of Building A, this alternative would eliminate the 
unavoidably significant impact associated with the demolition and reconstruction of the 
Maryland Hotel Wall (Impact HR-2).  This alternative’s environmental effects are discussed 
below.  Where the analyses below conclude impacts would be the same or similar to that of the 
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proposed project, the reader is referred to the impact analyses for proposed project scenario 2 
contained in Sections 4.1 through 5.0 of the EIR, including revisions contained in the Addenda 
and Errata Section of the Final EIR. 
 
Consistent with CEQA Guidelines Sections 15063(c)(3)(A) and 15128 several significance 
thresholds were not found to be significant and were therefore addressed in an attached copy 
of the Initial Study.  These thresholds have been reviewed and would be the same or slightly 
reduced for this alternative in comparison to the proposed project, therefore additional more 
detailed analysis is not warranted here (CEQA Guidelines Section 15151 and 15130(b).).   
 
Aesthetics 
 
This alternative would include development of four buildings, similar to the proposed project.  
However, Building A would be relocated, shortened, and widened slightly as described in the 
Alternative 7 description above, and Building E would only be developed as a two-story 
gymnasium.  Building A (29-foot maximum height) would include a second story landscaped 
façade along the N. Euclid Avenue elevation.  In addition, the Maryland Hotel Wall not be 
demolished or relocated, and would have a more pronounced presence on the project site.  
Additionally, there would be a 120-foot wide open space/court yard area located behind 120 
feet of the Wall.  Similar to the proposed project, this alternative would be consistent with 
applicable policies of the Central District Specific Plan and with Citywide Design Principles 
and Criteria, and Impact AES-1 would remain Class III, less-than-significant.  The addition of a 
second story landscaped façade to Building A and the open space/garden area behind the 
Maryland Hotel Wall would be considered an improvement in comparison to the proposed 
project to the visual character along the N. Euclid Avenue elevation.  At ground level, the 
building would be parallel to the wall for approximately 14 feet; a cast stone and metal screen 
would also parallel the building , and extend approximately 12 feet beyond the south end of the 
building.  As discussed in Section 4.1 Aesthetics, under Impact AES-2, a two-story building at 
the north end of the project site would not alter views of the mountains as compared with 
current conditions.  Under this alternative, the configurations of the open areas are different 
than those of the proposed project due to the changes to the building placement of Building A 
and the creation of a large open space/garden area behind the Maryland Hotel Wall.  Similar to 
the proposed project, a rectangular courtyard would be located between Building A and 
Building E.  Therefore, this alternative would have the same Class III, less-than-significant 
impact, with respect to view corridors (Impact AES-2).  This alternative would, likewise have 
Class II, significant-but-mitigable impacts related to light and glare (Impact AES-3) due to 
lighting spillover from Building B (Forum Building).  Mitigation measures AES-3(a) and AES-
3(b) would still apply to reduce the potential for adverse effects from light and glare.  With 
mitigation, impacts would be less-than-significant under this alternative.  
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Drawing Source:  Richard Meier & Partners LLP, December 23, 2011. Scale in Feet
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Project Alternative 7
First Level Floor Plan - Phase 1
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Project Alternative 7
First Level Floor Plan - Phase 2

Drawing Source:  Richard Meier & Partners LLP, December 7, 2011. Scale in Feet
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Project Alternative 7
Second Level Floor Plan - Phase 2

Drawing Source:  Richard Meier & Partners LLP, December 7, 2011. Scale in Feet
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Project Alternative 7
North and West Elevation - Phase 2

Drawing Source:  Richard Meier & Partners LLP, December 23, 2011. Scale in Feet
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North Elevation Along Walnut Street

West Elevation Along Euclid Street
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Air Quality/Global Climate Change 
 
As described on Draft EIR page 4.2-5 the air quality analysis for construction and operation was 
based in part upon “the amount of demolition, grading and building…operational emissions 
are associated with trip generation resulting from the project.”  Because the development 
intensity would be reduced in comparison to the proposed project  (reduction of 1,692 GSF), air 
quality impacts associated with both construction and operation of this alternative would be 
slightly reduced in comparison to scenario 2 for the proposed project.  This Final EIR 
acknowledges that these revisions would improve the air quality in comparison to the 
proposed project under Impacts AQ-1 through AQ-3 and the cumulative analysis.  However, 
the project’s air quality impacts were already determined to be less than significant.  Given that 
this reduction would further improve conditions in comparison to the proposed project (and 
therefore air quality impacts would continue to be less than significant), further more detailed 
analysis was not warranted.  (See CEQA Guidelines Section 15130(b), 15151, 15204(a).)  As with 
the proposed project, air pollutant emissions generated by construction of this alternative 
would not exceed SCAQMD thresholds for ROG, NOx, CO, SO2, or PM10 or PM2.5 during 
construction (Impact AQ-1) or operation (Impact AQ-3) or under cumulative conditions.  
Existing regulations regarding asbestos and lead-based paint3 would ensure that this 
alternative would have less-than-significant impacts during demolition, the same as with the 
proposed project (Impact AQ-2).  As with the proposed project, long-term global climate 
change impacts would be less-than-significant under this alternative. 
 
Historic Resources 
 
Development of this alternative requires the demolition of Scott Hall, and steel framing and a 
copula structure between the Regas House and the Rectory Building.  This impact would be the 
same as that identified for the proposed project (Impact HR-1), and would be a Class III, less-

than-significant impact.  This alternative would avoid the project’s Class I, unavoidably 
significant impact (Impact HR-2) related to the physical damage resulting from the demolition 
and reconstruction of the Maryland Hotel Wall.  While Building A under this alternative would 
be constructed slightly closer to the Maryland Hotel Wall in comparison to the proposed project 
(see Figure # 8.1-1), the existing spatial relationship for the Maryland Hotel Wall to its 
immediate surroundings is not considered historic; all of the nearby buildings to which it was 
historically related having been demolished several decades ago.   Building A would be 
approximately eight feet from the Maryland Hotel Wall; the cast stone and metal screen would 
be approximately five feet from the wall.  The existing setting does not currently include a 
garden, but rather the existing setting contains a playground, a storage building, and a trailer 
immediately to the east, a paved parking lot to the north, and the Rectory building to the South 
(the east side of the wall is not currently accessible to the public as shown in Figure 4.3-2).  
Impacts would therefore be less than significant under Impact HR-2.  Therefore, mitigation 
measures HR-2(a) and HR-2(b) would not be required under this alternative.  Impact HR-2 is 
considered Class III, less-than-significant.  Alternative 7 would not cause a substantial adverse 
change in the significance of the NRHP district (Impact HR-3).  The analysis for this alternative 
is the same as the analysis for the proposed project in Section 4.3 (including revisions contained 
in the Addenda and Errata Section of the Final EIR) with the exception that the proposed 
project would not include the relocation of the Maryland Hotel Wall.  Impacts associated with 

                                                 
3
 See 15 USC § 2682; 40 CFR Part 745, and 8 Cal. Code Regs. Section 1532.1. 
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Impact HR-3 for Alternative 7 would therefore be less than significant (Class III) for 
Alternative 7.  Similar to the proposed project, demolition of structures and project construction 
would temporarily generate ground borne vibrations on and adjacent to the project site which 
have the potential to affect historic resources including the Rectory, Regas House, and the 
Maryland Hotel Wall which would remain in its current location (Impact HR-4).  Similar to the 
proposed project, Impact HR-4 would be significant-but-mitigable (Class II) with 
incorporation of Mitigation Measure HR-4. 
 
Transportation/Parking 
 
Since the buildout square footage and development density of this project alternative would be 
slightly less than that of scenario 2 for the proposed project (1,692 GSF reduction in comparison 
to Scenario 2 for the proposed project), this alternative’s transportation impacts would also be 
slightly less than those of scenario 2 for the proposed project.  This is, in part, because trip 
generation assumptions are based upon the ITE Trip Generation rates, which vary based upon 
the square footage4 of the project (see Draft EIR Appendix C, Tables 7 which corresponds to the 
detailed calculations for the proposed project scenario 2).  This Final EIR acknowledges that 
these revisions would improve the traffic conditions in comparison to the proposed project.   
 
Impacts to the nine study area intersections (Impact T-1) would be Class III, less-than-

significant for the reasons discussed under Impact T-1 in Section 4.4 of the Draft EIR.  While 
impact T-2 would be slightly reduced in comparison to the proposed project (see DEIR Table 
4.4-13), this reduction would not reduce Impact T-2 to less than significant without mitigation 
(i.e. Class III).  The significance criteria for Impact T-2 are provided in Table 4.4-7 [ADT growth 
of 2.5% - 4.9%]).  As shown, in Table 4.4-13, the proposed project scenario 2, would result in a 
4.5% increase in ADT growth, which is well above the 2.5% significance threshold.  Like the 
proposed project, impacts to street segments would be potentially significant (Impact T-2), and 
mitigation measure T-2 would be required.  Similar to the proposed project, implementation of 
mitigation would reduce Impact T-2 to street segments to a level that is significant-but-

mitigable Class II.  Impacts related to parking (Impact T-3), Sunday peak hour traffic (Impact 
T-4) and CMP intersections (Impact T-5) would be Class III, less-than-significant.  Impacts 
related to access and circulation would be potentially significant (Impact T-6), the same as the 
proposed project.  Therefore, mitigation measures T-6(a) and T-6(b) would be required under 
this alternative.  Similar to the proposed project, this alternative’s impacts with implementation 
of mitigation to access and circulation would be significant-but-mitigable Class II.   
 
Given that impacts would be the same or reduced in comparison to the proposed project, more 
detailed analysis was not warranted.  (See CEQA Guidelines Section 15130(b), 15151, 15204(a).) 
 Please see Draft EIR Section 4.4 (Scenario 2) for additional details.   
 
Water Supply 
 
This alternative would create an increased demand for water in comparison to baseline 
conditions (Impact W-1).  This impact would be the same as the proposed project, and would 

                                                 
4
 While the trip generation category for “Day Care Center (ITE Land Use 565)” is based upon the number of 

students, this aspect of Alternative 7 would not change in comparison to the proposed project scenario 2; only the 

square footage for Buildings A and E would be modified under Alternative 7. 
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be Class II, significant-but-mitigable, with inclusion of mitigation measure W-1.  Please see 
Draft EIR Section 4.5 (Scenario 2) for further more detailed analysis. 
 
Land Use and Planning 
 
In the same manner as the proposed project, this alternative would not conflict with any 
applicable land use plan, policy, or regulations of any agency with jurisdiction over the project 
(Impact LUP-1), and would not conflict with the City of Pasadena’s General Plan, Central 
District Specific Plan, or Zoning Ordinance.  As with the proposed project, potential impacts 
under this alternative would be less-than-significant (Class III).  Please see Draft EIR Section 
4.6 (Scenario 2) for further more detailed analysis. 
 

A. CEQA – Alternative Requirements 
 
The Revised (Recirculated) EIR included a reasonable range of alternatives in compliance with 
CEQA.  As discussed under CEQA case law, CEQA does not require multiple variations of the 
project alternatives,  “[w]hat is required is the production of information sufficient to permit a 
reasonable choice of alternatives so far as environmental aspects are concerned.”  (Village 
Laguna of Laguna Beach, Inc. v. Board of Supervisors of Orange County (1982) 134 Cal.App.3d 1022.) 
 As discussed in the Village Laguna case, “there are literally thousands of ‘reasonable 
alternatives’ to the proposed project…But, no one would argue that the EIR is insufficient for 
failure to describe the alternative [suggested in the comment letters].”  (Village Laguna (supra) 
134 Cal.App3d at 1028.) 
 
The EIR concluded that impacts to the Maryland Hotel Wall (Impact HR-2) would be 
significant and unavoidable due to the physical damage to the wall during its proposed 
relocation.  The Draft EIR and the Recirculated Draft EIR included six alternatives which 
avoided this significant impact by eliminating the relocation of the Maryland Hotel Wall.  The 
Recirculated Draft EIR included a reasonable range of alternatives, and the addition of this 
alternative merely constitutes one additional variation upon the existing alternatives, and 
therefore the addition of Alternative 7 merely clarifies and amplifies the existing alternatives 
analysis in the Recirculated Draft EIR.   
 
While commenters also expressed concern about the need to create a garden behind the 
Maryland Hotel Wall and its relationship to its surroundings, the purpose of CEQA is not to fix 
issues which occur under existing conditions. While the Maryland Hotel Wall is considered a 
contributing component of the Historic District, the existing spatial relationship for the 
Maryland Hotel Wall to its immediate surroundings is not considered historic; all of the nearby 
buildings to which it was historically related having been demolished several decades ago.  The 
existing setting does not currently include a garden, but rather the existing setting contains a 
playground, a storage building, and a trailer immediately to the east, a paved parking lot to the 
north, and the Rectory building to the South (the east side of the wall is not currently accessible 
to the public as shown in Figure 4.3-1b). Under CEQA Guidelines Section 15125(a) the 
environmental setting [i.e. the basis for determining whether an impact is significant] are the 
“physical environmental conditions in the vicinity of the project, as they exist at the time the 
notice of preparation is published…”  As also discussed in recent case law, it is not the 
responsibility of the EIR to “fix” or mitigate existing conditions which are part of the project 
baseline.  (See Watsonville Pilots Association v. City of Watsonville (2010) 183 Cal. App. 4th 1059  
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[“The FEIR  was not required to resolve the [existing] overdraft problem, a feat that was far 
beyond its scope.”] 
 
Therefore, while Alternative 7 has been included in the Final EIR, it merely clarifies and 
amplifies the existing alternatives analysis which included a reasonable range of alternatives. 
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Letter D1 
 
COMMENTER: Carl Shiigi, California Department of Transportation 
 
DATE:   August 12, 2010 
 
Response D1.1 
 
The commenter offers thanks for including the California Department of Transportation 
(Caltrans) in the environmental review process for the Draft EIR.  The commenter’s 
appreciation is noted.  The commenter further states that residential developments to be built 
adjacent to an existing freeway should incorporate noise attenuation measures such as site 
placement, architectural design elements, and/or soundwalls.  As discussed in the Initial Study 
Section 14a (Appendix A), the project site lies between the 65 and 70 dBA noise contours 
depicted in Figure 2 of the City’s Noise Element (2002), which is in the “Normally Acceptable” 
range for noise sensitive land uses.  Therefore, this issue was found to have a less-than-
significant impact related to exposure of persons to noise levels in excess of standards 
established in the local general plan or noise ordinance, and was not addressed further in the 
EIR.  This approach is consistent with CEQA Guidelines Section 15063(c)(3)(A) and CEQA 
Guidelines Section 15128.  CEQA does not require mitigation measures for impacts that were 
determined to be less than significant.  (See CEQA Guidelines section 15126.4(a)(3).) 
 
Furthermore, CEQA requires analysis of impacts of the proposed project on the environment, 
not impacts of the environment on the proposed project, as suggested in the comment letter.  
(See Ballona Wetlands Trust v. City of Los Angeles (2011) 2011 WL 5429542, 201 Cal.App.4th 455 
[an EIR need not identify or analyze effects on the project and its users caused by the 
environment]; see also City of Long Beach v. Los Angeles Unified School District (2009) 176 
Cal.App.4th 889 [“‘[t]he purpose of an environmental impact report is to identify the significant 
effects on the environment of a project…’ [citations omitted], not the impact of the environment on 
the project, such as the school’s students and staff.”];  see also South Orange County Wastewater 
Authority v. City of Dana Point (2011) 196 Cal.App.4th 1604 [The Fourth District Court of Appeal 
determined CEQA does not require an agency to analyze and mitigate the impact of existing 
environmental conditions on a proposed project, only the impacts of the proposed project on 
the environment.] 
 
The only potential component that may include residential units would be Scenario 1 which 
proposes 45 units for senior citizen residences in Building E.  Even then, these residential units 
would be located approximately 735 feet away from the southern edge of the freeway on-ramp 
(approximately 880 feet from the centerline of the freeway).   
 
Noise that is experienced at any receptor can be attenuated by distance or the presence of noise 
barriers or intervening terrain.  Sound from a single source (i.e., a point source) radiates 
uniformly outward as it travels away from the source in a spherical pattern.  The sound level 
attenuates (or drops off) at a rate of 6 dBA for each doubling of distance.  For acoustically 
absorptive, or soft, sites (i.e., sites with an absorptive ground surface, such as soft dirt, grass, or 
scattered bushes and trees), an excess ground attenuation value of 1.5 dBA per doubling of 
distance is normally assumed.  A large object or barrier in the path between a noise source and 
a receiver can substantially attenuate noise levels at the receiver.  The amount of attenuation 
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provided by this shielding depends on the size of the object, proximity to the noise source and 
receiver, surface weight, solidity, and the frequency content of the noise source.  Natural terrain 
features (such as hills and dense woods) and human-made features (such as buildings and 
walls) can substantially reduce noise levels.  Walls are often constructed between a source and a 
receiver specifically to reduce noise.  A barrier that breaks the line of sight between a source 
and a receiver will typically result in at least 5 dB of noise reduction.  A higher barrier, such as 
Building A, may provide as much as 20 dB of noise reduction.  Given the distances of the 
project and the surrounding buildings and terrain, the less than significant conclusion in the 
Initial Study and DEIR remain correct. 
 
Furthermore, existing regulations, which the project will comply with, also require inclusion of 
noise insulation which insures an interior noise level of 45 dBA Ldn.  (Title 24, California Code 
of Regulations (California Building Code or “CBC”), Part 2, Volume 1, Section 1207.11.2.)  These 
noise levels are accomplished through various noise attenuation features, including insulation, 
required by the California Building Code.  (See CBC Section 1207.)  The City has explicitly 
adopted the 2010 edition of the California Building Code, as provided in City of Pasadena 
Municipal Code Section 14.03.010. 
 
Response D1.2 
 
The commenter recommends that construction-related truck trips on State highways be limited 
to off-peak commute periods.  In addition, the commenter notes that over-size and over-weight 
vehicles on State highways will require a Caltrans Transportation Permit.  Existing City 
Regulations require a Transportation Demand Management Plan in compliance with City 
Municipal Code Sections 17.46.290 and 10.64 as described on DEIR page 4.4-36.  The proposed 
project also includes, as a Condition of Approval, a Construction Staging and Traffic 
Management Plan which is to be submitted to the Department of Public Works and the 
Department of Transportation for review and approval. 
 

Construction Staging and Traffic Management Plan.  Prior to the start of construction or 
the issuance of any permits, the applicant shall submit a Construction Staging and 
Traffic Management Plan to the Department of Public Works and the Department of 
Transportation for review and approval.  This plan shall also be designed to (1) limit 
construction related truck trips on City of Pasadena designated truck routes 
(http://www.cityofpasadena.net/WorkArea/linkit.aspx?LinkIdentifier=id&ItemID=64
42453091&libID=6442453088) and State highways to AM/PM off-peak commute periods 
unless necessary for time sensitive construction activities (e.g. pouring concrete, etc…), 
and (2) limit truck platooning on mainline freeways, freeway ramps, and freeway ramp 
intersections.  The template for the Construction Staging and Traffic Management Plan 
can be obtained from the Department of Public Works webpage at: 
http://cityofpasadena.net/WorkArea/DownloadAsset.aspx?id=6442456832.  A 
deposit, based on the General Fee Schedule, is required for plan review.  This plan shall 
address the various construction alterations to the public right-of-way including all 
street occupations, lane closures, detours, staging areas, and routes of construction 
vehicles entering and exiting the construction site.  An occupancy permit shall be 
obtained from the department for the occupation of any traffic lane, parking lane, 
parkway, or any other public right-of-way.  All lane closures shall be done in 
accordance with the WATCH Manual, 2006 Edition.  If the public right-of-way 
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occupation requires a diagram that is not a part of the WATCH Manual, a separate 
traffic control plan must be submitted as part of the Construction Staging and Traffic 
Management Plan to the department for review and approval. 

 
It is not possible to provide greater details at this time regarding construction related truck 
trips, as construction activities can vary greatly from day to day depending upon the specific 
construction activities being undertaken.  It is therefore more appropriate to provide a flexible 
program such as the one proposed under this Condition of Approval which can account for 
these diverse set construction activities which occur from day to day.  This Condition of 
Approval ensures that construction related transportation impacts would remain less than 
significant. 
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Letter D2 
 
COMMENTER: Dorena Knepper 
 
DATE:   August 27, 2010 
 
Response D2.1 
 
The commenter notes efforts within the City of Pasadena to preserve the City’s historic 
landmarks.  The commenter expresses the opinion that the existing facilities at All Saints 
Church are adequate for community programs and church activities, and states that the 
proposed project “clashes” with the existing aesthetic environment, including the City Hall 
building located across the street.  Note that aesthetic impacts from the proposed project are 
discussed in Section 4.1, Aesthetics, and impacts related to historic resources are discussed in 
Section 4.3, Historic Resources.  The commenter’s opinions are noted for consideration by 
decision-makers; however, the commenter does not raise additional issues pertinent to CEQA 
that have not been addressed in this EIR.  
 
Response D2.2 
 
The commenter notes that construction of the proposed project will involve removal of 44 trees 
located on the project site, as well as reconstruction of the Maryland Hotel Wall.   
 
As noted in Section 4.1, Aesthetics, some of the existing ornamental trees would be removed and 
evaluated according to the City’s regulations for private tree removals, which are described in 
Chapter 8.52 of the City’s Municipal Code.  The removal of trees on the subject property would 
be subject to Section 8.52.070 and 8.52.075 of the Municipal Code, which state that, in the case of 
trees on private land, the application for discretionary approval would also be deemed an 
application for a permit to remove the trees required for project development.  The DEIR 
further notes “that a row of sycamore trees would be planted in front of the western elevation 
of [Building C].”  (DEIR page 2-5.)  Additional trees would be planted throughout the project 
site, as shown in Figures 2-3 through 2-8 of the DEIR. 
 
The comment also suggests that the project would “overwhelm the property.”  The massing of 
the proposed project is portrayed in DEIR Figure 4.1-6.  As discussed in the DEIR, “the scale of 
the project is compatible with the existing surrounding development and the height of the 
proposed building is within the limits called for in the zoning code…In scale and in massing, 
none of the proposed building would overwhelm the existing historic structures… the 
proposed height is similar to that of  several structures located within a block or two of the 
project site, including the 13-story Plaza Las Fuentes complex to the east, the six-story County 
Court Building to the west and the five to  seven-story Kaiser Permanente buildings about a 
half block to the north”  (DEIR page 4.1-13, 4.1-16, and 4.1-20.)  Additionally, the City of 
Pasadena Municipal Code provides that all projects shall design, install, and maintain 
landscaping. (§§ 17.44.010[C], 17.44.020[A].) Please also note that removal of landmark native, 
or specimen trees would comply with the City’s Trees and Tree Protection Ordinance. (Chapter 
8.52 of the Municipal Code.) 
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Impacts to the Maryland Hotel Wall were evaluated in Section 4.3, Historic Resources.  Please 
also see revisions to this chapter in the FEIR.  The commenter’s opinion regarding the long-term 
effectiveness of the Maryland Hotel Wall preservation is noted for consideration.  Please note 
that CEQA provides for a Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program which is adopted at 
the time of project approval.  (See CEQA Guidelines Section 15097.) 
 
Response D2.3 
 
The commenter expresses the opinion that the proposed project is incompatible with the setting 
and that the EIR does not sufficiently address the historical significance of the existing church 
buildings or of the neighborhood.  The commenter’s opinions are noted for consideration.  For 
discussion of the project’s impacts on designated historic resources and the existing NRHP 
Historic District please refer to Section 4.3, Historic Resources, including revisions to this chapter 
in the Final EIR.  No further response is possible as the commenter does not provide any detail 
on what aspect of the DEIR’s historic resource impact analysis they believe to be inadequate. 
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Letter D3 
 
COMMENTER: Marsha Rood 
 
DATE:   September 13, 2010 
 
Letter D3 was submitted as a statement to the Design Commission and provides comments to 
the Design Commission about the proposed project.  It is included in the EIR and responded to 
where comments pertain to EIR analysis.  
 
Response D3.1 
 
The commenter refers to the City’s process and urges the Design Commission to comment on 
the proposed design and how it fits into Pasadena and its Civic Center. The commenter further 
notes that there will be less ability to change the basic nature of the project once the 
entitlements are approved.   
 
These comments do not pertain specifically to the EIR analysis, though the role of Design 
Commission review and authority with respect to the project is discussed in in Section 4.1 
Aesthetics on page 4.1-7 of the DEIR and is further discussed under General Response 1.   
 
Please also refer to comments submitted by the Design Commission in Letter D15. 
 
Response D3.2 
 
The commenter notes that the proposed project is within the NRHP listed Civic Center District, 
and is therefore subject to the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation of Historic 
Structures in terms of project size, scale, proportion and massing in comparison to other 
buildings in the district.   
 
Please see General Response #2, and revisions to Section 4.3 in the Final EIR which addresses 
this issue.  As discussed therein, even when these standards are applicable, the standards do 
not require a project to meet each and every policy, but rather give agencies the discretion to 
choose various “options” including the 8 preservation options, the 10 Rehabilitation options, 
the 10 Restoration options, and the 6 reconstruction options. 
 
Response D3.3 
 
The commenter asks how the Design Commission should interpret the Secretary of the 
Interior’s Standards with respect to differentiation and compatibility.   
 
Please see General Response #2 and revisions to the Section 4.3 in the Final EIR. 
 
Response D3.4 
 
The commenter notes the architectural history of the existing All Saints Church buildings, and 
opines that there is an identifiable campus of church buildings and context for future additions. 
The background information provided by the commenter is noted for consideration; however, 
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the commenter is expressing opinions about the project design and does not offer a comment 
specific to the EIR analysis. 
 
Response D3.5 
 
The commenter describes the general history of the Civic Center and the City’s historical 
planning efforts and documents that about $390 million has been spent on public and private 
projects.  These comments do not pertain to the EIR analysis, though it is noted that the history 
of the Civic Center District and All Saints Church campus relative to local and national 
designations are described in the DEIR on pages 4.3-3 through page 4.3-11.  
 
The comment also references the Bennett Plan as being part of “THE ENVIRONMENT.”  As 
discussed under CEQA Guidelines Section 15125(a) the environmental setting [i.e. the basis for 
determining whether an impact is significant] are the “physical environmental conditions in the 
vicinity of the project, as they exist at the time the notice of preparation is published…”  (See also 
CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.2(a).)  (See also Citizens Committee to Save Our Village v. City of 
Claremont (1995) 37 Cal.App.4th 1157, 1170 [no historic impacts based upon alleged 
inconsistency with historic landscape plan which was not in existence.]  While the project may 
be located in an area that was originally identified in the Bennett Plan, the Bennett Plan was 
never fully constructed and is not an appropriate baseline for the environmental analysis. 
 
Response D3.6 
 
The commenter discusses feedback from the public on the General Plan update outreach 
efforts.  The focus of this feedback is on a public preference for the City’s historic architecture 
over newer construction in the City.  This feedback provided by the commenter is noted for 
consideration; however, the comments do not specifically relate to EIR analysis and generally 
indicate  concern with the project’s design.  Project design is not required to be final at this 
point in the Zoning Code process, nor is it required to be final for purposes of analysis under 
CEQA; see General Response #1.   
 
Response D3.7 
 
The commenter states the opinion that compatibility with the existing visual environment 
should be a priority for architecture in Pasadena, and opines that Section 6.0, Alternatives, of 
this EIR interprets the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation of Historic 
Structures in a manner favorable to the proposed project.  Note that the evaluation of 
alternatives in this EIR provides a comparison of a reasonable range of alternatives to the 
proposed project in order to identify ways to mitigate or avoid the significant effects that a 
project may have on the environment, pursuant to Section 15126.6 of the State CEQA 
Guidelines.  The commenter’s opinion is noted for consideration; however, the commenter does 
not raise additional environmental issues pertinent to CEQA that have not been addressed in 
this EIR.   
 
Response D3.8 
 
The commenter raises a question about determining architectural compatibility with the 
existing environment.  The commenter’s concern is noted; however, the proposed project is 
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evaluated in this EIR based on the thresholds contained in Appendix G of the CEQA 
Guidelines, and under the guidance of historical experts (the Historic Resources Report prepared 
by San Buenaventura Research Associates (SBRA)in February, 2010 and updated in May of 
2010, December 2011 and January 2012, contained in Appendix D of this EIR and, as revised, in 
the  Final EIR Appendix).  This EIR is required to analyze the effects of the project on the 
environment as proposed, rather than answering the question of what design is the most 
harmonious.  See also General Response #1.  
 
Response D3.9 
 
The commenter expresses the belief that the City, the applicant, and various stakeholders can 
work together to ensure the proposed project is compatible with the Civic Center District and 
with existing development on the All Saints Church campus.  The commenter’s opinion is 
noted; however, this comment is regarding the proposed project, and does not reference this 
EIR or the environmental analysis contained herein.  Further analysis in the EIR is not required. 
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Letter D4 
 
COMMENTER: Stephen R. Maguin, County Sanitation Districts of Los Angeles County 
 
DATE:   September 15, 2010 
 
The commenter submitted one letter with a previous NOP response letter attached.  The most 
recent letter is addressed first in responses D4.1 through D4.4, while the older letter is 
addressed second in responses D4.6 through D4.10.   
 
Response D4.1 
 
The commenter provides a letter containing comments originally submitted by the County 
Sanitation Districts of Los Angeles County on October 21, 2009.  These comments are addressed 
in Responses D4.6 through D4.10 
 
Response D4.2 
 
The commenter provides updated information regarding the peak flow of the eight-inch 
diameter sewer line located in Los Robles Avenue at Marengo Avenue.  This additional 
information is noted for consideration; however, the provided information does not necessitate 
updates to information contained in the EIR5 and does not result in any new significant impacts 
or a substantial increase in severity of an impact.  No changes to the EIR are required. 
 
Response D4.3 
 
The commenter provides updated information regarding the average flow of the Whittier 
Narrows Water Reclamation Plant (WRP) and the Los Coyotes WRP.  This information has 
been updated in the Initial Study Section 19b (Appendix A), as reflected in Section 8.1 of the EIR, 
above.  This information does not result in any new significant impacts or a substantial increase 
in severity of an impact. 
 
Response D4.4 
 
The commenter notes that all information, excepting those points discussed in Responses D4.1 
through D4.3, is current.  This comment is acknowledged and no changes to the EIR are 
required. 
 
Response D4.5 
 
The commenter provides information regarding the design capacity and peak flow of the eight-
inch diameter sewer line located in Los Robles Avenue at Marengo Avenue.  This additional 
information is noted for consideration; however, the provided information does not necessitate 
updates to information contained in the EIR.  No changes to the EIR are required. 
 

                                                 
5
 The DEIR provides analysis of wastewater related impacts in the Notice of Preparation/Initial Study which was 

included as Appendix A to the DEIR. 
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Response D4.7 
 
The commenter provides information regarding the potential locations for treatment of the 
wastewater generated by the proposed project.  This information is reflected in the Initial Study 
Section 19b (Appendix A).  In addition, this information is updated based on the information 
discussed in Response D4.3, above. 
 
Response D4.8 
 
The commenter provides an estimate of 15,000 gallons per day (gpd) for the expected increase 
in average wastewater flow from the project site based on the Districts’ average wastewater 
generation factors.  This estimate is higher than the estimate of 11,709 gpd under Scenario 1 
senior residential contained in Section 19 of the IS/MND.  Regardless of which estimate is used, 
however, the proposed project’s wastewater generation would not represent a significant 
increase, and would not alter the significance conclusion in the IS/MND. Please also see 
Section 8.1, above, for revisions to Appendix A. Mitigation Measure Utilities 1 requires that the 
applicant shall either correct the sewer deficiency on Colorado Boulevard between Euclid 
Avenue and Los Robles Avenue and in Los Robles Avenue between Marengo Avenue and 315 
feet north of Marengo Avenue or pay their share to the City, that the City will use to correct the 
deficiency.  The EIR’s conclusion there are adequate wastewater facilities to accommodate the 
proposed project remains valid.  
 
Response D4.9 
 
The commenter describes the County Sanitation Districts’ procedure and fees for the privilege 
of connecting to the Districts’ sewerage system.  The proposed project would be subject to all 
provisions of the California Health and Safety Code, which authorizes the District to charge a 
fee for sewerage connections.  Please note that fees charged by the Districts are distinct from, 
and would be required in addition to any funds the applicant would pay to the City to fund the 
applicant’s fair share of the cost to correct the sewer deficiency discussed above in Response 
D4.8.  No further changes to the EIR are required. 
 
Response D4.10 
 
The commenter provides information related to the District’s required conformance with the 
Federal Clean Air Act (CAA) and the associated limitations places on future expansions of 
existing wastewater treatment facilities.  The commenter notes that the Districts’ comments do 
not constitute a guarantee of wastewater service, due to the fact that there are legal restrictions 
on future expansion of wastewater treatment facilities which are outside of the Districts’ 
control.  This information is noted for consideration by decision makers.  No further changes to 
the EIR are required. 
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Letter D5 
 
COMMENTER: Lambert Geissinger, Pasadena Heritage 
 
DATE:   September 13, 2010 
 
Response D5.1 
 
The commenter opines that the EIR does not sufficiently analyze the proposed project’s 
compliance with the Secretary of the Interior’s Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings 
(1995), specifically with regard to the building site and setting.  The commenter states that these 
guidelines are applicable to the relationship of the new buildings to the existing designated 
historic resources on the site, including the Maryland Hotel Wall and the All Saints Church, as 
well as the relationship of the new buildings to their setting, including the Pasadena Civic 
Center National Register Historic District.   
 
Please see General Response #2 and revisions to Section 4.3 in the Final EIR. 
 
Response D5.2 
 
The commenter states that “the current proposal to demolish and reconstruct the Maryland 
Hotel Wall and eliminate its relationship to a landscaped open space by constructing a new 
building within a few feet from the wall is not consistent with the Guidelines.”   
 
Please see General Response #2 and revisions to Section 4.3 in the Final EIR.  As discussed 
therein, even when these standards are applicable, the Standards do not require a project to 
meet each and every subsection, but rather give agencies the discretion to choose various 
“options” including the 8 preservation options, the 10 Rehabilitation options, the 10 Restoration 
options, and the 6 reconstruction options. 
 
While the Maryland Hotel Wall is considered a contributing component of the Historic District, 
the existing spatial relationship for the Maryland Hotel Wall remnant to its immediate 
surroundings is not considered historic; all of the nearby buildings to which it was historically 
related having been demolished several decades ago.  Furthermore, any relationship to the wall 
to the historic district or the Maryland Apartment would not be substantially modified.  The 
existing setting does not currently include a garden, but rather the existing setting contains a 
playground, a storage building, and a trailer immediately to the east, a paved parking lot to the 
north, and the Rectory building to the South (the east side of the wall is not currently accessible 
to the public as shown in Figure 4.3-2).  Please see FEIR Section 8.0 for further details on the 
environmental setting for the Maryland Hotel Wall. Please also see General Response #3 for 
additional discussion. 
 
Response D5.3 
 
The commenter states that the proposed project is not appropriate to the historic setting of its 
surroundings along Euclid Avenue north of Union Street within the Pasadena Civic Center 
National Register Historic District because it features a long expanse of building along the 
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Euclid Avenue frontage of the project site in an area currently featuring “a series of building 
facades and open spaces that create a rhythm of alternating solids and voids.”   
 
While it is true that the proposed project would increase the amount of built frontage along 
Euclid Avenue in this location, this frontage would be broken up into several different 
buildings, as shown on Figures 2-3 (Scenario 1, Site Plan) and 2-6 (Scenario 2 Site Plan) 
interspersed with openings leading into a central open space.   
 
The comment also suggests that the project is “not appropriate to the setting’s historic 
character.”  The massing of the proposed project is portrayed in DEIR Figure 4.1-6.  As 
discussed in the DEIR, “the scale of the project is compatible with the existing surrounding 
development and the height of the proposed building is within the limits called for in the 
zoning code…In scale and in massing, none of the proposed building would overwhelm the 
existing historic structures… the proposed height is similar to that of  several structures located 
within a block or two of the project site, including the 13-story Plaza Las Fuentes complex to the 
east, the six-story County Court Building to the west and the five to  seven-story Kaiser 
Permanente buildings about a half block to the north”  (DEIR page 4.1-13, 4.1-16, and 4.1-20.)  
Please also see revisions to Section 4.3, under Impact HR-3. 
 
Furthermore, Impact discussion HR-3 found that the proposed project is otherwise compatible 
in size, scale, proportion and massing in comparison to other buildings in the district, some of 
which are of greater length and height than the buildings proposed under the project.  Please 
also see revisions to this chapter included in the FEIR. 
 
Response D5.4 
 
The commenter states that the proposed project features “very long expanses of solid and/or 
glass walls, with little articulation” and that these features “are not compatible in character 
with the existing building materials or level of detail.”   
 
Please see Response 5.3 and General Response #1.  Furthermore, as shown on Figures 4.1-4 and 
4.1-5, the longest built frontage along Euclid Avenue proposed by the project under either 
development scenario would be Building A.  However, according to the preliminary design 
proposed by the project, the façade of this building would include variety of materials and 
elements including glass doors and windows, a freestanding cast-stone colonnade, and 
perforated copper-mesh sunscreens.  Use of these elements as shown in Figures 4.1-4 and 4.1-5 
would help produce a sufficiently detailed, articulated façade.   
 
Response D5.5 
 
The commenter requests that the Pasadena Design Commission concur only with Finding No. 2 
of the City’s Staff Report, and that this Final Environmental Impact Report include a more 
complete analysis of the proposed project’s compliance with the Secretary of the Interior’s 
Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings.  The request to the Design Commission is 
noted but does not directly relate to this environmental analysis.  Please see General Responses 
#1 and #2. 
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Letter D6 
 
COMMENTER: Dave Singleton, Native American Heritage Commission 
 
DATE:   July 23, 2010 
 
This correspondence was one of two that were included with the cover letter that was sent by 
the Governor’s Office of Planning and Research, State Clearinghouse and Planning Unit (dated 
September 2, 2010).  The second letter that was also submitted to the State Clearinghouse by the 
California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) on August 12, 2010, has been previously 
responded to in Letter D1. 
 
Response D6.1 
 
The commenter identifies federal and State provisions for the protection of Native American 
cultural resources.  The commenter also notes that the Native American Heritage Commission 
(NAHC) performed a Sacred Lands File (SLF) search for the area of potential effect (APE) of the 
proposed project, which identified Native American resources in close proximity to the APE.  
The Initial Study Section 7 (Appendix A) evaluates the potential of the proposed project to 
impact cultural resources (including archaeological resources and human remains).  As noted 
in the Initial Study, the project site is entirely disturbed to a depth of approximately five feet 
below the existing grade6 , and has been developed at various times for lodging, residential, 
office, and commercial purposes.  Although excavation and grading for a proposed 
subterranean level would disturb subsurface soils at depths greater than five feet, the project 
site is not known or expected to contain prehistoric or historic archeological sites.  In addition, 
the Mitigation Measures MM CR1 and MM CR2, which would ensure that impacts to 
undiscovered cultural or paleontological resources encountered during project construction 
would be less-than-significant.  
 
These mitigation measures include an archaeologist “certified by the Society of Professional 
Archeologists” if archaeological resources are encountered.  These mitigation measures were 
determined to reduce impacts to archaeological resources to less than significant.  Therefore, 
additional mitigation measures are not required.  (See CEQA Guidelines Sections 15041(a) and 
15126.4(a)(3).) 
 

                                                 
6
 Phase I Environmental Site Evaluation, Fero Engineering, August 30, 2007. 
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Letter D7 
 
COMMENTER: Michael Udell, West Pasadena Residents’ Association 
 
DATE:   September 15, 2010 
 
Response D7.1 
 
The commenter opines that the proposed project is inconsistent with local planning documents, 
and that staff limited the applicable plans that were discussed in the EIR.  As examples of 
applicable planning documents, the commenter lists The Mayor and Council’s City Center Task 
Force Plan (referred to in the EIR as the Civic Center/Midtown Programming Effort Report, or 
the “Gray Book”, April 1998), the 1925 Bennett Plan, the Civic Center Specific Plan (March 1990, 
amended July 1994), and the 1994 General Plan.   
 
As discussed in Section 4.6, Land Use, the Central District Specific Plan (CDSP) was adopted on 
November 8, 2004, superseding and incorporating the relevant policies and guidelines of the 
Civic Center/Midtown Programming Effort Report and the Civic Center Specific Plan.  
Additional detail on the Civic Center Specific Plan, the Civic Center/Midtown Programming 
Effort Report, and the Draft CDSP is provided in Section 4.6.4 of the EIR and in Appendix E.  
Furthermore, the adopted Central District Specific Plan7, “Document Overview” Section, 
explicitly provides: 
 

“APPENDICES provide technical information and supporting data, including a 
discussion that clarified the relationship between the Central District Specific Plan and 
previously adopted Downtown Plans.” 

 
The Central District Specific Plan Appendix goes on to clarify the current status of some of the 
plans referenced in the comment letter: (1) “The Major and Council’s City Center Task Force 
plan of 1998, sometimes referred to as the ‘Gray Book’, (2) “the 1925 Bennett Plan”, (3) “the 1990 
Civic Center Specific Plan”, (4) “the 1994 General Plan.” 
 
The Central District Specific Plan Appendix Chapter provides the following relationship for 
these plans: 
 

(1) “Civic Center / Mid-town Programming Effort Report (April 1998)…The Civic Center / 
Mid-town Programming Effort Report will be superceded.”  (Central District Specific Plan, 
Appendix B, page 214.)  This is also referred to as the “Gray Book” on DEIR page 4.6-9. 
 

(3) “Civic Center Specific Plan (March 1990; amended July 1994)…These goals have 
generally been incorporated; however, the Civic Center Specific Plan will no longer apply 
following adoption of the Central District Specific Plan.”  (Central District Specific Plan, 
Appendix B, page 213.) 

 

                                                 
7
 The adopted Central District Specific Plan is available online at: 

http://ww2.cityofpasadena.net/planning/deptorg/commplng/GenPlan/centdis.asp 
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The Bennett Plan, described on DEIR pages 4.3-6 through 4.3-8, is not an officially adopted land 
use planning document. 
 
Contrary to the comment, the Bennett Plan is not an officially adopted Land Use and Planning 
document (i.e. not a Specific Plan) under the Government Code Sections 65450 et seq.  The 
referenced election (i.e. the two ballot measures) were for bond finance and acquisition, 
construction, and completion of the “civic group of buildings.”  These buildings were the City 
Hall, library, municipal auditorium, and an art center in Carmelita Park.  The bond was to fund 
construction of these buildings and to create the axial boulevards with vistas of the buildings.  
Resolution 4554 and Ordinance 2116 (dated May 18, 1923 and May 24, 1923) authorized the 
ballot measure for the “municipal improvements.” 
 
The report, two years later, from Bennett, Parsons and Frost ("A Plan for the City of Pasadena, 
California), includes "suggestions for the future trend of the city along lines in harmony with its 
existing character.” (p. 8.) These proposals are for parks and recreational facilities, street plans, 
local transportation, public buildings, and sites for civic buildings.  Nothing in the report 
addresses buildings on private property.  The "general perspective" illustration, one of four 
attachments to the report, shows conjectural images of future buildings including some 
buildings on privately owned sites.  Since 1925, most developments in the Civic Center- 
including City Hall, the 1930 expansion of All Saints Church, the County Court building from 
1952, Plaza Las Fuentes in 1990, Paseo Colorado in 2000, and the 2009 expansion of the 
Pasadena Convention Center-have not followed the architectural design, massing, or footprint 
of buildings illustrated in this "general perspective."  
 
A report in the Pasadena Star-News (June 6, 1923) specifically noted: "Sketches of the buildings 
[in the City Plan] ... are not intended to be actual pictures of the buildings as they will appear 
but are suggestions of possible types suitable to the setting ... “Although this reference was to a 
plan view of four civic buildings connected by boulevards, the same presumption applies to the 
"general perspective" illustration in the 1925 report.  Therefore, the buildings shown in the 
"general perspective" were not intended to be actual illustrations of future buildings, especially 
when so many properties constructed between 1927 and the present do not conform to the 1925 
perspective and both the 1923 ordinance, resolution, and ballot measure and the 1925 report are 
silent on the design of private buildings in the Civic Center. 
 
The proposed project’s consistency with the CDSP is analyzed in Impact LUP-1 in Section 4.6 of 
the EIR.  According to this analysis, the project does not conflict with the City’s General Plan, 
the CDSP, or the City’s Zoning Ordinance.   
 
The comment also states that “No one plan supersedes all other plans.”  This statement is 
incorrect as explained above.  Furthermore, the Government Code explicitly contemplates a 
hierarchy of planning documents.  The General Plan is often described as the constitution of 
planning documents, and in most cities, zoning is required to be consistent with a Specific Plan, 
and a Specific Plan is required to be consistent with the General Plan.  (See Government Code 
Sections 65860, 65454, and 65455; DeVita v. County of Napa (1995) 9 Cal.4th 763, 772-773.) 
Furthermore, “state law does not require precise conformity of a proposed project with the land 
use designation [in a General Plan] for a site, or an exact match between the project and the 
applicable general plan.” (See San Franciscans Upholding Downtown Plan (supra) 102 Cal.App.4th 
656 and Sequoyah Hills Homeowners Assn. (supra) 23 Cal.App.4th at 717.)  The City is given 
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deference in interpreting its own planning documents.  (See Anderson First Coalition v. City of 
Anderson (2005) 130 Cal. App. 4th 1173; San Franciscans Upholding the Downtown Plan v. City & 
County of San Francisco (2002) 102 Cal.App.4th 656.) 
 
Furthermore, a Draft EIR is only required to discuss inconsistencies and does not require 
discussion of consistency.  As discussed in City of Long Beach v. Los Angeles Unified School District 
(2009) 176 Cal.App.4th 889, 918-919,  “‘because EIRs are required only to evaluate 'any 
inconsistencies' with plans, no analysis should be required if the project is consistent with the 
relevant plans. [Citation.]’ (Kostka, supra, § 12.28, p. 605, italics added.)…In sum, because 
LAUSD explained how the proposed school would not conflict with the Long Beach General 
Plan, and because the school district exercised its exemption power with respect to any possible 
conflict with Long Beach's Zoning Code, no inconsistencies exist and so the FEIR is not 
required to provide additional analysis.” 
 
Response D7.2 
 
The commenter suggests that the proposed project may be inconsistent with existing planning 
documents discussed in Response D7.1.   Specifically, the comment states the proposed project 
is inconsistent with the following: 
 

“Building form or massing (length along Euclid exceeds the maximum allowed by the 
1990 plan (pages 27 and 95).” 

 
“Public courtyard character and orientation do not comply with requirements of the 
1990 (pages 95-96) and 1998 (page 53) plans.” 

 
“Building qualities, character, and materials along Euclid are not compatible with the 
church, as required by all plans (e.g., 1990 page 95)” 

 
The comment appears to refer to the Civic Center Specific Plan (“1990 plan”).  Please see 
Response D7.1 which addresses this issue. 
 
Based on the analysis in Section 4.6, Land Use, the proposed project does not conflict with the 
CDSP.  Therefore, no changes to the EIR are required. 
 
Response D7.3 
 
The commenter requests that the City Council provide policy direction regarding the 
applicability of all City planning documents to the Civic Center, and that the proposed project 
be reviewed by staff to ensure consistency with the applicable City planning documents.  As 
noted in Response D7.1, Section 4.6, Land Use, and Appendix E of the EIR describe the Civic 
Center Specific Plan and the Civic Center/Midtown Programming Effort Report, and discuss 
their relationship with the newer CDSP.  As discussed, the CDSP incorporated the relevant 
policies and guidelines of the Civic Center/Midtown Programming Effort Report and the Civic 
Center Specific Plan, and the proposed project’s consistency with the CDSP is analyzed in 
Impact LUP-1 in Section 4.6 of the EIR.  According to this analysis, the project does not conflict 
with the City’s General Plan, the CDSP, or the City’s Zoning Ordinance.  No changes to the EIR 
are required. 
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Response D7.4 
 
The commenter opines that the Civic Center plans and goals were not considered in the design 
of the proposed project.  The commenters concern is noted for consideration by decision- 
makers; however, as discussed in Responses D7.1 through D7.3, above, the EIR has analyzed 
the consistency of the proposed project with applicable City planning documents, including the 
City’s General Plan, the CDSP, or the City’s Zoning Ordinance, and found that the project does 
not conflict with these documents. 
 
In addition, the commenter notes that the existing All Saints Church and its associated 
buildings contribute to the character of the Civic Center and the City of Pasadena.  The 
commenter’s opinion is noted; however, this opinion does not pertain to the Draft EIR analysis. 
No changes to the EIR are required. 
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From: Gardea, Antonio
To: Burciaga-Ramos, Claudia; 
Subject: FW: comments on Draft EIR for All Saints project
Date: Thursday, September 23, 2010 1:39:57 PM

From: Martin Truitt [mailto:mtruitt@trustrow.com]  
Sent: Thursday, September 23, 2010 1:09 PM 
To: Gardea, Antonio 
Subject: comments on Draft EIR for All Saints project
 
The draft environmental impact report for All Saints Church is inadequate in that it 
does not adequately address the noise and parking impacts of the operation of 
the amphitheatre on the surrounding residential and hotel properties.
 
The EIR appears to indicate that the amphitheatre will be constructed so that a 
portion of it will open to the outside and people will be seated outside where sound 
amplification equipment will presumably be used.  It is unclear whether a portion of 
the roof will be retractable. 
 
All Saints should not be allowed to construct what amounts to an outdoor concert 
venue without significant restrictions being placed on its use including but not 
limited to frequency of use, use of sound amplification equipment, and type of use I.
e. for religious purposes or as a concert venue for which admission is charged.
 
What restrictions exist on the use of sound amplification equipment and how do 
those restrictions or lack of restrictions impact the neighborhood in terms of noise?  
What restrictions exist regarding how much sound is allowed to escape this 
amphitheatre.
 
What restrictions exist on the use of the amphitheatre as a concert venue and how 
do those restrictions or lack of restrictions impact the neighborhood in terms of 
noise, parking and disorderly behavior?
 
What restrictions exist in regarding the consumption of alcohol during events taking 
place at this amphitheatre?
 
What requirements exist regarding street parking and security?
 
What is the attitude of All Saint's leadership in terms of obeying rules and 
regulations?  
 
How many times have the police been called to All Saints over the last ten years 
regarding excessive noise?
 
How many times has the leadership of All Saints Church been arrested for "civil 

Letter 8
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disobedience" and other violations of the law including but not limited 
to trespassing, blocking traffic and disorderly conduct?
 
What restrictions will be placed on All Saints from operating this outdoor venue for 
other than religious purposes?
 
What happened to the additional completely outdoor amphitheatre that was shown 
in the initial drawings in northwest quadrant of the property but now is not shown?  
Has this use and its impacts been removed from the plans?
 
  
Martin Truitt
80. N Euclid Ave.
Pasadena, CA 91101
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Letter D8 
 
COMMENTER: Martin Truitt 
 
DATE:   September 23, 2010 
 
Response D8.1 
 
The commenter states the opinion that the Draft EIR is not adequate because it does not 
adequately address the noise and parking impacts of the proposed outdoor activity areas on 
surrounding residential and hotel land uses.  The commenter expresses concern about an 
amphitheater; however, the project does not propose construction of an amphitheater.  The 
project proposes includes a long, rectilinear garden and forecourt located between the proposed 
buildings that will be used for church functions, as well as a café with an outdoor seating area 
at the northerly end of the project site.  The project also includes a two-level assembly building 
(“Building B”), which would open into the plaza in order to provide additional outdoor seating 
for large events.  (See Recirculated DEIR page 2-5.)  Additional details of Building B are 
provided in the Aesthetics chapter which states “Building B would have a concrete and glass 
façade, with glass composing the majority of the western façade and ceiling dome…”  (DEIR 
page 4.1-26.)  Additional views of proposed Building B are provided in Figure 4.1-7.  
Furthermore, the proposed project does not include a retractable roof. 
 
Noise impacts were addressed in the Initial Study which was included in Appendix A to the 
DEIR.  This approach is consistent with CEQA Guidelines Section 15128 and 15063(c)(3)(A).  
The comment raises concerns about noise emanating from Building B.  Additional details are 
provided below to address the concerns of the comment. 
 
Noise that is experienced at any receptor can be attenuated by distance or the presence of noise 
barriers or intervening terrain.  Sound from a single source (i.e., a point source) radiates 
uniformly outward as it travels away from the source in a spherical pattern.  The sound level 
attenuates (or drops off) at a rate of 6 dBA for each doubling of distance.  For acoustically 
absorptive, or soft, sites (i.e., sites with an absorptive ground surface, such as soft dirt, grass, or 
scattered bushes and trees), an excess ground attenuation value of 1.5 dBA per doubling of 
distance is normally assumed.  A large object or barrier in the path between a noise source and 
a receiver can substantially attenuate noise levels at the receiver.  The amount of attenuation 
provided by this shielding depends on the size of the object, proximity to the noise source and 
receiver, surface weight, solidity, and the frequency content of the noise source.  Natural terrain 
features (such as hills and dense woods) and human-made features (such as buildings and 
walls) can substantially reduce noise levels.  Walls are often constructed between a source and a 
receiver specifically to reduce noise.  A barrier that breaks the line of sight between a source 
and a receiver will typically result in at least 5 dB of noise reduction.  A higher barrier, such as 
the existing Church Assembly and Regas Hall buildings, may provide as much as 20 dB of 
noise reduction. 
 
While the bottom portion of Building B could be opened westward for various events, noise 
emanating from this location would be shielded by  (1) the other surrounding structures (see 
DEIR Figure 4.1-6), (2) the landscaping (see DEIR Figures 2-5 through 2-8), and (2) attenuated 
by distance (the closest sensitive receptor would be approximately 400 feet to the south).  Given 
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the configuration of the site, the existing surrounding structures, and distances of the noise 
sensitive receptors, the project is not expected to result in significant impacts associated with 
noise from such events.  Furthermore, any such outdoor activity areas on the project site would 
be subject to the provisions of the City’s noise restrictions ordinance (Chapter 9.36 of the 
Pasadena Municipal Code).  This includes the provision that “[i]t is unlawful for any person to 
create, cause, make or continue to make or permit to be made or continued any noise or sound 
which exceeds the ambient noise level at the property line of any property by more than 5 
decibels.”  (Pasadena Municipal Code Section 9.36.050.)  Given the combination of distance to 
the nearest noise sensitive receptor (400 feet) and presence of existing buildings, noise levels 
would be attenuated to ambient levels. 
 
The comment also states that the DEIR does not adequately address parking impacts.  A 
shortfall in parking spaces is not considered an environmental impact for the purposes of 
CEQA.  In San Franciscans Upholding the Downtown  Plan v. City and County of San Francisco 
(2002) 102 Cal.App.4th 656, 697, the Court of  Appeal stated that “parking deficits are an 
inconvenience to drivers, but not a significant physical impact on the environment.”  (Emphasis in 
original.)  The CEQA Guidelines Appendix G has also recently been revised to remove parking 
from the Initial Study Checklist.  As noted in the Statement of Reasons for Regulatory Action 
which amended the CEQA Guidelines.  (Page 96-97, Available at 
http://ceres.ca.gov/ceqa/guidelines/.)   
 
Despite these clarifications to CEQA, the DEIR addressed impacts to parking and determined 
such impacts would be less than significant.  (See DEIR pages 3-313, 4.4-25 through 4.4-30 and 
4-4.37 through 4.4-38.)  As discussed therein, Chapter 17.46 of the Pasadena Municipal Code, 
and other associated portions of the City’s zoning code contain the City’s adopted parking 
standards, and would apply to the proposed project, including project-related activities and 
events.  In addition, potential noise impacts to the surrounding community from the proposed 
project are discussed in the Initial Study Section 14, and are found to have a less-than-
significant impact.  No changes to the EIR are required. 
 
Response D8.2 
 
The commenter states the opinion that restrictions should be placed on the use of outdoor 
activity areas.   
 
The project includes a long, rectilinear garden and forecourt located between the proposed 
buildings that will be used for church functions.  The project also includes a café with an 
outdoor seating area at the northerly end of the project site.  As discussed in the Initial Study 
Section 14a (Appendix A), these outdoor activities would not expose persons off-site to noise 
levels in excess of standards established by the local general plan and noise ordinance.  Any 
additional restrictions places on the use of the proposed outdoor activity areas would relate to 
project design only, and would not pertain to the Draft EIR analysis.  Additional mitigation 
measures suggested in the comment are not necessary, as mitigation is only required for 
impacts that are significant, and noise impacts were determined to be less than significant.  (See 
CEQA Guidelines Section 15041 and 15126.4(a)(3).)  The commenter’s opinion is noted for 
consideration by decision makers. 
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Response D8.3 
 
The commenter asks about existing restrictions regarding the use of sound amplification 
equipment in the proposed project’s outdoor activity areas and limitations on project noise 
impacts to the surrounding community.  Please see Response to Comment D8.1 for discussion 
of existing noise regulations.  
 
Response D8.4 
 
The commenter asks about restrictions on the use of the proposed outdoor activity areas, and 
whether potential use of these areas would lead to noise, parking, or other environmental 
impacts.  Please see Response to Comment D8.1.  As noted in Responses D8.1 and D8.3, use of 
outdoor activity areas on the project site would be subject to the provisions of the City’s noise 
restrictions ordinance (Chapter 9.36 of the Pasadena Municipal Code).  Chapter 17.46 of the 
Pasadena Municipal Code, and other associated portions of the City’s zoning code contain the 
City’s adopted parking standards, and would apply to the proposed project, including project-
related activities and events. 
 
In addition, the commenter raises several other issues related to special events at the project, 
including the potential for disorderly behavior, the consumption of alcohol, the attitude of the 
All Saints Church leadership with respect to obeying regulations, whether the All Saints 
Church leadership has any history related to violations of the law, police responses to noise-
related complaints, and restrictions on use of outdoor activity areas for other than religious 
purposes.  The commenter’s concerns are noted for the consideration of decision makers; 
however, these issues are related to City requirements and provisions, and do not pertain to the 
environmental analysis in this EIR.  (See CEQA Guidelines Section 15204(a).)  No changes to the 
EIR are required. 
 
Response D8.5 
 
The commenter asks whether an outdoor amphitheater shown in the early drawings for the 
proposed project has been removed from the project plans.  No outdoor amphitheater is 
proposed.  The Project Description (Section 2.0), and the site plans depicted in Figures 2-3 
(Scenario 1, Site Plan) and 2-6 (Scenario 2, Site Plan) represent the project as proposed and 
analyzed in this EIR.  The proposed project is a Master Development Plan for the expansion of 
the existing All Saints Church facilities.  The project does not include an amphitheater.  
Outdoor activity areas, including a long, rectilinear garden and forecourt located between the 
proposed buildings that will be used for church functions, as well as a café with an outdoor 
seating area at the northerly end of the project site, are included in the proposed project.  The 
project also includes a two-level alternate worship building, which would open into the plaza 
in order to provide additional outdoor seating for large events.  No further changes to the EIR 
are required. 
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Letter D9 
 
COMMENTER: Lambert Geissinger, Pasadena Heritage 
 
DATE:   September 21, 2010 
 
This comment letter is from the same commenter as Letter D5, was sent eight days later, and 
makes the same points as that letter.  It is therefore substantively identical.  Please refer to the 
responses to Letter D5. 
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Letter D10 
 
COMMENTER: Susan N. Mossman, Pasadena Heritage 
 
DATE:   September 21, 2010 
 
Response D10.1 
 
The commenter suggests that the discussion of required approvals in Section 2.7 of the EIR is 
unclear due to the inclusion of an open-ended clause about discretionary approvals.  Including 
this language simply acknowledges that there may be additional approvals which are not 
currently known or applied for, but may nevertheless rely upon the Draft EIR.  This is 
consistent with CEQA Guidelines Section 15124(d)(1)(B) which states “This statement shall 
include, to the extent that the information is known to the Lead Agency…a list of permits and other 
approvals required to implement the project.”  While the previous language was permissible 
under the CEQA Guidelines, this language has been clarified by revising the last bullet point on 
Recirculated DEIR page 2-23. (See Section 8.1, under “Project Description.) 
 
Response D10.2 
 
The commenter states that “There is virtually no description of the Civic Center or the 
buildings within it”, and suggests that additional description of the historic buildings that 
comprise the Civic Center and the general character of the Civic Center District be provided in 
the EIR.  Section 4.1.1 describes the visual character of the area, as well as the visual character of 
the project site and its surroundings, including a description of surrounding uses in the Civic 
Center District, accompanied by pictures of these surrounding uses in Figure 4.1-1.  This 
discussion and description of the visual environmental setting is consistent with the CEQA 
Guidelines.  The CEQA Guidelines note that “[t]he description of the environmental setting 
shall be no longer than is necessary to an understanding of the significant effects of the 
proposed project and its alternatives.”  (See CEQA Guidelines Section 15125(a).)  The 
commenter gives no reason why this existing description should be considered inadequate 
under CEQA.  The commenter is also referred to the Draft EIR Historic Resource analysis in 
Section 4.3, which provides further details related to the “historic buildings”, and the revised 
Section 4.3 included in Section 8.3 of the Final EIR. 
 
Response D10.3 
 
The commenter requests that the EIR include a summary of the Historic Preservation 
provisions in the Pasadena Municipal Code.  Section 4.3.1(a) of the EIR includes a discussion of 
Chapter 17.62.040 of the Pasadena Zoning Code, which includes the criteria that the City of 
Pasadena Historic Preservation Commission uses to evaluate historic resources for historic 
landmark designation.  Note that the Draft EIR has been updated to correctly identify this 
chapter of the Zoning Code as 17.62.040, rather than 17.62.40.  No additional changes to the EIR 
are required.  Please note however, that regulatory compliance is not an environmental issue 
required to be analyzed the EIR. 
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Response D10.4 
 
The commenter opines that the ability of the Design Commission to exercise its authority over 
aspects of the project, including scale, massing, and open space, is limited by the way that the 
City implements CEQA.  In addition, the commenter suggests that the EIR state that approval 
of the proposed project would curtail the Design Commission’s ability to execute its powers 
and responsibilities.  As discussed in Section 4.1.2 under Impact AES-1, the Design Commission 
has previously conducted advisory reviews of the prior versions of the project on March 24, 
2008 and October 13, 2008.  The design review process involves meetings during the project 
design process and additional meetings after project approval prior to finalizing project design 
details.  The Design Commission affirmed the finding that the project would not result in 
adverse aesthetic environmental impacts with a favorable recommendation.  Furthermore, it is 
unclear why the commenter believes that the Design Commission’s jurisdiction would be 
“curtailed.”   
 
The comment also states that “design review process cannot therefore be used as mitigation.”  
 
See General Response #1.  The final design of the project does not have to be analyzed in the 
Final EIR.  The State CEQA Guidelines require that a project description must include specified 
information, but “The description of the project . . . should not supply extensive detail beyond 
that needed for evaluation and review of the environmental impact.” (Guidelines, § 15124.)  In 
Dry Creek Citizens Coalition v. County of Tulare (1999) 70 Cal.App.4th 20, the court held that 
opponents to a stream diversion project had not established that the general description of the 
diversion structures in the EIR coupled with approval of final designs after the project is 
approved violated any CEQA mandate. “Courts should not interpret CEQA to impose 
procedural or substantive requirements beyond those explicitly required in the statutes or 
CEQA Guidelines. [Citations.]  CEQA does not mandate the detail appellants urge this court to 
require.”  (Id. at p. 36.)  As discussed in Bowman v. City of Berkeley (2004) 122 Cal.App.4th 572, 
593-594: 
 

“Here, the City found that the Project would not “[s]ubstantially degrade the existing 
visual character or quality of the site and its surroundings” within the meaning of 
Appendix G of the Guidelines in part because “[c]onstruction of this project is subject to 
design review and approval prior to issuance of building permits. ” This finding was 
supported by the record of extensive design review in this case, was sufficient to 
address the Guideline criterion, and was consistent with a reasonable and practical 
reading of CEQA. Where a project must undergo design review under local law, that process 
itself can be found to mitigate purely aesthetic impacts to insignificance, even if some people are 
dissatisfied with the outcome. A contrary holding that mandated redundant analysis 
would only produce needless delay and expense.”  (Emphasis added.) 

 
No changes to the EIR are required. 
 
Response D10.5 
 
The commenter states that Section 4.1, Aesthetics, of the EIR should provide analysis of the 
project’s consistency with the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards that apply to historic 
buildings and historic districts.   
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Please see General Response #2 which addresses this issue. 
 
Response D10.6 
 
The commenter suggests that a sight-line study be included in the EIR in order to better 
identify impacts to mountain views from construction of the proposed 8-story housing building 
under Scenario 2 of the proposed project.   
 
As discussed under CEQA Guidelines Section 15204(a), “reviewers should be aware that the 
adequacy of an EIR is determined in terms of what is reasonably feasible, in light of factors 
such as the magnitude of the project at issue, the severity of its likely environmental impacts, 
and the geographic scope of the project.  CEQA does not require a lead agency to conduct every 
test or perform all research, study, and experimentation recommended or demanded by 
commentors.”  Furthermore, DEIR Figure 4.1-6 in the EIR shows the worst case scenario views 
with and without the project from Thurgood Marshall Street, Union Street and City Hall.  A 
lower building, such as the building proposed under Scenario 2 would have less effect from the 
worst-case vantage; however, based on the thresholds in Section 4.1.2, the project would not 
have a significant effect on a scenic vista.  Nevertheless, Impact AES-2 acknowledges the two-
story Scenario 2would have less effect on existing mountain views.  No changes to the EIR are 
required. 
 
Response D10.7 
 
The comment states that the Draft EIR does not provide substantive discussion of Pasadena 
Citywide Design Principle 1 (referred to in the comment as how the project would be 
“particular to Pasadena”). 
 
Design Principle 1 described on DEIR page 4.1-13, must be read in context of “Guiding 
Principle 1: Enhance the Surrounding Environment” described on the subsequent page.  
Analysis of consistency with this principle is provided on page 4.1-14 (titled “Consistency”).  
Please also see Response to Comment D7.1 for discussion of consistency requirements. 
 
The commenter requests more detailed discussion of how the proposed project complements 
the Civic Center District and contributes to the character and qualities of the District, and notes 
that this discussion would be facilitated by additional description of the historic buildings that 
comprise the Civic Center and the general character of the Civic Center District.   
 
As discussed in Response D10.2, the EIR already contains a description of the Civic Center 
District, including photos of nearby significant buildings.  Also, pages 4.1-14 through 4.1-15 
contain an extensive discussion of how the proposed project would be consistent with and 
complement its surroundings within the Civic Center District, including through preservation 
of the existing All Saints Church, Rectory, and Regas Hall; creation of a north-south internal 
axis and view corridor from Walnut Street south to the Church; landscaped open spaces within 
this view corridor; and creation of outdoor social gathering spaces.   
 
The comment also refers to “Guiding Principle 1” on DEIR page 4.1-14 and states “The text then 
declares that because the existing All Saints sanctuary, Rectory and Regas Hall will be 
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preserved, the project meets this objective.  The EIR does not explain how a transition is 
achieved…”   
 
Contrary to this assertion a much more detailed analysis is provided on DEIR page 4.1-14: 
 

“The proposed project would enhance the surrounding environment by replacing select 
features of the existing site, including two surface parking lots, a commercial building, a 
trailer and Scott Hall with four buildings set amid open spaces and landscaping.  The 
project would be constructed in accordance with the City’s Green Building Ordinance 
and would thus reduce the use of energy, water and other finite resources.  The existing 
Church, Rectory and Regas Hall would be preserved and rehabilitated to serve the 
Church’s current and future program needs, thereby ensuring the continued protection 
of the City’s architectural heritage.  The new development has been designed to form a 
north-south internal axis and view corridor from Walnut Street south to the Church.  
The corridor would serve as an outdoor room, flanked by trees, buildings and 
intervening open spaces.  Two new open spaces emulate the open space between the 
existing Rectory and the Church…” 

 
In addition, the commenter requests an explanation of how a transition between new 
development and historic resources, including how the Maryland Hotel Wall could provide a 
transition.  The setting and spatial relationship of for the Maryland Hotel Wall to its current 
immediate surroundings is non-historic, all of the nearby buildings to which it was historically 
related having been demolished several decades ago.  The existing setting for the Maryland 
Hotel Wall does not currently include a garden as suggested in the comment.  (See CEQA 
Guidelines Section 15125.)  Rather the existing site contains a playground, a storage building 
and a trailer building immediately to the east, a paved parking lots to the north, and the 
Rectory building to the South (the east side of the wall is not currently accessible to the public 
as shown in Figure 4.3-2.)  (DEIR page 4.3-9, and associated revisions to this chapter in the Final 
EIR.).  Introducing a landscaped setback between the wall and the proposed building may 
provide aesthetic benefits, but would not serve to restore any lost historic relationships or 
setting for the wall, particularly as the historic landscape design treatments are not presently 
known.  The Secretary of Interior’s Standards specifically advise against re-created historic 
features if they would be based upon conjecture or speculation.  Furthermore recreation of 
conditions that do not exist under baseline conditions is beyond the scope of the CEQA 
analysis.  (See Watsonville Pilots Association v. City of Watsonville (2010) 183 Cal. App. 4th 1059 
[“The FEIR  was not required to resolve the [existing] overdraft problem, a feat that was far 
beyond its scope”]. Please also see General Response #3. 
 
The comment also states “[a] discussion of how the Maryland Hotel wall, if left in place and in 
its garden context, could provide a transition would be germane to this analysis.”   
 
The proposed project includes the “[r]elocation of the Maryland Hotel wall” as described in 
DEIR page 2-4.  The purpose of the Draft EIR’s impact analysis is to analyze the “significant 
effects of the proposed project.”  (See CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.2(a).)  It would therefore be 
inappropriate to provide the analysis suggested in the comment which would not occur under 
the proposed project in Section 4.3 of the Draft EIR.  However, please note that the DEIR 
Alternatives Chapter and the Recirculated DEIR Alternatives Chapter (Section 6.0) include 
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discussion of Alternatives which do not include the relocation of the Maryland Hotel wall; 
please see these chapters for greater detail. 
 
Response D10.8 
 
The commenter states that they believe the proposed project is not consistent with various 
Citywide Design Criteria listed in Comment D10.8. 
 
Please see Response to Comment D7.1 for discussion of consistency analysis under CEQA.  
Please also note that consistency or inconsistency with a plan alone does not result in an 
environmental impact.  As discussed in a leading CEQA treatise “[a]n inconsistency between a 
proposed project and an applicable plan is a legal determination, not a physical impact on the 
environment. See Lighthouse Field Beach Rescue v. City of Santa Cruz (2005) 131 Cal.App.4th 
1170…”  (Kostka & Zischke, Practice Under the California Environmental Quality Act, (2d ed. 
Cal CEB, January 2011), p. 612, § 12.34.) 
 
As the commenter notes, the analysis under Impact AES-1 indicates that the project is 
consistent with the Citywide Design Criteria.  While the commenter’s opinion is noted and 
included in the Final EIR, disagreement does not constitute grounds for invalidation of the EIR. 
(See CEQA Guidelines Section 15151; See also Eureka Citizens for Responsible Government v. City of 
Eureka (2007) 147 Cal.App.4th 357, 371-372; California Native Plant Society v. City of Rancho 
Cordova (2009) 172 Cal.App.4th 603, 626.)  Furthermore, the City is given substantial deference 
in interpreting its own planning documents as discussed under Response to Comment D7.1. 
 
In addition, the commenter states that private and quasi-public spaces that would be located in 
the interior of the property are used to explain project consistency with design criteria related to 
the project’s physical connection and visual relationship criteria for public spaces.  The Design 
Criteria do not specify that physical connections be met specifically with public spaces, nor do 
they specify that public spaces, such as streets, cannot be identified and enhanced by entry 
points to private open spaces.  The analysis under AES-1 demonstrates that the proposed 
project is consistent with these Citywide Design Criteria.  No changes to the EIR are required. 
 
Response D10.9 
 
The commenter states that, in the Citywide Design Criteria Consistency Analysis table on page 
4.1-16, “The findings for consistency and ‘Contextual Fit’ under ‘Building Design’ are 
unjustified” because the discussion does not address “the placement of buildings on the site, 
their relationship to the street, and, ultimately, their architectural design.”  However, the design 
criteria in question does not specify that the discussion must address any of these issues.  
Rather, it simply states that “A building should fit with its surroundings.”  Given this fact, 
there is no evidence that the analysis contained within this discussion, which focuses on scale 
and form, is inadequate.  No changes to the EIR are required. 
 
The comment also states that “[m]ore thorough review and objective analysis by qualified 
professional with historic preservation credentials, is needed in order to provide adequate 
information in these areas.”  The Draft EIR Historic Resource analysis is based in part upon the 
Historic Resource Report, included as Appendix D to the Draft EIR as well as the professional 
opinions of Rincon Consultants, and City Staff.  This report was prepared by San Buenaventura 
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Research Associates Historic Resources Consulting, and the firm is listed in the Register of 
Professional Historians.   
 
Response D10.10 
 
The commenter states that the discussion of “three-dimensional quality” in the Citywide 
Design Criteria Consistency Analysis table on page 4.1-16 does not adequately address issues of 
scale, plan, and shape.  However, the design criteria in question does not specify that the 
discussion must address any of these issues.  Rather, it simply states that “A building should 
add interest and variety to its surroundings.”  Given this fact, there is no evidence that the 
analysis contained within the discussion which focuses on rhythmic order and deep openings 
is inadequate.   
 
The comment also states that the DEIR has only one reference to the “scale” of the project in the 
DEIR.  Contrary to the comment, the scale of the proposed project is discussed numerous times 
throughout Section 4.1 of the DEIR.  The massing and scale of the proposed project is portrayed 
in DEIR Figure 4.1-6.  As discussed in the DEIR, “the scale of the project is compatible with the 
exiting surrounding development and the height of the proposed building is within the limits 
called for in the zoning code…In scale and in massing, none of the proposed building would 
overwhelm the existing historic structures… the proposed height is similar to that of  several 
structures located within a block or two of the project site, including the 13-story Plaza Las 
Fuentes complex to the east, the six-story County Court Building to the west and the five to  
seven-story Kaiser Permanente buildings about a half block to the north”  (DEIR page 4.1-13, 
4.1-16, and 4.1-20.)  Please also see DEIR Section 4.3, Impact HR-3, including revisions to 
Section 4.3 included in Section 8.3 of the FEIR, and Response to Comments D7.1 and D10.8.  No 
changes to the EIR are required. 
 
Response D10.11 
 
Regarding the Maryland Arms Apartments, on page 4.3-5 of the DEIR, the Maryland Arms 
Apartments and Maryland Hotel Wall are identified as contributors to the Pasadena Civic 
Center Historic District.  The Maryland Apartments are located approximately 400 feet south of 
the Maryland Hotel Wall.  As such, the historic connection between them is noted. (Please see 
General Response #3 for additional discussion.) 
 
Response D10.12 
 
The setting and spatial relationship of the Maryland Hotel Wall to its immediate surroundings 
is non-historic, all of the buildings to which it was historically related having been demolished 
several decades ago.  Furthermore, any relationship to the wall to the historic district or the 
Maryland Apartment would not be substantially modified.  Therefore, the setting for the wall, 
which since 1966 has been a playground and a parking area, does not contribute to its 
eligibility.  Please see Response to Comment D10.7 for greater detail on this issue.  Introducing 
a landscaped setback between the wall and the proposed building may provide aesthetic 
benefits, but would not serve to restore any lost historic relationships or setting for the wall, 
particularly as the historic landscape design treatments are not presently known.  While not 
directly applicable, the Secretary of Interior’s Standards specifically advise against re-created 
historic features if they would be based upon conjecture or speculation.  Therefore such a 
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suggestion would not reduce or avoid a significant impact and is therefore not considered a 
mitigation measures under CEQA. 
 
The comment also states that a qualified historic preservation professional should analyze the 
project before and during its design.  Please see Response to Comment D10.9 which discusses 
review of the proposed project by historic resource consultants.  The requested review has 
occurred, and will continue to occur as outlined through the permitting process.  (See General 
Response #1 for discussion of existing City regulations which address historic resources).  
Therefore the suggestion that additional review occur would not reduce or avoid impacts and is 
therefore not considered a mitigation measure under CEQA.    
 
Please also note that the proposed project is being designed by an architectural firm that has 
substantial experience in building new structures in proximity to historic structures.  As 
discussed on DEIR page 4.1-16: 

 
“The architectural firm has a distinguished reputation and international practice and 
has constructed several notable buildings, including the Getty Center in Los Angeles; 
the Jubilee Church in Rome, Italy; the High Museum of Art in Atlanta, Georgia; the 
Citadella Bridge in Allessandria, Italy; the Barcelona Museum of Contemporary Art in 
Barcelona, Spain; the Arp Museum in Rolandseck, Germany; and many others.  The 
work of Richard Meier & Partners often integrates new architecture with historic 
buildings or sites and the architectural firm has won numerous awards.” 

 
Response D10.13 
 
The commenter states that elements of the proposed Master Plan do not conform to certain 
guidelines set forth in the Central District Specific Plan (CDSP).  More specifically, the 
commenter states that Pasadena Heritage finds elements of the proposed Master Plan to not 
conform with guidelines CC 5.2 and CC 5.4, which recommend that new construction 
“Maintain the distinguishing qualities and features of a historic or architecturally significant 
building, structure, or site”, and that contemporary alterations and additions to such structures 
be allowed provided they do not harm such distinguishing qualities and features.  To support 
this conclusion, the commenter states that the “long expanse of building proposed for the 
Euclid Street frontage” does not maintain the historic development pattern which, according to 
the commenter, “is a series of building facades and open spaces that create a rhythm of 
alternating solids and voids.”  This opinion is noted, but there is nothing in guidelines CC 5.2 
and CC 5.4 to suggest that the historic development pattern of a site necessarily constitutes a 
distinguishing quality or feature of the site, and the commenter provides no evidence to 
support this implicit assertion.  Furthermore, the Euclid Street frontage proposed by the project, 
as shown in Figures 4.1-4 and 4.1-5, would include a pattern of buildings interspersed with 
several openings leading into the site that would in fact create a rhythm of alternating solids 
and voids.  The analysis contained throughout the relevant portions of the EIR supports a 
finding of consistency with guidelines CC 5.2 and CC 5.4, and no changes to the EIR are 
required.   
 
Furthermore, “state law does not require precise conformity of a proposed project with the land 
use designation [in a General Plan] for a site, or an exact match between the project and the 
applicable general plan.” (See San Franciscans Upholding Downtown Plan (supra) 102 Cal.App.4th 
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656 and Sequoyah Hills Homeowners Assn. (supra) 23 Cal.App.4th at 717.)  The City is given 
deference in interpreting its own planning documents.  (See Anderson First Coalition v. City of 
Anderson (2005) 130 Cal. App. 4th 1173;  San Franciscans Upholding the Downtown Plan v. City & 
County of San Francisco (2002) 102 Cal.App.4th 656.) 
 
Furthermore, a Draft EIR is only required to discuss inconsistencies and does not require 
discussion of consistency.  As discussed in City of Long Beach v. Los Angeles Unified School District 
(2009) 176 Cal.App.4th 889, 918-919,  “‘because EIRs are required only to evaluate 'any 
inconsistencies' with plans, no analysis should be required if the project is consistent with the 
relevant plans. [Citation.]’ (Kostka, supra, § 12.28, p. 605, italics added.)…In sum, because 
LAUSD explained how the proposed school would not conflict with the Long Beach General 
Plan, and because the school district exercised its exemption power with respect to any possible 
conflict with Long Beach's Zoning Code, no inconsistencies exist and so the FEIR is not 
required to provide additional analysis.” 
 
The commenter also states that the adjacency of a new building to the Maryland Hotel Wall 
separates the wall from its original setting and would therefore not maintain a key 
“distinguishing quality” of this historic feature.   
 
As discussed under CEQA Guidelines Section 15125(a) the environmental setting [i.e. the basis 
for determining whether an impact is significant] are the “physical environmental conditions in 
the vicinity of the project, as they exist at the time the notice of preparation is published…”  While 
the Maryland Hotel Wall is considered a contributing component of the Historic District, the 
existing spatial relationship for the Maryland Hotel Wall remnant to its immediate 
surroundings is not considered historic; all of the nearby buildings to which it was historically 
related having been demolished several decades ago.  Furthermore, any spatial relationship of 
the wall within the historic district or to the Maryland Apartments would not be substantially 
modified.  The existing setting does not currently include a garden, but rather the existing 
setting contains a playground, a storage building, and a trailer immediately to the east, a paved 
parking lot to the north, and the Rectory building to the South (the east side of the wall is not 
currently accessible to the public as shown in Figure 4.3-2).  Please see FEIR Section 8.0 for 
further details on the environmental setting for the Maryland Hotel Wall. 
 
The commenter also states that the “very long expanses of solid and/or glass walls, with little 
articulation, should be identified as not compatible in character” with the All Saints complex or 
its surroundings.  As shown on Figures 4.1-4 and 4.1-5, the longest built frontage along Euclid 
Avenue proposed by the project under either development scenario would be Building A.  
However, according to the preliminary design proposed by the project, the façade of this 
building would include variety of materials and elements including glass doors and windows, 
a freestanding cast-stone colonnade, and perforated copper-mesh sunscreens.  Use of these 
elements as shown in Figures 4.1-4 and 4.1-5 would help produce a sufficiently detailed, 
articulated façade.  No changes to the EIR are required.    
 
Response D10.14 
 
The commenter states that the proposed project is not consistent with recommendations CC 8.2 
or CC 8.3 of the Public Realm Design Guidelines because the proposed configuration of 
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buildings in the Master Plan does not “unify” the Euclid Avenue streetscape but rather 
substantially changes it, and is not harmonious with existing adjacent buildings.   
 
Please see Response D10.13 regarding consistency requirements for the DEIR. 
 
Response D10.15 
 
The commenter opines that the Civic Center plans and goals were not considered in the design 
of the proposed project.  The commenter’s concern is noted for consideration by decision- 
makers; however, as discussed in Appendix E of the EIR, the CDSP incorporated and 
superseded the Civic Center/Midtown Programming Effort Report and the Civic Center 
Specific Plan, and the proposed project’s consistency with the CDSP is analyzed in Impact LUP-
1 in Section 4.6 of the EIR.  According to this analysis, the project does not conflict with the 
City’s General Plan, the CDSP, or the City’s Zoning Ordinance, the EIR has analyzed the 
consistency of the proposed project with applicable City planning documents, including the 
City’s General Plan, the CDSP, or the City’s Zoning Ordinance, and found that the project does 
not conflict with these documents.  Please see Responses D7.1 and D10.13 which address these 
issues in greater detail. 
 
Response D10.16 
 
The commenter states that the EIR should include a more thorough analysis of the project’s 
“compatibility” with its surroundings according to the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards.   
 
Please see General Response #2, and revisions to Section 4.3 in the FEIR. 
 
Response D10.17 
 
The commenter states that the buildings proposed by the project are too radically different from 
their surroundings to be compatible with them, and that “the sense of place being created is 
starkly different from the original church buildings and open spaces.”  While this comment is 
noted, this issue of compatibility has been adequately addressed in the EIR.  The massing of the 
proposed project is portrayed in DEIR Figure 4.1-6.  As discussed in the DEIR, “the scale of the 
project is compatible with the existing surrounding development and the height of the 
proposed building is within the limits called for in the zoning code…In scale and in massing, 
none of the proposed building would overwhelm the existing historic structures… the 
proposed height is similar to that of  several structures located within a block or two of the 
project site, including the 13-story Plaza Las Fuentes complex to the east, the six-story County 
Court Building to the west and the five to  seven-story Kaiser Permanente buildings about a 
half block to the north”  (DEIR page 4.1-13, 4.1-16, and 4.1-20.) 
 
Response D10.18 
 
The commenter again states that the “Euclid building” is not compatible to adjacent historic 
structures because it is too long, is architecturally incompatible, and is the most visible from the 
street and surrounding historic structures, and also states various concerns regarding the 
overall compatibility of the project with its surroundings.  These concerns have already been 
addressed in the responses to this comment letter.  The commenter also states that the project 
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does not reflect prior planning concepts of how the property might be sensitively developed.  
As discussed in Section 4.6, Land Use, the Central District Specific Plan (CDSP) was adopted on 
November 8, 2004, incorporating  the Civic Center/Midtown Programming Effort Report and 
the Civic Center Specific Plan.  Additional detail on the Civic Center Specific Plan, the Civic 
Center/Midtown Programming Effort Report, and the Draft CDSP is provided in Section 4.6.4 
of the EIR in Appendix E.  The proposed project’s consistency with the CDSP is analyzed in 
Impact LUP-1 in Section 4.6 of the EIR.  According to this analysis, the project does conflict with 
the City’s General Plan, the CDSP, or the City’s Zoning Ordinance.  No changes to the EIR are 
required.  Please also see Responses D7.1 and D10.13 which address these issues in greater 
detail. 
 
Response D10.19 
 
This comment has been addressed in Responses D10.16 through D10.18, and General Response 
#2. 
 
Response D10.20 
 
The commenter states that the alternatives analysis in the EIR is inadequate and does not 
address a specific alternative they requested during scoping sessions.  The comment appears to 
refer to the following alternative described under Comments D10.22 and D10.24: 
 

“Alternatives that considered the reconfiguration of the new building in order to retain 
the wall, itself, and its landscape setting; repeat the historic pattern of solids and voids 
along Euclid Avenue; create more separation between the new and existing buildings 
on the site; reduce the long, continuous wall along the Euclid frontage and make the 
open spaces of the project more publically visible and potentially accessible” 
… 
“Pasadena Heritage believes that a variation of Alternative 4, which would retain the 
Maryland Hotel wall and rotate Building A without combining buildings A and C could 
be developed that would provide a more satisfactory outcome.”   
 

Please note that the Draft EIR Alternatives analysis was subsequently revised and recirculated 
after the closure of the first comment period, and a response is therefore not required.  (See 
CEQA Guidelines Section 15088.5(f)(2).)  Nevertheless, a response has been prepared. 
 
Under CEQA, alternatives are only required to analyze a reasonable range of alternatives 
“which would feasibly attain most of the basic objectives of the project but would avoid or 
substantially lessen any of the significant effects of the project.”  (CEQA Guidelines Section 
15126.6.)  CEQA does not require an EIR to consider multiple variations on the alternatives 
analyzed in the draft EIR.  “What is required is the production of information sufficient to 
permit a reasonable choice of alternatives so far as environmental aspects are concerned.”  
(Village Laguna of Laguna Beach, Inc. v. Board of Supervisors of Orange County (1982) 134 
Cal.App.3d 1022.)  As discussed in the Village Laguna case, “there are literally thousands of 
‘reasonable alternatives’ to the proposed project…But, no one would argue that the EIR is 
insufficient for failure to describe the alternative [suggested in the comment letters].”  (Village 
Laguna (supra) 134 Cal.App3d at 1028.)  Furthermore, the CEQA Guidelines specify that the 
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analysis of alternatives “shall be discussed, in less detail than the significant effects of the 
project as proposed.”  (See CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6(d).) 
 
Both the Draft and Recirculated Draft EIR’s Alternatives analyses included several alternatives 
similar to the one described in the comment letter.  Alternatives 1 through 6 all include 
retention of the Maryland Hotel Wall in its current location.  Furthermore, Alternatives 3 
through 6 included reconfiguration of the buildings and retention of the Maryland Hotel wall.  
As discussed in the Village Laguna case, the City is not required to analyze every variation of an 
alternative, as suggested in the comment letter. 
 
The comment also suggests that an alternative should have been included with changes to the 
“landscape setting.”  As discussed under Response to Comment D10.7 the existing site does not 
currently include a garden as suggested in the comment letter and does not contribute to the 
historic significance of the Maryland Hotel wall.  The purpose of the alternatives analysis is to 
reduce or avoid impacts to the existing physical environment.  (CEQA Guidelines Section 15125 
and 15126.2.)  The comment does not explain how this would reduce or avoid a significant 
environmental impact.     
 
The comment also suggests than an alternative should have been included which changes the 
proposed project’s pattern of solids and voids, separation from nearby structures, and open 
spaces.  Aesthetic impacts related to the visual character of the area, included scale, mass and 
articulation, were determined to be less than significant under Impact AES-1.  Furthermore, the 
EIR analyzed several alternatives which changed the layout of the proposed project as seen in 
Alternatives 3, 4, 5, and 6.  It is therefore unnecessary to provide another variation upon these 
alternatives.   
 
Response D10.21 
 
Comment noted. 
 
Response D10.22 
 
The commenter states that Alternative 4 is not adequate, and may have been formulated to 
create an unattractive option.  Please see Response to Comment D10.20.  No changes to the EIR 
are required.  The comment also suggests that an alternative be provided which rotates 
“Building A without combining buildings A and C.”  While the comment does not provide a 
specific building layout, Alternative 5 appears to match the suggested alternative.  Therefore no 
additional revisions to the EIR or its Alternatives analysis are required. 
 
Response D10.23 
 
The commenter states that the DEIR concludes that project Alternative 4 should be dismissed 
because it does not meet all of the project objectives.   
 
The commenter is incorrect that any of the alternatives discussed in Section 6.0 of the 
Recirculated DEIR have been “dismissed” (with the exception of the “Alternative Site Analysis” 
in Section 6.7).  Consistent with CEQA requirements, the Recirculated DEIR compared the 
potential alternatives to the proposed project (see RDEIR Section 6.0). The commenter is correct 
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that the analysis noted the alternatives’ ability to meet the project objectives (Recirculated DEIR 
Section 6.4.2.). This however did not constitute a dismissal of any of these alternatives.  As 
noted in CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6, potential alternatives are only required to meet 
most of the project objectives. Furthermore, decisions regarding adoption of the proposed 
project or an alternative are made after certification of the Recirculated DEIR (see CEQA 
Guidelines Section 15092 [“After considering the final EIR and in conjunction with the findings 
under Section 15091, the lead agency may decide whether or how to approve or carry out the 
project”]. 
 
Please see Response to Comment D10.20 for discussion of suggested alternatives and suggested 
variations thereof. 
 
Response D10.24 
 
Please see Response to Comment D10.20 for discussion of the adequacy of the alternatives 
analysis.  Please also see Response to Comment D10.23, as noted therein, the EIR’s alternatives 
analysis does not state that any alternative has been dismissed or been found to be “not viable.” 
 
Response D10.25 
 
The commenter notes that the Draft EIR did not cite a State Clearinghouse number for this 
project.  The State Clearinghouse number for the project is 2009101073.  The cover page of the 
Draft EIR was recirculated and was revised to include the State Clearinghouse number.  Please 
also note that the State Clearinghouse contains a searchable database that allowed the 
commenter to obtain the desired information by searching by date, city name, project name, or 
project description, etc….  See http://www.ceqanet.ca.gov/QueryForm.asp.8  Comments from 
State Agencies will be made available in the Final EIR.  (See CEQA Guidelines Section 15132.)   
 
Notices of Completion (“NOC”) were sent to the State Clearinghouse for both the Draft EIR and 
the Recirculated EIR and requested review by the “Office of Historic Preservation.”  Copies of 
these notices are included in the Final EIR Appendix.  While the City explicitly requested 
review of the original Draft EIR by the “Office of Historic Preservation” in the original Notice 
of Completion, the State Clearinghouse did not explicitly reference the Office of Historic 
Preservation as a “Reviewing Agency.”  (See Comment Letter 6 on the Original Draft EIR.)  The 
City confirmed that the Office of Historic Preservation was notified about the project and sent a 
copy of the original Draft EIR for review.  In the second Notice of Completion for the 
Recirculated Draft EIR, the NOC again requested review by the “Office of Historic 
Preservation.”  As noted in OPR’s (State Clearinghouse’s) letter from June 30, 2011, the Office of 
Historic Preservation was listed as a “Reviewing Agency,” however, the Office of Historic 
Preservation did not submit comments.  
 

                                                 
8
 More specifically, see http://www.ceqanet.ca.gov/ProjDocList.asp?ProjectPK=600917. 
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Mike Salazar, Architect 
2504 3 rd Street 

Santa Monica, CA 90405 

Page 1 of 2 

TO: Pasadena Planning Commission 

RE: Denial of the All Saints Master Plan DEIR 

September 22, 2010 

 

The failure of the current All Saints Master Plan to meet the tenets of Pasadena’s 
established planning documents and the philosophies that are embodied in our 
Civic Center Master Plan and associated Guidelines is one of monumental scale, 
just as this new Master Plan will be to our long-established Civic Center. 

I am very familiar with the Civic Center and the planning documents that guide 
and protect this cultural asset, as I served on the Civic Center Task Force and 
saw first-hand the vast citizen participation that further elevated our Civic Center 
even higher in our collective consciousness to that of the most significant historic 
district in a city of many significant historic districts. 

To allow the All Saints Master Plan DEIR to move forward in its current state - a 
Master Plan that apparently relegates historic resources to less-than significant 
status, a Master Plan that places buildings first and treats ‘open space’ as an 
afterthought or of lesser importance, a Master Plan that all but says ‘branded’ 
buildings and resultant spaces are somehow better than contextually-designed 
spaces and buildings - would not only be an affront to the citizenry, but would be 
in conflict with the established tenets of all of the guiding documents. 

In a Civic Center that requires the elevation of open space to a primary planning 
and design concept, this All Saints Master Plan relegates open space to be of 
reluctant or lesser importance than the built environment it promotes. This not 
only ignores history, but its resultant buildings thumbs their collective noses at it. 

When Robert A. M. Stern created a contextual Police & Public Safety Building in 
the Civic Center, before most of the current planning documents were either 
established or amended, he understood the primary importance of open space in 
his initial planning efforts. I know this, because I served on the city task force that 
reviewed, evaluated and approved the project. While not perfect, this project 
made open space and its surroundings of most importance, and thus contextually 
became a significant and worthy addition to our historic Civic Center. 

What I fear will be the result of the All Saints Master Plan is the elevation of 
‘branded’ architecture over our Civic Center, then massaging the ‘brand’ to 

Letter 11
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Mike Salazar, Architect 
2504 3 rd Street 

Santa Monica, CA 90405 

Page 2 of 2 

allegedly ‘fit’ into our contextual environment. All by a very competent but some 
would say ‘selfish’ architect that consistently (or, perhaps inconsistently in this 
case) elevates personal style over context and over our common good. 

I do have a love for modern architecture, for historic restoration and contextual 
design, as I fought for what I considered then a new, contextually appropriate 
modern fire station on the fringes of the Old Pasadena Historic District when 
there were very few advocates of modernism in town. I have also served 6 years 
on Pasadena’s Community Development Committee, on countless task forces 
and committees that focused not only on ‘projects’ but also on extensive and 
intensive planning efforts of our city, as well as serving on the Design 
Commission (of which I lost my seat for standing my ground against the 
proposed wholesale demolition of the heart of the Old Pasadena Historic district).  

But perhaps of most importance was my participation on the Civic Center 
Master Plan Task Force. The massive community and professional participation 
was one of greater results, even though today it seems to still be a fight to not 
only protect our Civic Center, but to adhere to the true tenets of the guiding 
documents. I am very familiar with the Bennett Plan, and with the Grey Report 
that some of us believe was (or should have been) adopted into the current 
planning guidelines. 

 

The failure of the Planning Commission to reject the current All Saints 
Master Plan for not elevating open space and historic resource as primary 
guiding principals will haunt your tenure for years and decades to come, 
just as the failed and now demolished Plaza Pasadena haunts those that 
thought perhaps open space and context isn’t important and isn’t really 
primary to Pasadena’s Civic Center. 

Please do not make that same historic mistake tonight – we cannot afford to yet 
again wake up in 20 years to cheer on the bulldozers to another loud chorus of, “I 
told you so.” Our Civic Center cannot take another assault of this scale. 

I urge the Planning Commission to seize its role in history tonight and vote 
NOT to certify the All Saints Master Plan DEIR. Only together can we then 
convince our City Council also not to repeat the mistakes of our past. 

 

Mike Salazar 
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Letter D11 
 
COMMENTER: Mike Salazar 
 
DATE:   September 22, 2010 
 
Response D11.1 
 

The commenter states that the proposed project would not meet the tenets of Pasadena’s 
established planning documents and the philosophies embodied in the “Civic Center Master 
Plan and associated guidelines”.  The project’s consistency with applicable guidelines and 
policies has been analyzed in the EIR, particularly in Section 4.6 Land Use and Planning and in 
Section 4.1 Aesthetics.  The consistency analysis in Section 4.6 is based on current applicable 
land use regulations, including the General Plan, Central District Specific Plan, and City of 
Pasadena Zoning Ordinance.  This section of the EIR also presents pertinent information on 
two prior planning documents (the Civic Center/Midtown Programming Effort Report and the 
Civic Center Specific Plan) that guided development in specific areas of downtown prior to 
adoption of the Central District Specific Plan.  As noted on page 4.6-1 of the DEIR, “The City 
Council adopted the Central District Specific Plan on November 8, 2004 which specifically 
superseded the Civic Center / Midtown Programming Effort Report and the Civic Center 
Specific Plan.”  Please see Response D7.1 for greater detail on this issue.  These analyses in the 
DEIR  find that the proposed project would be consistent with all applicable land use 
regulations.  Section 4.1 analyzes consistency with Pasadena’s Citywide Design Principles and 
Design Criteria.  This analysis finds the proposed project would be consistent with these 
principles and criteria.  
 
Response D11.2 
 
The commenter states that “to allow the All Saints Master Plan DEIR to move forward in its 
current state…would not only be an affront to the citizenry, but would be in conflict with the 
established tenets of all of the guiding documents”.  This comment is noted.  The commenter 
specifically references issues of open space and “branding” of buildings to support this claim, 
and further elaborates on these issues in the following paragraphs.  Please see Draft EIR 
Sections 4.1 and 4.6 for discussion of consistency with applicable planning documents. 
Responses D11.3 and D11.4 address these further comments. 
 
Response D11.3 
 
The commenter states that the proposed project “relegates open space to be of reluctant or 
lesser importance than the built environment it promotes.”   
 
Please see Response to Comment D7.1 for discussion of the legal standard of review for 
consistency with applicable planning documents and the requirements under CEQA.  The 
commenter does not cite any evidence to support this claim, but instead refers to a previous 
project (the Police and Public Safety Building in the Civic Center) as an example of a project 
that properly incorporated open space.  While this comment is noted, in the absence of more 
specific information regarding the proposed project’s use of open space, it can only be noted 
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that the proposed project incorporates a significant amount of open space on the site including 
a forecourt between the existing Rectory and West Building, two play yards, and a garden with 
a labyrinth on the east portion of the site.  No changes to the EIR are required. 
 
Response D11.4 
 
The commenter states that he fears the proposed project would result in the elevation of 
“branded” architecture over the Civic Center in a way that would ignore the context of the area. 
 Again, in the absence of evidence to support this claim, it is only possible to note the comment. 
 
Furthermore, please note that the proposed project is being designed by an architectural firm 
that has substantial experience in building new structures in proximity to historic structures.  
As discussed on DEIR page 4.1-16: 

 
“The architectural firm has a distinguished reputation and international practice and 
has constructed several notable buildings, including the Getty Center in Los Angeles; 
the Jubilee Church in Rome, Italy; the High Museum of Art in Atlanta, Georgia; the 
Citadella Bridge in Allessandria, Italy; the Barcelona Museum of Contemporary Art in 
Barcelona, Spain; the Arp Museum in Rolandseck,  Germany; and many others.  The 
work of Richard Meier & Partners often integrates new architecture with historic 
buildings or sites and the architectural firm has won numerous awards.” 

 
Response D11.5 
 
The commenter relates his experience and involvement with issues of architecture and historic 
restoration and preservation in Pasadena, as well as his service on various Committees, 
Commissions, and task forces in the City.  This comment is noted.  Please also see Response 
D7.1 for further details on the applicability of the Bennett Plan and the Grey Report. 
 
Response D11.6 
 
The commenter again urges the Planning Commission to reject the proposed project.  Comment 
noted.
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Letter D12 
 
COMMENTER: Ann Scheid 
 
DATE:   September 28, 2010 
 
Response D12.1 
 
The commenter asks that in the future the City consider making documents such as the EIR 
available at cost to the public as double-sided printouts.  Comment noted.  The Draft EIR was 
made available for review in compliance with CEQA Guidelines Section 15087, and was made 
available for review in electronic format, as noted in the Notice of Availability. 
 
The commenter also states that the Hall of Justice in the Holly Street Village complex and 
Memorial Park should have been shown on maps in the DEIR and in the Historic Resources 
Report that accompanies it as National Register properties listed in the Civic Center District.  
The map to which the commenter is referring (Figure 2 in the Historic Resources Report and 
Figure 4.3-1 in the Draft EIR) is based on sources from the City of Pasadena and Pasadena 
Heritage.  CEQA Guidelines Section 15125 notes that “the description of the environmental 
setting shall be no longer than is necessary to an understanding of the significant effects of the 
proposed project and its alternatives.”  There is no evidence presented to support this claim or 
its relevance to the proposed project which does not affect these buildings.  Additionally, both 
properties are listed as unambiguous contributors to the district on page 4.3-5 of the DEIR.  No 
changes to the EIR are required. 
 
Response D12.2 
 
The commenter states that the project must conform to the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards 
for differentiation and compatibility as well as the Central District Specific Plan (CDSP).  The 
commenter cites the Public Realm Design Guidelines and Sub-District Planning Concepts for 
the Civic Center from the CDSP, as well as Policy 5.9 from the General Plan having to do with 
context and compatible design, then claims that the project does not meet these standards.   
 
The commenter does not, however, present an argument or any evidence to support this claim. 
Please see General Response #2 for discussion of the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards, and 
Response D7.1 regarding requirements for consistency analysis and previous superseded 
planning documents such as the Grey Report and the Civic Center Specific Plan.  Please also see 
DEIR Sections 4.1, 4.3, and 4.6, including revisions to those sections in the FEIR. 
 
Response D12.3 
 
The commenter requests “Meaningful alternatives showing site plans that reflect the open civic 
character of the Civic Center, building specifically on the Civic Center Master Plan and the 
Bennett Plan’s aerial perspective…”; alternative architectural designs “produced by an 
architectural firm experienced in working with the Secretary of Interior’s Standards”; and a 
serious study of the adaptive reuse of several nearby buildings and properties for the 
applicant’s purposes as an alternative to the proposed project.   
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The commenter gives no reason why these alternatives must be included in the EIR.  While 
these requests are noted, the EIR is not charged with redesigning the project, only with 
evaluating alternatives that would reduce or avoid significant impacts identified in the DEIR.  
Please see Response D10.20 which addresses this issue in greater detail.  No changes to the EIR 
are required. 
 
Response D12.4 
 
The commenter states that the EIR must include an alternative allowing the Maryland Wall to 
“function as a meaningful garden element in its existing location”, then goes on to state that 
this requires creating a courtyard behind the wall of a certain minimum size, preferably with 
arcades or cloisters around the edges of the courtyard.   
 
Alternatives are to reduce or avoid impacts in comparison to existing conditionsAs discussed 
under CEQA Guidelines Section 15125(a) the environmental setting [i.e. the basis for 
determining whether an impact is significant] are the “physical environmental conditions in the 
vicinity of the project, as they exist at the time the notice of preparation is published…”  The existing 
setting does not currently include a garden, but rather the existing setting contains a 
playground, a storage building, and a trailer immediately to the east, a paved parking lot to the 
north, and the Rectory building to the South (the east side of the wall is not currently accessible 
to the public as shown in Figure 4.3-2).  Please see FEIR Section 8.3, Revised Section 4.3 for 
further details on the environmental setting for the Maryland Hotel Wall.  Such a suggestion is 
therefore not considered mitigation under CEQA, as it would not reduce or avoid impacts in 
comparison to existing conditions.  Please also see General Response #3. 
 
Response D12.5 
 
The commenter describes the Bennett Plan, and claims that it is “still a work in progress, 
guided by the original plan as invoked in the CDSP and by subsequent plans which reinforce it. 
 Additions to the Civic Center must respect the original plan, its vision and subsequent 
contributions to it.”   
 
As discussed under CEQA Guidelines Section 15125(a) the environmental setting [i.e. the basis 
for determining whether an impact is significant] are the “physical environmental conditions in 
the vicinity of the project, as they exist at the time the notice of preparation is published…”  (See also 
CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.2(a).)  (See also Citizens Committee to Save Our Village v. City of 
Claremont (1995) 37 Cal.App.4th 1157, 1170 [no historic impacts based upon alleged 
inconsistency with historic landscape plan which was not in existence.]  While the project may 
be located in an area that was originally identified in the Bennett Plan, the Bennett Plan was 
never fully constructed and is not an appropriate baseline for the environmental analysis.  
Furthermore, the Bennett Plan is not an officially adopted planning document. 
 
As explained in Section 4.6.4 of the EIR, the downtown area has, through the years, been the 
focus of numerous planning studies which preceded preparation and adoption of the Central 
District Specific Plan (CDSP).  Previous plans and planning studies were generally incorporated 
into the CDSP during its preparation, and the EIR analyzes the project’s consistency with the 
CDSP.  Please also see Response D7.1 regarding applicability of various planning documents.  
No changes to the EIR are required.    
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Response D12.6 
 
The commenter claims that the City’s interests have not been adequately represented in the 
development of this project.  While this comment is noted, it does not directly address 
environmental impacts of the proposed project, and no changes to the EIR are required. 
 
Response D12.7 
 
The commenter claims that earlier comments from Pasadena citizens regarding this project 
have not been addressed in the EIR, but does not specify which comments.  The commenter 
also states that “the comments and the alternatives being suggested now must be addressed in 
the environmental documents”, and that failure to do so would invalidate the environmental 
process.  Please see Response D7.1 regarding applicability of various planning documents and 
Response D10.20 regarding CEQA’s alternative requirements. 
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From: Gardea, Antonio [agardea@cityofpasadena.net] 
Sent: Friday, October 01, 2010 3:29 PM 
To: Poindexter, John 
Cc: Fuentes, Theresa; Cori Thomas; Cronin, Jeff; De La Cuba, Millie 
Subject: FW: Comments on DEIR; All Saints Episcopal Church; 132 N. Euclid Ave., Pasadena, CA 
More comments on the Draft EIR. 
  

From: NRCHOMSKY@aol.com [mailto:NRCHOMSKY@aol.com]  

Sent: Friday, October 01, 2010 2:28 PM 

To: Gardea, Antonio 

Subject: Comments on DEIR; All Saints Episcopal Church; 132 N. Euclid Ave., Pasadena, CA 
  
Mr. Gardea: 
  
In my personal capacity, I have reviewed the DEIR for the All Saints Master Development Plan project (132 N. 
Euclid Ave.) and have the following comments: 
  
1.  Attach Foundational Documents.  Adequate understanding, interpretation and application of the 2004 
Central District Specific Plan to the proposed Project requires the ability of Decision Makers to refer to the 
complete legislative history of the 2004 Plan.  This legislative history is composed of the historic Bennett Plan 
(1925), the Civic Center/Midtown Programming Effort Report (commonly referred to as the Grey Book); and the 
Civic Center Specific Plan.  This entire legislative history should be attached as appendices to the EIR.  These 
documents are foundational and historic, particularly the Bennett Plan, which, contrary to the DEIR, has not lost 
its "authority", and all are essential to enable proper application of the 2004 Plan, including determining the 
legislative intent of its provisions, to such a sensitive project as that which is proposed by All Saints Church. 
  
2.  Determine Now Compliance with the Secretary of the Interior's Standards and Applicable City Rules.  In light 
of the sensitive and extraordinary relationship of the proposed project to its historic setting, the EIR, to be 
legally adequate, must analyze fully how the proposed project conforms to the Secretary of the Interior's 
Standards and all applicable City Plans, rules, Codes and guidelines in terms of its size, scale, proportion and 
massing. 
  
    The DEIR, based on the opinion of the Historic Resources Consultant, asserts, on the basis of little or no 
detailed analyses, that the proposed project conforms to the Secretary of the Interior's Standards in terms of its 
size, scale, proportion and massing.  Thus, adoption of the Master Plan would fix the size, scale proportion and 
massing of the project.  Future Concept Design Review of the proposed project by the City's Design 
Commission, and, Mitigation Measure HR-3 requiring an Independent Assessment Report of compliance of the 
"final" project design in terms of the Secretary of the Interior's Standards, are both rendered useless and 
meaningless as to project size, scale, proportion and massing by such deferral to the future. 
  
    Further, experts with opinions equal in authority to the opinion of the Historic Resources Consultant, such as 
Pasadena Heritage and others, have asserted in commenting on the DEIR that the proposed Project does not 
conform to the Secretary of the Interior's Standards or to all applicable City Plans, rules, Codes and guidelines 
in terms of size, scale, proportion and massing.  The opinions of the commenting experts are due great 
deference and weight under CEQA. 
  
    Thus, the DEIR must analyze fully now how the project, in terms of size, proportion, massing and scale, 
complies with the Secretary of the Interior's Standards, and complies with all applicable City Plans, rules, 
Codes and guidelines.  Failure to do so renders the EIR legally inadequate. 
  
  
Thank you for this opportunity to comment on the DEIR. 
  
Sincerely, 
  
Nina Chomsky   
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Letter D13 
 
COMMENTER: Nina Chomsky 
 
DATE:   October 1, 2010 
 
Response D13.1 
 
The commenter requests that “foundational documents,”including documents the commenter 
believes to be part of the “legislative history” of the Central District Specific Plan, be attached as 
appendices to the EIR, citing their “foundational and historic” nature.  While this comment is 
noted, it is not practical to include every requested document in the EIR as an appendix.  Please 
see Response D7.1 regarding applicability of various planning documents.  No changes to the 
EIR are required. 
 
Response D13.2 
 
The commenter asserts that the DEIR does not adequately analyze how the proposed project 
conforms to the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards because its conclusions are based on “little 
or no detailed analysis.”  The commenter presents no argument or evidence to support this 
conclusion, and in the absence of any such evidence no changes to the EIR are required.  Please 
see General Response #2 and revisions to Section 4.3 in the Final EIR for additional discussion 
of the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards.   
 
The comment also suggests that the DEIR must address the “size, proportion, massing and 
scale” of the project.  The massing and scale of the proposed project is portrayed in DEIR Figure 
4.1-6.  As discussed in the DEIR, “the scale of the project is compatible with the existing 
surrounding development and the height of the proposed building is within the limits called 
for in the zoning code…In scale and in massing, none of the proposed building would 
overwhelm the existing historic structures… the proposed height is similar to that of  several 
structures located within a block or two of the project site, including the 13-story Plaza Las 
Fuentes complex to the east, the six-story County Court Building to the west and the five to  
seven-story Kaiser Permanente buildings about a half block to the north”  (DEIR page 4.1-13, 
4.1-16, and 4.1-20.)  See also General Response #1. 
 
While the commenter’s opinion is noted and included in the Final EIR, disagreement does not 
constitute grounds for invalidation of the EIR. (See CEQA Guidelines Section 15151; See also 
Eureka Citizens for Responsible Government v. City of Eureka (2007) 147 Cal.App.4th 357, 371-372; 
California Native Plant Society v. City of Rancho Cordova (2009) 172 Cal.App.4th 603, 626.)  
Furthermore, the City is given substantial deference in interpreting its own planning 
documents as discussed under Response to Comment D7.1. 
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Letter D14 
 
COMMENTER: R. Scott Jenkins, Hahn & Hahn LLP 
 
DATE:   September 30, 2010 
 
Response D14.1 
 
The commenter states that they are writing on behalf of All Saints Church, and states their 
belief that the DEIR complies fully with CEQA.  The commenter also states that their comments 
“do not involve any material defects in the DEIR that would render it legally inadequate or 
require changes to the DEIR that might require public recirculation.”  These comments are 
noted.   
 
Response D14.2 
 
The commenter states that there is a public misperception that certain existing church facilities 
will be demolished as part of the proposed project, and that the new buildings proposed by the 
project would be located across the street from City Hall.  The commenter then requests that 
statements be added to the EIR that “the three (3) historic Church facilities, namely the 
Sanctuary, the Parish (Regas) Hall and the Rectory will remain in place and will not be 
demolished as part of the Project.”  This comment is noted, the Draft EIR never states that any 
of these buildings will be demolished, and it is not necessary to revise the Draft EIR to describe 
what the proposed project would not do.  The commenter also points out that the new 
development proposed by the project will not be located across the street from Pasadena City 
Hall, but will instead be located across the street from the Los Angeles County courthouse 
facility.  Comment noted. 
 
Response D14.3 
 
The commenter states concurrence with the findings of the Draft EIR regarding the potential 
impacts of the proposed project relating to visual character and quality of the site and its 
surroundings and its consistency with applicable plans and policies.  The commenter states a 
belief that the project “will greatly enhance the quality of architecture and aesthetics in the 
Civic Center.”  The commenter also states that the church’s existing sanctuary pre-dates the 
Bennett Plan, and that the proposed design of later buildings such as City Hall may have been 
perceived to be incompatible with the church.  Comment noted.  
 
Response D14.4 
 
The commenter states that they agree with the description of global climate change set forth in 
the Draft EIR, notes that the Project will be designed a “LEED-certified” project, and states that 
“it is common sense to conclude that a Project of this sort will not have any significant 
individual or cumulative impact on global climate change.” Comment noted. 
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Response D14.5 
 
The commenter states a belief that the relocation of the Maryland Hotel Wall would not 
constitute a functional demolition of a historic resource.  The commenter then requests that the 
Draft EIR be amended to “describe in more detail, using the applicable historic guidelines, why 
such a minor relocation of the wall would be the functional equivalent of demolition and 
complete loss of a historic resource.”  The Maryland Hotel Wall appears to be constructed of 
masonry clad in plaster or stucco, which is a difficult though not impossible type of structure to 
relocate without resulting in structural trauma and damage to historic features.  In the opinion 
of the preparers, the feasibility of relocating the Maryland Hotel Wall without extensive 
demolition and reconstruction is unlikely. 
 
Response D14.6 
 
Please see General Response #2. 
 
Response D14.7 
 
The commenter states that existing levels of service (LOS) in the area “are quite good and that 
the proposed Project would not cause an exceedance of adopted significance criteria at any of 
the nine (9) intersections studied.”  The commenter then notes the conclusion of the EIR that the 
3.5% to 4.5% increase in ADT along Euclid Avenue between Union Street and Walnut Street are 
considered significant, but mitigable, and states that “we fail to understand how such minor 
changes in traffic on a street segment that otherwise does not carry a significant volume of 
traffic should be considered environmentally significant.”   
 
Page 4.4-16 through 4.4-17 of the Draft EIR explains the City of Pasadena’s methods for 
determining traffic impacts and assessing impact fees.  Table 4.4-7 of the DEIR shows that, 
under the City’s adopted standards, projects producing a 2.5% to 4.9% growth in average daily 
trips (ADT) require traffic mitigation.  Analysis of these standards is included under Impacts T-
1 and T-2.  The proposed project would result in a significant environmental impact. 
 
Response D14.8 
 
The commenter states agreement with findings of the Draft EIR related to the project’s 
consistency with applicable land use plans and policies.  Comment noted.    
 
Response D14.9 
 
The commenter states that the project involves the exercise of religion, and that the Religious 
Land Use and Institutionalized Persons Act (RLUIPA) appears to apply.  The commenter then 
quotes an excerpt from the Act relating to the imposition of substantial burdens on the religious 
exercise of a person through land use regulation, and states that “we hope that you will also 
disclose to the public the important deference granted under RLUIPA to religious institutions 
in their free exercise of religion, including the configuration of buildings on a church campus to 
meet spiritual needs.”  This comment is noted, and is included in the Final EIR.  
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Response D14.10 
 
The commenter describes various ways in which Alternative 4 “conflicts in material ways with 
the Project Objectives that were established by the Church in creating the proposed Project.”  
The commenter’s opinion is noted regarding the ability of Alternative 4 to meet the project 
objectives.  CEQA however, provides that potential alternatives are only required to meet most 
of the project objectives.  (See CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6.) 
 
Response D14.11 
 
The commenter states that “opponents of the Project have requested that other Alternatives be 
studied” and that “The Church is not opposed to the creation and study of such Alternatives.”  
The commenter also states that “such alternatives should focus on eliminating or reducing 
significantly environmental impacts, and must still be able to attain the basic purposes of the 
Project.”  This statement is consistent with the analysis in the Draft EIR, and the commenter 
does not call for any changes to or additional analysis within the EIR.  The comment is 
therefore noted.  The commenter also states a concern that there does not appear to be “a 
meeting of minds on what the environmental impacts actually are”, and that “beauty is in the 
eye of the beholder.”  Comment noted.    
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Comments from Design Commission 
Draft EIR, All Saints’ Master Development Plan 
Meeting of September 10, 2010 
 

1. The EIR should describe the relationship—if any—between the Bennett Plan for 
the Civic Center (“A Plan for the City of Pasadena,” Bennett, Parsons, Frost, 
1925) and the master development for All Saints’ Church. This evaluation is 
missing from the report. 

 
2. What happens, though, if the Commission finds that the project design creates 

adverse effects not disclosed in the EIR?  Does the Commission have a right to 
reopen the EIR and impose additional mitigation measures?  Does the 
Commission have the right to request an Addendum to the EIR be issued in 
response to a change in the project or the identification of an impact that was no 
previously considered? 
 
It is difficult to evaluate project without fully developed drawings, details, and 
plans. 

 
3. The Historic Resources Report by San Buenaventura Research Associates, in 

Volume II of the Appendix of the EIR, identifies that the “size, mass, proportions, 
bulk and scale […] and dominant materials […] must be in substantial 
conformance with the Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation and 
the Illustrated Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings [as called for in] 
PMC 17.61.030.K.2” with a finding being made by the Design Commission.  The 
Historic Resources Report further stipulates that “this impact should be regarded 
as significant and adverse, but mitigable to a less than significant level (Class 2).” 

 
Why is this impact and corrected mitigation not identified or tabled in the 4.1 
Aesthetics Section of the EIR? 

 
4. The cultural resources section should have more information about the Maryland 

Hotel wall, in particular a statement about how the wall should be treated:  is it 
not a “building” but a “remnant,” or “statuary,” which has no context and could be 
moved elsewhere without losing its integrity?  Is it acceptable to reconstruct the 
wall?  A 2009 memorandum from Peyton Hall of Historic Resources Group 
previously described the wall as a freestanding artifact, which could be placed 
elsewhere.   

 
The loss of the plaster finish (and faded sign) on a reconstructed wall would 
compromise its historic integrity. 

 
5. The effect of the new construction on the view shed needs more examination.  

This analysis should include views pedestrian-level sightlines of pedestrians on 
the sidewalks on Euclid Avenue.   
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Comments from Design Commission 
Comments on Draft EIR, All Saints’ Master Development Plan 
Meeting of September 10, 2010 
Page 2 of 2 

 

 
6. The impact of the project on the historic context is the most delicate issue raised 

in the EIR.  This analysis in the report is too cursory.  There needs to be more 
information about the new buildings respond to the rhythm and massing of the 
street, how the massing relates to the surroundings, whether the massing of 
Building A on Euclid Avenue needs to be broken up. The  
 
Design Commission can work on refining the design, but it needs leeway to 
break up the massing of Building A along Euclid. 

 
7. What guidelines will the Commission use during design review of this project? 

 
The City would benefit from implementation of this project--as opposed to leaving the 
existing surface parking lots.  The Church has spent much time and effort advancing the 
project to this stage. 
 
The Design Commission will address questions about style and material during formal 
design review. 
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Letter D15 
 
COMMENTER: Pasadena Design Commission 
 
DATE:   September 10, 2010 
 
Response D15.1 
 
The commenter states that the relationship between the Bennett Plan for the Civic Center and 
the project is missing from, and should be described in, the EIR.   
 
Contrary to the comment, this information was provided in the DEIR.  As discussed in Section 
4.6, Land Use, the Central District Specific Plan (CDSP) was adopted on November 8, 2004.  This 
document takes into account, but also supersedes the Civic Center/Midtown Programming 
Effort Report, the Civic Center Specific Plan, and previous planning documents such as the 
Bennett Plan.  Additional detail on the Civic Center Specific Plan, the Civic Center/Midtown 
Programming Effort Report, and the Draft CDSP is provided in Section 4.6.4 of the EIR in 
Appendix E.  The proposed project’s consistency with the CDSP is analyzed in Impact LUP-1 in 
Section 4.6 of the EIR.  According to this analysis, the project does not conflict with the City’s 
General Plan, the CDSP, or the City’s Zoning Ordinance.  Please also see Response D7.1 for 
further details on this issue.  No changes to the EIR are required. 
 
Response D15.2 
 
The commenter asks what will happen if the Commission “finds that the project design creates 
adverse effects not disclosed in the EIR?”  See General Response #1.  The commenter also states 
that “It is difficult to evaluate project without fully developed drawings, details, and plans.”  
The Design Commission has not yet been required or requested to evaluate final designs for the 
project, but instead to provide comments at preliminary concept stages as set forth in the City’s 
Zoning Code.  The Draft EIR also includes a detailed 23 page Project Description in Section 2.0.  
See also General Response #2. 
 
Response D15.3 
 
The Appendix addresses impacts associated with Historic Resources, which are addressed in 
DEIR Section 4.3.  Impacts to Aesthetics are a separate issue addressed in Section 4.1.  Please 
refer to Section 4.3 of the DEIR, which addresses Historic Resources, including revisions to this 
section contained in FEIR Section 8.3 Revised Section 4.3.   
 
Furthermore, existing regulations are already mandatory components of the proposed project.  
Additional discussion of these regulations has been included under Impacts HR-1 and HR-3 in 
the Final EIR.  Please also see General Response #2. 
 
Response D15.4 
 
The commenter states that the “cultural resources” section of the EIR should have more 
information about the Maryland Hotel Wall, but does not explain why this would be necessary 
to adequately analyze impacts to this resource under CEQA, or why the analysis of this 
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resource already contained in the Historic Resources Report and the EIR for this project are not 
adequate.   
 
The commenter also states that “The loss of the plaster finish (and faded sign) on a 
reconstructed wall would compromise its historic integrity.”  The EIR already recognizes 
relocation of the wall as a significant impact for this reason under HR-2, and this comment is 
noted, but no changes to the EIR are required.  Please see additional revisions and clarifications 
to Section 4.3 in Section 8.3 of the Final EIR. 
 
Response D15.5 
 
The commenter states that “The effect of the new construction on the view shed needs more 
examination”, and states that this analysis should include “pedestrian-level sightlines of 
pedestrians on the sidewalks on Euclid Avenue.”   
 
As discussed under CEQA Guidelines Section 15204(a), “reviewers should be aware that the 
adequacy of an EIR is determined in terms of what is reasonably feasible, in light of factors 
such as the magnitude of the project at issue, the severity of its likely environmental impacts, 
and the geographic scope of the project.  CEQA does not require a lead agency to conduct every 
test or perform all research, study, and experimentation recommended or demanded by 
commentors.”  Furthermore, DEIR Figure 4.1-6 in the EIR shows the worst case scenario views 
with and without the project from Thurgood Marshall Street, Union Street and City Hall.  A 
lower building, such as the building proposed under Scenario 2 would have less effect from the 
worst-case vantage; however, based on the thresholds in Section 4.1.2, the project would not 
have a significant effect on a scenic vista.  Nevertheless, Impact AES-2 acknowledges the two-
story (Scenario 2) would have less effect on existing mountain views.   
 
Response D15.6 
 
The commenter states that the impact of the project on the historic context is too cursory, and 
requests more information about how the new buildings “respond to the rhythm and massing 
of the street, how the massing relates to the surroundings, whether the massing of Building A 
on Euclid Avenue needs to be broken up.”   
 
Additional discussion of the environmental setting for the Maryland Hotel Wall has been 
added to Section 4.3 in the Final EIR. (Revised Section 4.3 is included in FEIR) Please also see 
Impact HR-3, in Section 4.3 (including revisions in the Final EIR).  The massing of the proposed 
project is portrayed in DEIR Figure 4.1-6.  As discussed in the DEIR, “the scale of the project is 
compatible with the existing surrounding development and the height of the proposed building 
is within the limits called for in the zoning code.  In scale and in massing, none of the proposed 
building would overwhelm the existing historic structures… the proposed height is similar to 
that of several structures located within a block or two of the project site, including the 13-story 
Plaza Las Fuentes complex to the east, the six-story County Court Building to the west and the 
five to  seven-story Kaiser Permanente buildings about a half block to the north”  (DEIR page 
4.1-13, 4.1-16, and 4.1-20.)  Furthermore, the proposed project would offer improvements in 
comparison to the existing physical conditions on site in regard to consistency with the massing 
of the surrounding structures.  The proposed project site currently includes a surface parking 
structure, and several one story structures which do not match the size, massing, and scale of 
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the surrounding structures as well as the proposed project (See DEIR Section 2.3, Figure 4.1-2 
Photos A, B, and C, and DEIR Appendix D, Photo 2). 
 
The commenter gives no reason for their opinion that the analysis already contained in Section 
4.1 Aesthetics of the EIR, which includes an analysis of the project’s compatibility with its 
surroundings according to applicable standards, is too cursory.  In the absence of such an 
explanation, no changes to the EIR are required.  
 
Response D15.7 
 
The commenter states that the City would benefit from implementation of the project, and that 
the Design Commission will address questions about style and material during formal design 
review.  The comment does not address an environmental issue or the adequacy of the Draft 
EIR, therefore no further response is required.  (CEQA Guidelines Section 15204(a).) 
 
RESPONSES TO VERBAL COMMENTS AT DESIGN COMMISSION MEETING 
SEPTEMBER 13, 2010 
 
D15.8  Speaker:  Nina Chomsky 
 
Comments: 
Kicking decisions down the road by relying on the Design Commission to determine what is 
the appropriate design for the project; issue should be addressed in EIR.  Wants City Council to 
approve the project with the caveat that the Design Commission have full authority to be able 
to change the project to meet the design guidelines. 
 
Response:  
Please see General Response #1, and Response R8.7.  The requested authority would require an 
amendment to the Zoning Code, and cannot be granted to the Design Commission by the 
Council on an ad-hoc basis. 
 
D15.9. Speaker:  Lambert Giessenger 
 
Comments: 
Draft EIR lacks discussion of the new building’s compliance with the Secretary of Interior’s 
Guidelines.  Focus of discussion was on the loss or relocation of the historic Maryland Hotel.  
New buildings are out of scale in terms of the historic setting of facades and landscaped voids 
along Euclid.  New buildings are not compatible with the existing building materials and 
overall design.  EIR should address whether or not the building is in conformance with the 
Secretary of Interior’s Guidelines.  
 
Response: 
Please see Responses D7.1, D10 and General Response #1. 
 
D15.10. Speaker:  Sue Mossman 
 
Comments: 
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Makes the point that the project is not consistent with the Design Guidelines; took issue with 
the fact that a preliminary review had determined that the project was consistent; wants further 
analysis of this issue. Took issue with the EIRs discussion of contextual fit; concerns with the 
alternatives 2, 3, and 4, particularly the determination of whether projects are consistent with 
the church’s objectives; lack of alternatives that try to make the church’s alternative one that is 
environmentally superior.   
 
Response:  
Please see General Response #2, Response D3.7. 
 
D15.11. Speaker:  Steve Preston 
 
Comments: 
Raised issue with the EIR not addressing the relationship of the new building to the National 
Register Historic District.  EIR lacks discussion of how the building’s design meets the City’s 
Design Guidelines and Secretary of Interior’s Guidelines; EIR lacks from the benefit of an 
outside design consultant’s review of the consistency of the design with guidelines.  
Alternatives lack good design alternatives, they are all unattractive - no alternatives that 
address the design issues. 
 
Response:  
Please see Responses D7.1, D10 and General Response #1 and #2. 
 
D15.12. Speaker:  Marsha Rood 
 
Comments: 
Speaker focused on how the Design Commission interprets the Secretary of Interior’s 
Guidelines; it is compatibility or is it differentiation?  Argues that the City through its previous 
Planning documents strove to implement the Bennett Plan, that this plan should be the basis for 
the review of the project as well as the Civic Center Specific Plan.  Discusses concerns raised by 
the public through the revised Land Use Element that the City is eroding its historic character.  
Raised questions about how we get designs that are more compatible with historic districts.    
 
Response:  
Please see Response D7.1 and General Response #2. 
 
D15.13. Speaker: Claire Bogaard 
 
Comments:   
EIR is contradictory.  Raised concerns that the Aesthetics chapter did not adequately address 
the issues of design.  Alternatives did not discuss: moving the Euclid building functions to 
another location on the site; reorienting the Euclid building in an east/west direction; 
restoration of garden and fountain.   Suggests that the EIR be determined to be inadequate and 
that other alternatives need to be fleshed out.  
 
Response:  
Please see Responses D7.1, D10 and General Response #1. 
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D15.14. Speaker: Dale Trader  
 
Comments: 
Member of the Civic Center Task Force, and the Bennett Plan should be considered in terms of 
how the project is designed. Views and Aesthetics massing (context) are significant.  Maryland 
Hotel wall needs to be preserved. 
  
Response:  
Please see Responses D7.1, D10.  Please also see General Response #3. 
 
D15.15. Speaker: Ann Scheid 
 
Comments: 
Bennett Plan should be part of the EIR.  Would like to see proposed façade without trees 
obscuring the design.  Needs to be a courtyard adjacent to the fountain on the wall.  The Euclid 
Ave. streetscape was intended are part of the Civic Center.   
 
Response:  
Please see Responses D7.1, D10. 
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TRANSPORTATION ADVISORY COMMISSION 

 
 
October 1, 2010 
 
Via E-Mail 
 
Mr. Antonio Gardea, Planner 
Planning Division 
City of Pasadena, Planning and Development Department 
175 North Garfield Avenue (Hale Bldg.) 
Pasadena, California 91101 
 
Re:  All Saints Church Master Development Plan 
       Draft Environmental Impact Report (DEIR) 
 
 
Dear Mr. Gardea: 

At its meeting September 9, 2010 the Transportation Advisory Commission (“TAC”) 
reviewed the Draft Environmental Impact Report (“Draft EIR”) for the All Saints Church 
Master Plan.  The Commission also reviewed a staff report prepared by the Planning 
Department; heard a brief oral review of the proposed project; and discussed a variety 
of issues of concern to the Commission members.   

The conclusion of the TAC is that while there is no strong objection to the 
transportation aspects of the project, there are areas of interest and concern that it is 
hoped will be explored and addressed during the final preparation phase of the EIR. 

The purpose of this letter is to summarize TAC’s comments and recommendations 
regarding the Draft EIR. 

Non-auto Travel Mitigations 

The Mobility Element policies discourage the oversupply of auto parking in new 
developments and emphasize the importance of developments helping to reduce 
dependence on the automobile while also promoting transit program 
expansion/enhancement.  Consequently, the All Saints Church Master Plan DEIR Street 
Segment Mitigation measures called for in the Transportation Demand Management Plan 
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(“TDMP”) play an essential role in promoting a balanced approach to foster growth of 
non-auto travel.   The DEIR suggests Street Segment Mitigation items for the required 
TDM Plan, but more is needed to increase the emphasis on non-auto travel.  Examples 
of additional mitigation to foster growth of non-auto travel include considerations 
for: 

1. Installation of bus shelters where appropriate; 

2. Clean, safe, and attractive transit stops as part of new project development; 

3. Pedestrian safety enhancements at busy intersections including traffic signal assists 
for seniors and persons with disabilities; 

4. Rideshare drop-off staging area; 

5. Information on the transportation benefit program for employees that encourage 
non-auto travel and reduce traffic impacts; 

6. Applying the Trip Reduction Ordinance to reduce dependence on the single 
occupant auto; 

7. Adequate bicycle parking that supports the use of established bikeways;  

8. Bicycle facilities as part of the Trip Reduction Ordinance; and 

9. Pedestrian and bicycle safety along Walnut at ingress and egress driveway. 

Finally, special transportation needs such as those of children, youth, seniors, and 
persons with disabilities need to be  given the highest priority consideration (e.g., 
dropping off of preschoolers, assessing the vertical curb at transit stops for passenger 
safety in boarding and alighting from vehicular traffic, other pedestrian amenities at focal 
points of activity with attention given to special needs, etc.). 

Transit Resource 

The City should require that the applicant All Saints Church through its Master 
Development Plan make a contribution, where appropriate, to a balanced and efficient 
transportation system linking existing and planned growth within its area of Pasadena.  
This planned development is bounded by major thoroughfares—Colorado Blvd., 
Marengo, Walnut, Los Robles—for movement that connects the public to many 
destinations located between the Lake Ave. shopping district and the Old Town historic 
district.  Since the development is located in an area shared with other planned projects, 
there is an opportunity to share mitigations and enhancements that contribute to a 
resource connecting Lake Ave. to Old Pasadena through services such as a trolley 
thereby increasing pedestrian circulation while reducing traffic and the need for parking.  

2
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Daycare Parking Requirements 

The TAC believes that it is incorrect for the City to include the proposed daycare 
center in the 10% reduction factor as required in Transit Oriented District (“TOD”).  
TAC believes the stated assumption by the Department of Transportation staff that 
each car traveling to the center will carry more than one child was not substantiated in 
the DEIR studies.  TAC requests that the standard parking requirements for a daycare 
center drop-off and parking spaces be applied, without regard to TOD requirements, 
unless the City conducts a study or can produce other evidence that confirms this 
parking reduction is appropriate for daycare facilities. 

Traffic Impacts and Mitigation Measures 

Traffic Impact Clarity: The reader of the Transportation Section of the DEIR should 
be able to understand the terminology used without the need to refer to other areas of 
the document.  The Final EIR conclusions should be studied to determine if there is a 
way to describe impact on the basis of what has changed rather than as percentage 
changes.   

For example, on page 4.4-30 of the Transportation Chapter of the DEIR, Impact T-1 
refers to a Class III, Less Than Significant Impact.  The report should define what is Class 
III and how will this impact affect automobile travel time?   

It would be helpful to the reader of the DEIR to have the thresholds discussed and/or 
presented in terms of human experience rather than as an array of numbers, for 
example indicating travel time will increase by some number of seconds rather than as 
greater or less than percentages 

Soft Mitigation: The Department of Transportation has endorsed in the DEIR 
something termed “soft mitigation”.  In order to facilitate the public’s ability to review 
and comment on the final EIR, the use of ”soft mitigation” needs to be defined as to 
what are the options available and how will the option selected be able to demonstrate 
that it has a permanent positive effect on the negative impact being mitigated.  The 
mitigation needs to match the life of the negative impact. 

Among the soft mitigation measures recommended is the completion of a TDMP.  The 
Trip Reduction Ordinance defines the elements of the TDMP.  We understand there is 
currently no mechanism in place at the City to require that such TDMP studies be 
completed (essentially no enforcement measures to compel compliance).  Therefore, 
while the intention of the TDMP is good, it can be concluded that without
 
enforcement/compliance it cannot be considered a mitigation measure.  To be 
mitigation there must be a mechanism to insure the mitigation is implemented and that 
it works. 

The DEIR should be revised to make it clear that the TDMP will be required and it is 
hoped it will have some favorable impact.  It should not be framed as a mitigation 
measure unless compliance can be measured or assured. 

4
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Other Comments 

The Commission is concerned that there are a variety of issues that should be reviewed 
and incorporated in the DEIR, which includes: 

1. Sufficient width of Walnut driveway to expedite ingress of vehicles from the curb 
lane so that ongoing traffic on Walnut is not unduly impacted; 

2. An appropriate location for a taxicab staging area; 

3. Encourage freight delivery both on-street and off-street during non-peak hours; 

4. Insure priority parking is accorded to clean-fuel vehicles; 

5. Investigate the possibility of providing a vanpool program for major events; 

6. Insure that electric vehicle charging stations are included in the Master Development 
Plan; 

7. Sufficient parking is planned for the development to insure: 

• Adequate spaces are available for major high use days or events; and 

• The adjacent businesses, which currently use the public parking area on the 
corner of Euclid and Walnut, will continue to have access to parking for 
loading and customer parking as the Master Plan is implemented. 

On behalf of our fellow Commissioners, we thank the City for giving TAC the 
opportunity to review and comment on the Draft EIR. TAC looks forward to reviewing 
the Final EIR and the responses to its comments. 

 
Respectfully submitted, 

     
JENNIFER HIGGINBOTHAM    SHARON YONASHIRO 
Chair        Vice-Chair 
 
 
cc: Mayor and City Council 
 Planning Commission             
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Letter D16 
 
COMMENTER: Jennifer Higginbotham and Sharon Yonashiro, Pasadena Transportation 

Advisory Commission 
 
DATE:   October 1, 2010 
 
Response D16.1 
 
The commenter states the Transportation Advisory Commission (TAC) has no strong objection 
to the transportation aspect of the proposed project, there are areas of concern that need to be 
addressed in the Final EIR. Comment is acknowledged. 
 
Response D16.2 
 
The commenter indicates that the TDM Plan identified in the DEIR needs to increase the 
emphasis on non-auto travel.   
 
Bicycle, pedestrian, and mass transit access to the site are described on Draft EIR pages 4.4-8 
through 4.4-13, and 4.4-37.  All transportation impacts were determined to be reduced to less 
than significant with implementation of existing regulations and mitigation measures described 
in Draft EIR Section 4.4.  Therefore, additional mitigation measures are not required under 
CEQA.  (See CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.4(a)(3).) 
 
Please note however, that the proposed mitigation measures and existing regulations already 
incorporate and implement many of the suggestions in the comment letter.  As discussed on 
Draft EIR page 4.4-37 the Transportation Demand Management Plan will be implemented in 
compliance with Pasadena Municipal Code Sections 17.46.290 and 10.64.  The project will 
comply with all City Regulations, including 17.46.320 which requires bicycle parking facilities.  
The project will also comply with 17.46290(B)(1) and (B)(2) which require “[a] minimum of 10 
percent of employee parking spaces shall be reserved for and designated as preferential 
parking for carpool and vanpool vehicles...”  Furthermore, consistent with the City’s municipal 
code, a finalized TDM will be prepared which will incorporate additional measures as 
conditions of approval, as described in the May 17, 2010 DOT “Traffic Impact Study” letter 
(Draft EIR Appendix D). 
 
Response D16.3 
 
The commenter indicates that the proposed project should make a contribution, where 
appropriate, to a balanced and efficient transportation system linking existing and planned 
growth within its area of Pasadena.  The church is subject to the Traffic Reduction and 
Transportation Improvements Fee (TR/TIF) for alternatives and expansions unrelated to 
church services.  That fee is intended to require fair share contributions to cumulative traffic 
improvement projects throughout the City.  Through the City’s 2004 General Plan Update, the 
City Council directed staff to study a new “fair share” transportation impact fee. The “fair 
share” fee, adopted in November 2006 as Ordinance No. 7076, anticipates and mitigates the 
impacts of growth on city streets, including funds for local transit improvements.   
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If the senior housing alternative is selected as the project, the applicant shall participate in 
funding Dial-A-Ride transit stop upgrades (bench and trash receptacle) along Euclid Avenue 
between Walnut Avenue and Union Street that would be consistent with the Civic Center area 
street furniture.  
 
Response D16.4 
 
The commenter states that it is incorrect for the City to include the proposed daycare center in 
the 10% reduction factor as required in Transit Oriented District.  The City’s zoning code 
section 17.50.340-TOD mandates reduction of the code-required off-street parking by 10%. The 
parking ratio for child day-care center is 2 spaces per 1,000 square feet of building area. The 
parking ratio is not based on enrollment, trips generated, or average ridership. The 12,560 
square foot day-care center would require 25 parking spaces based on the zoning code 
requirement without the ten percent reduction.  With that said, the shared parking demand for 
the project was assessed based on the actual demand for parking rather than the vehicle 
ridership.  
 
Furthermore, a shortfall in parking spaces is not considered an environmental impact for the 
purposes of CEQA.  In San Franciscans Upholding the Downtown  Plan v. City and County of San 
Francisco (2002) 102 Cal.App.4th 656, 697, the Court of  Appeal stated that “parking deficits are 
an inconvenience to drivers, but not a significant physical impact on the environment.”  (Emphasis 
in original.)  The CEQA Guidelines Appendix G has also recently been revised to remove 
parking from the Initial Study Checklist.  As noted in the Statement of Reasons for Regulatory 
Action which amended the CEQA Guidelines.  (Page 96-97, Available at 
http://ceres.ca.gov/ceqa/guidelines/.)   
 
Despite these clarifications to CEQA, the DEIR addressed impacts to parking and determined 
such impacts would be less than significant.  (See DEIR pages 3-313, 4.4-25 through 4.4-30 and 
4-4.37 through 4.4-38.)  Parking demand and utilization surveys at all the lots that have shared 
parking agreements with All Saints Church were conducted by Raju Associates, Inc. on typical 
weekdays (Thursday, January 31, 2008 and Wednesday, November 4, 2009), and on a weekend 
(Sunday, February 3, 2008) to assess the parking demand of the project site. It was observed 
that the 2008 parking counts were 7% greater at peak conditions than the 2009 parking counts. 
Since the 2008 counts were conducted when the daycare was in operation, using this 
information in the demand analysis yielded a more conservative parking demand analysis. The 
peak parking demand determinations were based on vehicle count surveys, not on vehicle 
ridership assumptions such as number of persons, staff, children, etc.   
 
The analysis found that the existing and proposed parking supply will satisfy parking demand 
for either project alternative as shown in the table below.   
 
 Code Pkg/Pkg Demand*/Pk 

supply -Weekday 
Code Pkg/Pkg Demand*/Pkg supply- 
Weekend 

Alternative 1 184/168/172 184/622/1122 
Alternative 2  187/171/178 187/618/1128 

* parking demand based on actual parking surveys 
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Response D16.5 
 
The commenter states the reader of the Transportation Section of the DEIR should be able to 
understand the terminology used without the need to refer to other areas of the document.   To 
the extent that the comment disputes whether the EIR should use technical language, these 
analyses are technical in nature and the EIR must use technical terminology.  However, the EIR 
has provided a detailed discussion explaining the methodology (see Draft EIR Section 4.4.2).  
The process by which the City of Pasadena completes transportation impact analyses are 
standard in the industry, consistent with CEQA requirements, and have been outlined in the 
Department’s “Transportation Impact Review Current Practice and Guidelines.”   
 
Furthermore, the Draft EIR provides a description of various terminology and methodology.  
For example, DEIR page 4.4-3 provides that “Level of service (LOS) is a qualitative measure 
used to describe the condition of traffic flow, ranging from excellent conditions at LOS A to 
overloaded conditions at LOS F.”  Table 4.4-1 of the DEIR also goes on to define various LOS 
values, for example, LOS A is defined as “EXCELLENT. No vehicle waits longer than one red 
light and no approach phase is fully used.”  The DEIR also defines the term “Class III.”  As 
described on DEIR page 4-1, “Class III, Not Significant: An impact that may be adverse, but does 
not exceed the threshold levels and does not require mitigation measures.  However, mitigation measures 
that could further lessen the environmental effect may be suggested if readily available and easily 
achievable.”   
 
Response D16.6 
 
The commenter indicates that the use of “soft mitigation” needs to be defined as to what are the 
options available and how with the option selected demonstrates that is has a permanent 
positive effect on the negative impact being mitigated.  The Traffic Impact Study identified a 
street segment impact of the project along Euclid Avenue between Union Street and Walnut 
Street. The segment impact is deemed a Class II, significant but mitigable.  Table 4.4-7 indicates 
that “soft mitigation”, i.e. physical mitigation is not required.  Recommendations presented as 
“soft mitigations” do not physically reduce a project’s impact on the street network but are 
programs (i.e. Transportation Demand Management Plan, Traffic Reduction/Transportation 
Impact Fee, etc.) that help reduce traffic levels on the street network.   
 
The comment states that “there is currently no mechanism in place at the City to require that 
such TDMP studies be completed.”  The Draft EIR explicitly defines the mitigation measures 
and the existing regulations.  Mitigation measures will be implemented as conditions of 
approval and there implementation will be ensured by the mitigation monitoring and reporting 
program provided under CEQA Guidelines Section 15097.  Furthermore existing regulations 
explicitly provide what scenarios require a Transportation Demand Management Program.  
(See Pasadena Municipal Code Section 17.46.290 and 10.64.) 
 
See also Response D16.2. 
 
Response D16.7 
 
The commenter indicates that there is concern regarding a variety of issues that should be 
reviewed in the DEIR.  See Response D16.2. 
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VERBAL COMMENTS SUBMITTED AT TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION MEETING, 
SEPTEMBER 9, 2010. 
 
Response D16.8. 
 
The following summarizes verbal comments made at the September 9, 2010 hearing for the 
Transportation Advisory Commission (“TAC”).  No public comments were made at this 
hearing.  All comments were made by the commissioners.  The following responses summarize 
the environmental issues in these comments which are referenced by the time in the audio 
recording these comments were made.  The Commissioners are also directed to Response to 
Comment D16.1 through D16.7 and  D18. 
 
17:46 – 30:00 & 37:45 – 41:00  The Commissioner wants to speak to the topic of non-automotive 
transportation.  Asks how the project could help foster non-automotive travel.  The commenter 
asks whether there would be bus shelters, and ridesharing staging areas, priority parking for 
alternative fuel vehicles, and bicycle facilities.  Please see Response D16.2 and D16.3. 
 
The Commissioner also states that the project should contribute to a balanced efficient 
transportation system.  The commenter also asks about the ingress and the egress to the site 
from Walnut Street, and states that she is concerned about turning movement into this 
driveway, and pedestrian safety.  Verbal responses were made to this comment.   Please also 
see Response D16.2, D16.3, and D20.24. 
 
30:00 – 34:30 The Commissioner also discusses shared parking.  The commenter also discusses 
concerns about parking for the Library and City Hall.  Please see Response R9.14. 
 
34:30 – 37:45 The Commissioner also asks about transportation needs for people with 
disabilities.    Verbal responses were made to this comment the project will also comply with all 
handicap parking regulations.   Please also see Response D16.4. 
 
41:15 – 49:20 The Commissioner also asks about availability of parking spaces during Christmas 
and Easter.  The Commissioner also asks about parking for nearby businesses and their 
deliveries and their potential to block Walnut.  Verbal responses were made to these comments 
including noting that any such blockage can be ticketed for illegally blocking a public street.  
Please see Response D20.1 for discussion of special events.  Please note that impacts from other 
existing facilities are not impacts of the proposed project under CEQA. (See Watsonville Pilots 
Association v. City of Watsonville (2010) 183 Cal. App. 4th 1059 [“The FEIR was not required to 
resolve the [existing] overdraft problem, a feat that was far beyond its scope”]. 
 
49:50 – 53:25 The Commissioner is concerned about soft mitigation measures being proposed as 
solutions, and suggests that these mitigation measures will not be enforceable.  The commenter 
states that the transportation analysis is user unfriendly and does not relate to the human 
experience (i.e. how long does it take) and states that the terminology “Class III” is not defined.  
Please see Responses D2.2 and D16.6 for discussion of enforcement of mitigation measures.  
Please also see Response D16.5 regarding comments about technical terminology. 
 
53:25 – 1:11:01 The Commissioner asks for an explanation of the 10% TOD reductions for 
childcare facilities and for Senior Housing.  Verbal responses were prepared to this comment 
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which note, in part, that it is normal to have 2-3 children per car.  The commenter also asks 
about drop off of students at the day care center.  TAC also states that they have no major 
concerns and no strong objections to the project and supports the project.  Please see Response 
D16.4 which discusses TOD reductions. 
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CLAIRE W. BOGAARD 
 311 CONGRESS PLACE 

  PASADENA, CALIFORNIA 91105 
 TEL. (626) 799-9819 
 FAX (626) 799-4725 

 cwbogaard@earthlink.net 
 
 

18 September 2010 
 
 

Department 
Antonio Gardea 
Planning and Development 
City of Pasadena 
75 North Garfield Avenue 1
Pasadena, California 91101 

ntal Impact Report (DEIR) 
 
E:  Comments on Draft Environme

urch Master Plan 
R
          All Saints Ch
 
Dear Mr. Gardea: 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the DEIR for the All Saints Church 
aster Plan. I do not believe that the DEIR is adequate, as you will see in comments M

that follow.  
 
Prior to the deadline of 1 October 2010, would you be so kind as to forward my 
comments to the consultants in charge of the EIR.   
 
GENERAL COMMENTS 
 
The Central District Specific Plan (CDSP)   –   and its ‘foundation‐documents’ which 
include the Bennett Plan (1920), the Master Plan of 1990 (often referred to as the 
Donlyn Lyndon Plan), and the Civic Center/Mid‐Town Programming Effort of 1998 
(most often referred to as the Gray Book)  ‐   have a unified and strong message 
about the importance of the landmark Civic Center and the need to protect the 
historic buildings and their context. In all of the documents, there are countless 
references about the importance for new development to harmonize with the 
xisting landmark buildings.  Here are a few quotes from the CDSP which apply to 
he proposed All Saints Church Master Plan: 
e
t
 

Public Realm Design Guidelines:  New development should positively contribute 
to the public realm. Urban infill development offers an excellent opportunity to 
strengthen historic development patterns and restore the urban 
fabric…Nonetheless, sensitivity to the surrounding character and design context is 
crucial to their success. 
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Harmonize infill development with adjacent buildings through compatible scale, 
massing rhythms (i.e., vertical and horizontal patterns expressed by architectural 
features such as cornice and belt lines, doors and windows), solid-to-void 
relationships, and/or materials. 

 
Support infill development that visually unifies the street; respect the street-
oriented development patterns of existing buildings. 

 
Respect the architectural design of historic buildings and protect the 
monumentality of landmark civic buildings; limit the scale and massing…by 
employing articulated sub-volumes. 

 
Sub-District Planning Concepts – Civic Center 
“City Beautiful” Vision:  Some of Pasadena’s most significant architectural 
treasures are found within the Civic Center/Midtown area, particularly the 
complex of public buildings that includes the City Hall, the Central Library, and 
the Civic Auditorium. The setting for these buildings is no less important, and 
therefore, realization of the 1920s ‘City Beautiful’ Vision should be advocated 
through 1) preservation of historically significant buildings; 2) requirements for 
new buildings that are complementary to existing landmarks; and 3) reintegration 
of the Beaux Arts axial plan. 

 
Use the palette of materials and colors currently found in the area: masonry, 
stucco, colored concrete, and tile… 

 
The design of all buildings and public spaces in this precinct should reflect the 
highest quality, respect the prominence of civic landmark buildings, and reinforce 
the vision of the Bennett Plan. 

 
The General Plan which was approved by the voters, has as its second principle:  

Change will be harmonized to preserve Pasadena’s historic character and 
environment. 
Policy 5.9: Context and Compatible Design: Urban design programs will ensure 
that new development shall respect Pasadena’s heritage by requiring that new 
development respond to its context and be compatible with the traditions and 
character of Pasadena… 
 

The proposed All Saints project does not conform to the City’s Central District Specific 
Plan (CDSP) or to the General Plan. The proposed All Saints Church Master Plan does 
not present a contextual fit. The placement of building A is in conflict with existing City 
guidelines. The proposed building materials are not in harmony with other buildings in 
the Civic Center including the historic All Saints Church, Rectory and the Regas House.  
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The EIR must provide complete and accurate information about these and other 
significant negative impacts and lack of conformity with existing City policies.  
 
CITYWIDE DESIGN CRITERIA  
 
In the Table ES‐1 Summary of Impacts, the EIR indicates that the proposed project:  
“ is consistent with applicable policies of the Central District Specific Plan (CDSP) as 
well as Citywide Design Principles and Criteria.”  On page 2‐5, the EIR describes the 
roject as being composed:  “of glass doors and windows, a free standing cast‐stone 
olonnade and perforated copper‐mesh sunscreen. “ 
p
c
 
Yet, the proposed buildings in that style and of those materials are not in conformance 
with the CDSP, or the Gray Book or the Bennett Plan. This controversial issue – the 
design of new buildings - must be explored in detail in the final EIR. 
 
The section on page 4.1-16 needs to be re-studied so that accurate and complete 
information will be included about ‘consistency’.  For example, the project is more 
logically aligned on an east-west axis to protect the rhythm of the street. The project as it 
is now designed is not consistent with the design criteria.  The north and west elevations 
are noted as consistent because they have strong massing and horizontal divisions – but 
no mention is made of the fact that they do not conform to the City’s Guidelines for new 
buildings in the Civic Center. 
 
THE MARYLAND WALL 
 
Pages of the DEIR are devoted to the Maryland Wall, which is an important but small 
part of the project. Early in the planning process, a group of community persons met 
several times with All Saints Church officials and architects to discuss the project.  At 
that time, it was agreed that the historic wall would remain in place. At a later point, a 
suggestion was made that Building A be moved to the east to enhance the open space on 
the west side of Building A. At no point during public discussions was it suggested that 
the historic Maryland wall be removed. 
 
The Maryland Hotel wall is an important part of the history and the fabric of the Civic 
Center and it must remain in place. Information presented in the EIR should include 
options for leaving the historic Maryland wall in place. It should also be noted that there 
is an historic connection with the Maryland Arms Apartments, which should also be 
documented in the EIR. 
 
PARKING 
 
The information about the parking needs for the project is incomplete. The addition of a 
47,500 square foot, eight story building for senior citizens (Building E, Scenario 1) 
dramatically changes the parking needs.  
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The traffic/parking study did not include the evening parking problems in the Civic 
Center, which exist today. When the Westin Hotel is full, the City Council or 
Commissions are meeting, and other events are occurring in the area – there are not 
enough parking places. The proposed subterranean lot will provide space for All Saints 
staff and guests but it will not provide adequate space for residents of a 45 unit residential 
complex and their guests. 
 
The obvious solution is the construction of a second level of subterranean parking,  
which would be available 24 hours a day to the residents in the senior citizens facility. 
The EIR needs to fully explore that option.  
 
ALTERNATIVES 
 
CEQA Guidelines require a DEIR to “describe a range of reasonable alternatives to the 
project, or to the location of the project, that could feasibility attain most of the basic 
objectives of the project but would avoid or substantially lessen any of the significant 
effects of the project, and evaluate the comparative merits of the alternatives.” [CEQA 
Guidelines 15126, subd. (d)]. 
 
The Alternatives chapter of the DEIR does not conform to CEQA Guidelines, is 
incomplete, and needs to be rewritten. 
 
At the heart of the controversy regarding the All Saints Master Plan is the design of the 
new buildings, the massing, openings, materials, etc. The proposed buildings have little 
to no relationship to the existing All Saints Church complex or to the magnificent 
structure across the street – City Hall. Again, this is at the heart of the controversy and 
yet there is no discussion of design.  
 
 During the scoping sessions, there were requests from many persons on commissions 
and from the general public to consider alternatives to the proposed All Saints Master 
Plan. These alternatives have not been included in the DEIR. 
 
For example, during the earlier public meetings, many spoke about the problems of 
Building A, which  – as it is now sited – interrupts the historic street pattern along Euclid 
Street. It was suggested that Building A be moved into an east-west configuration and 
reduced in size. That option must be explored in detail.   The square footage lost, due to 
the relocation, could be added to other buildings on site, such as Buildings C or E. At no 
point did anyone suggest that Building A be relocated and additional space be added as is 
suggested in the DEIR.  
 
Historically, the Maryland wall and fountain were part of a landscaped area. The wall and 
fountain should be carefully restored and the area between the wall and the Worship 
Center should be landscaped. That would continue the historic rhythm of the street (open 
space-building-open space etc.) and provide an attractive open space for the Church as 
well as an appropriate setting for the Worship Center. That option needs a full 
exploration in the EIR. 
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ALTERNATIVE SITE ANALYSIS 
 
The current Master Plan includes plans for a youth recreation building (Building E: 
Scenario 2).  It should be noted that there are two unused swimming pools nearby in both 
the former YWCA and the YMCA buildings. There is also an unused gym in the YWCA 
building and another gym in the First Congregational Church – also a short distance 
away.  The EIR should explore the use of these facilities for the youth programs at the All 
Saints Church. 
 
HISTORIC RESOURCES SECTION 
 
There needs to be a full and accurate presentation about the Secretary of Interior’s 
Standards and Guidelines and how they apply to this project. In reading this DEIR, it 
immediately became clear that this section is inadequate and even erroneous. The 
services of an experienced historic preservation consultant are needed to re-write this 
section.  
 
The EIR must include a detailed analysis of the entire project’s conformance with the 
Secretary of Interior’s Standards and Guidelines. The proposed new buildings are not 
compatible with the nearby historic buildings in the National Register Civic Center 
District and are very different in style, setting, massing, openings, detailing and materials. 
The project is an addition to a treasured historic campus of the All Saints Church and 
must be compatible and conform to the Secretary of Interior’s Standards and Guidelines – 
and the City of Pasadena’s CDSP and design guidelines. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
It should be emphasized that during the creation of the Donlyn Lyndon Report and 
the Gray Book, there was wide community involvement and ultimately, very strong 
support for both of these Civic Center Plans. The Bennett Plan, the Donlyn Lyndon 
Master Plan and Central District Specific Plan, must be carefully reviewed and 
considered during the preparation of the final EIR for the All Saints Master 
Plan. 
 
In conclusion, the DEIR for the All Saints Master Plan is inadequate in many ways and 
needs additional work to meet CEQA requirements. 
 
Sincerely,  
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Some Background Information about the Planning Process 
 
In the late 1970s, a group from Pasadena Heritage studied in detail the history of the 
Civic Center from its earliest planning stages.  The group, which included architects, 
historians, and the widely respected architectural historian, Alson Clark, worked in 
cooperation with the staff at the Office of Historic Preservation in Sacramento. 
Pasadena Heritage then nominated the Civic Center District to the National Register 
f Historic Places.  (This information is in response to the confusion about the 
ational Register nomination, which appears in the DEIR. 

o
N
 
 

 
 
During the past thirty years, the Pasadena City Council created a number of 
Committees and Task Forces to address proposals for buildings or spaces in the 
ivic Center. These documents are important to all projects going through the City’s C
planning process. 
 
During the 1980s, a number of Pasadena residents worked closely with Architect 
Donlyn Lyndon who was retained by the City to create a Master Plan for the Civic 
Center. That Master Plan, based on the 1920s Bennett Plan, still serves as a guide for 
evelopment in the Civic Center. It should be noted that:  the Bennett Plan was d
approved by the voters of Pasadena. 
 
During the 1990s, another Task Force was created by then‐Mayor Chris Holden to 
review the Civic Center with a focus on the Plaza Pasadena and its expected changes. 
Many, many meetings were held to review the entire Civic Center, including the 
original Bennett Plan, the Donlyn Lyndon Master Plan, buildings, streets, trees, 
andscaping, and even paving materials. The goal was to create a more detailed 

  
l
Master Plan so that the City would avoid the controversies of the earlier decades.
 
 Following the multi‐year effort, the final Civic Center Master Plan, known as the 
Gray Book, was approved and was well received by the community. A few years 
later, the Master Plan was integrated into the Central District Specific Plan, but the 
Gray Book still remains a more detailed and guiding force for new buildings in the 
Civic Center today. (For another point of clarification, at the meeting of the Planning 
Commission in November 2009, John Poindexter from the City of Pasadena’s 
lanning Department indicated that there were no conflicts between the CDSP and 
he Gray Book.) 
P
t
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Letter D17 
 
COMMENTER: Claire W. Bogaard 
 
DATE:   September 18, 2010 
 
Response D17.1 
 
The commenter indicates that various elements of the Central District Specific Plan apply to the 
proposed project.  Please see Response D7.1 regarding applicability of various prior planning 
documents, the standard of review for these planning documents, and their relationship to the 
CEQA process.  While the commenter’s opinion is noted regarding consistency with the 
referenced planning documents and included in the Final EIR, disagreement does not constitute 
grounds for invalidation of the EIR. (See CEQA Guidelines Section 15151; See also Eureka 
Citizens for Responsible Government v. City of Eureka (2007) 147 Cal.App.4th 357, 371-372; 
California Native Plant Society v. City of Rancho Cordova (2009) 172 Cal.App.4th 603, 626.)  
Furthermore, the City is given substantial deference in interpreting its own planning 
documents.  Please see Section 4.6 of the DEIR for analysis of consistency with the General 
Plan, and various other planning documents.   
 
Response D17.2 
 
The commenter indicates that Policy 5.9 of the City of Pasadena General Plan applies to the 
proposed project.  Please see Response D17.1. 
 
Response D17.3 
 
The commenter states that the proposed project does not conform to the City’s Central District 
Specific Plan or to the General Plan.  The project’s consistency with applicable guidelines and 
policies has been analyzed in the EIR, particularly in Section 4.6 Land Use and Planning and in 
Section 4.1 Aesthetics.  The consistency analysis in Section 4.6 is based on current applicable 
land use regulations, including the General Plan, Central District Specific Plan, and City of 
Pasadena Zoning Ordinance.  This section of the EIR also presents pertinent information on 
two prior planning documents (the Civic Center/Midtown Programming Effort Report and the 
Civic Center Specific Plan) that guided development in specific areas of downtown prior to 
adoption of the Central District Specific Plan.  This analysis finds that the proposed project 
would be consistent with all applicable land use regulations. 
 
Response 17.4 
 
The commenter requests that the design of new buildings be explored in detail in the Final EIR. 
Please refer to Response D7.1 and D17.1.  See also General Response #1. 
 
Response D17.5 
 
The commenter indicates that the project as it is now designed is not consistent with the CDSP 
Design Criteria.  Pages 4.1-14 through 4.1-15 contain an extensive discussion of how the 
proposed project would be consistent with and complement its surroundings within the Civic 
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Center District, including through preservation of the existing All Saints Church, Rectory, and 
Regas Hall; creation of a north-south internal axis and view corridor from Walnut Street south 
to the Church; landscaped open spaces within this view corridor; and creation of outdoor social 
gathering spaces.  Additionally, the project’s consistency with applicable guidelines and 
policies has been analyzed in the EIR, particularly in Section 4.6 Land Use and Planning and in 
Section 4.1 Aesthetics.  The consistency analysis in Section 4.6 is based on current applicable 
land use regulations, including the General Plan, Central District Specific Plan, and City of 
Pasadena Zoning Ordinance.  This section of the EIR also presents pertinent information on 
two prior planning documents which are no longer applicable and have been superseded by 
the CDSP (the Civic Center/Midtown Programming Effort Report and the Civic Center Specific Plan) 
that guided development in specific areas of downtown prior to adoption of the Central District 
Specific Plan.  This analysis finds that the proposed project would be consistent with all 
applicable land use regulations.  Section 4.1 analyzes consistency with Pasadena’s Citywide 
Design Principles and Design Criteria.  This analysis finds the proposed project would be 
consistent with these principles and criteria.  Please also see Response D7.1. 
 
Response D17.6 
 
The commenter requests that the EIR should include options for leaving the historic Maryland  
Hotel Wall in place, and that the historic connection with the Maryland Arms Apartments be 
documented in the EIR.  The DEIR and the Recirculated DEIR include project alternatives 
which retain the Maryland Hotel Wall.  Specifically, project alternatives 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6, and 
alternative 7 discussed in General Response #3 above, provide for retaining the Maryland Hotel 
Wall in its existing location. 
 
Regarding the Maryland Arms Apartments, on page 4.3-5 of the DEIR the Maryland Arms 
Apartments and Maryland Hotel Wall are identified as contributors to the Pasadena Civic 
Center Historic District.  The Maryland Arms Apartments are located approximately 400 feet 
south of the Maryland Hotel Wall.  Please see revisions and clarifications to Section 4.3 in the 
Final EIR regarding the environmental setting of the Maryland Hotel Wall. Please also see 
General Response #3 for additional discussion. 
 
Response D17.7 
 
The commenter indicates that the information about the parking needs for the proposed project 
is incomplete due to the addition of Building E in Scenario 1 (senior citizens housing).   
 
A shortfall in parking spaces is not considered an environmental impact for the purposes of 
CEQA.  In San Franciscans Upholding the Downtown Plan v. City and County of San Francisco (2002) 
102 Cal.App.4th 656, 697, the Court of  Appeal stated that “parking deficits are an 
inconvenience to drivers, but not a significant physical impact on the environment.”  (Emphasis in 
original.)  The CEQA Guidelines Appendix G has also recently been revised to remove parking 
from the Initial Study Checklist.  As noted in the Statement of Reasons for Regulatory Action 
which amended the CEQA Guidelines.  (Page 96-97, Available at 
http://ceres.ca.gov/ceqa/guidelines/.)   
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Despite these clarifications to CEQA, the DEIR addressed impacts to parking and determined 
such impacts would be less than significant.  (See DEIR pages 3-313, 4.4-25 through 4.4-30 and 
4-4.37 through 4.4-38.)   
 
The required parking for the senior housing alternative is based on City of Pasadena Zoning 
Code Section 17.46.040.  The parking study conducted for the project included exclusive use of 
24 parking spaces for the senior housing alternative. Shared parking demand for the church use 
did not include shared use of residents’ parking spaces for the senior housing alternative.  
Please refer to Appendix L of the traffic impact study for the weekday and Sunday future 
parking demand analysis.  With regard to parking deficiency during events at City Hall, CEQA 
Guidelines Section 15130, Discussion of Cumulative Impacts states:  

 
“An EIR should not discuss impacts which do not result in part from the project 
evaluated in the EIR.”  

 
The perceived lack of existing on-street parking for the City Council or Commission meetings is 
not properly addressed by this proposed project because the proposed project is not the cause 
of the perceived lack of existing parking. As also discussed in recent case law, it is not the 
responsibility of the EIR to “fix” or mitigate existing conditions which are part of the project 
baseline.  (See Watsonville Pilots Association v. City of Watsonville (2010) 183 Cal. App. 4th 1059  
[“The FEIR  was not required to resolve the [existing] overdraft problem, a feat that was far 
beyond its scope”]  Furthermore, parking is available in the surrounding area at the parking 
structure immediately to the south of City Hall as well as at surface parking lots along Union 
Street southwest from City Hall. If the Senior Housing alternative is selected, dedicated parking 
spaces exclusive to for the residential use, including guest parking spaces, have been 
considered. The traffic study included this in their shared parking analysis, as summarized in 
Appendix L – Table 1: Weekday Future Parking Demand, and Table 2: Sunday Future Parking 
Demand. 
 
Response D17.8 
 
The commenter indicates that there are currently evening parking problems in the Civic Center, 
 and combined with City meetings and full occupancy of the Westin Hotel, the project does not 
provide adequate parking for the 45-unit residential complex and their guests.  Please refer to 
Response D17.7. 
 
Response D17.9 
 
The commenter recommends that the project include a second level of subterranean parking.  
The discussion in the DEIR regarding parking needs for the 45-unit residential complex 
concludes that there would be sufficient parking to meet the needs of the project, please see 
Response D17.7 for further details.  Therefore, further analysis of providing additional parking 
is not required. 
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Response D17.10 
 
The commenter indicates that the Alternatives section of the DEIR does not conform to the 
CEQA Guidelines, is incomplete, and needs to be rewritten because it is alleged to not address 
“design.”   
 
The EIR is not required to address final design as the Zoning Code does not require that level of 
detail in an application for a Master Plan.  See also General Response #1 and Response D10.4.  
Nonetheless, a revised Section 6.0, Alternatives, of the DEIR has been prepared and is being 
recirculated for a 45-day public review period.  Even prior to recirculation, Alternatives 3 and 4 
involved changes to Building A.  Additionally, Alternatives 5 and 6 were added in the 
Recirculated DEIR, and alternative 7 was added in General Response #3, which further 
modified Building A.   
 
Please see Response D10.20 for more detailed discussion for discussion of alternatives analysis 
under CEQA.  Consistent with CEQA, the alternatives analysis focuses upon reducing or 
avoiding impacts.  While some of these reductions are created through changes to the design of 
the project, design, alone does not necessarily mean it would result in reducing a significant 
environmental impact.  Under CEQA, alternatives are only required to analyze a reasonable 
range of alternatives “which would feasibly attain most of the basic objectives of the project but 
would avoid or substantially lessen any of the significant effects of the project.”  (CEQA 
Guidelines Section 15126.6.)  CEQA does not require an EIR to consider multiple variations on 
the alternatives analyzed in the draft EIR.  “What is required is the production of information 
sufficient to permit a reasonable choice of alternatives so far as environmental aspects are 
concerned.”  (Village Laguna of Laguna Beach, Inc. v. Board of Supervisors of Orange County (1982) 
134 Cal.App.3d 1022.)  As discussed in the Village Laguna case, “there are literally thousands of 
‘reasonable alternatives’ to the proposed project…But, no one would argue that the EIR is 
insufficient for failure to describe the alternative [suggested in the comment letters].”  (Village 
Laguna (supra) 134 Cal.App3d at 1028.)   
 
The comment suggests that the proposed project “interrupts the historic street pattern along 
Euclid.”  As discussed in the DEIR, “the scale of the project is compatible with the existing 
surrounding development and the height of the proposed building is within the limits called 
for in the zoning code…In scale and in massing, none of the proposed building would 
overwhelm the existing historic structures… the proposed height is similar to that of  several 
structures located within a block or two of the project site, including the 13-story Plaza Las 
Fuentes complex to the east, the six-story County Court Building to the west and the five to  
seven-story Kaiser Permanente buildings about a half block to the north”  (DEIR page 4.1-13, 
4.1-16, and 4.1-20.)  With regard to consistency with the surrounding structures, the proposed 
project would offer improvements in comparison to the existing physical conditions on site, 
which include a surface parking structure, and several one story structures which do not match 
the size, massing, and scale of the surrounding structures (See DEIR Section 2.3, Figure 4.1-2 
Photos A, B, and C, and DEIR Appendix D, Photo 2).  Therefore, the suggested alternative 
would not reduce a significant unavoidable impact associated with the massing and scale of the 
project and would not be considered a CEQA alternative.   
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Response D17.11 
 
The commenter states the an additional project alternative needs to be evaluated, that the 
Maryland Hotel Wall and fountain needs to be restored and the area between the wall and 
Worship Center should be landscaped.   
 
The existing setting does not currently include a garden, but rather the existing setting contains 
a playground, a storage building, and a trailer immediately to the east, a paved parking lot to 
the north, and the Rectory building to the South (the east side of the wall is not currently 
accessible to the public as shown in Figure 4.3-2).  The purpose of the CEQA analysis is to 
address impacts in comparison to existing conditions.   (See CEQA Guidelines Section 
15125(a).)  
 
Response 17.12 
 
The commenter requests that the DEIR analyze use of the YMCA and the First Congregational 
Church.  The commenter gives no reason related to environmental effects why these 
alternatives must be included in the EIR.  While these requests are noted, the EIR is not charged 
with redesigning the project, only with evaluating alternatives that would reduce or avoid 
significant impacts.  Please see Response 10.20 for greater detail on this issue.   
 
Response D17.13 
 
The commenter states that there needs to be a full and accurate presentation about the Secretary 
of Interior’s Standards and Guidelines and how they apply to the proposed project.  Please refer 
to General Response #2 and revisions to Section 4.3 in the Final EIR. 
 
The Draft EIR Historic Resource analysis is based in part upon the Historic Resource Report, 
included as Appendix D to the Draft EIR as well as the professional opinions of Rincon 
Consultants, and City Staff.  This report was prepared by San Buenaventura Research 
Associates Historic Resources Consulting, and the firm is listed in the Register of Professional 
Historians.   
 
Response D17.14 
 
The commenter states that the EIR must include a detailed analysis of the entire project’s 
conformance with the Secretary of Interior’s Standards and Guidelines.  Please refer to General 
Response #2 regarding the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards, Response D17.10 regarding 
massing of the project, and Response D7.1 for discussion of the CDSP. 
 
Response D17.15 
 
The commenter indicates that the Bennett Plan, Donlyn Lyndon Master Plan and Central 
District Specific Plan must be carefully reviewed and considered during the preparation of the 
Final EIR.  Additions to the Civic Center must respect the original plan, its vision and 
subsequent contributions to it.”  As explained in Section 4.6.4 of the EIR, the downtown area 
has, through the years, been the focus of numerous planning studies which preceded 
preparation and adoption of the Central District Specific Plan (CDSP).  Previous plans and 
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planning studies were generally incorporated into the CDSP during its preparation, superseded 
upon adoption of the CDSP, and the EIR analyzes the project’s consistency with the CDSP.  
Please also see Response D7.1 for further details. 
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Advisory Comment on DEIR Revised, 9-8-10 
ADVISORY COMMENT ON DEIR FOR ALL SAINTS CHURCH 

 
Submitted 9-7-10, Revised 9-8-10 by:  

Commissioner Myra Martin Booker, TAC 
 
Non-auto Travel Mitigations 
 
The Mobility Element policies discourage the oversupply of auto parking in new developments and 
emphasize the importance of developments helping to reduce dependence on the automobile while also 
promoting transit program expansion/enhancement.  Consequently, the All Saints Church Master Plan 
DEIR Street Segment Mitigation measures called for in the Transportation Demand Management Plan 
play an essential role in promoting a balanced approach to foster growth of non-auto travel.   The 
DEIR suggests Street Segment Mitigation items for the required TDM Plan but more is needed to 
increase the emphasis on non-auto travel.  Examples of additional mitigation to foster growth of non-
auto travel include considerations for: 
 

1. Installation of bus shelters where appropriate; 
2. Clean, safe, and attractive transit stops as part of new project development; 
3. Pedestrian safety enhancements at busy intersections including traffic signal  assists for 

seniors and persons with disabilities; 
4. Rideshare drop-off staging area; 
5. Information on transportation benefit program for employees that encourage non-auto 

travel and reduce traffic impacts; 
6. Applying the Trip Reduction Ordinance to reduce dependence on the single occupant 

auto; 
7. Adequate bicycle parking that supports the use of these bikeways;  
8. Bicycle facilities as part of the Trip Reduction Ordinance; 
9. Pedestrian and bicycle safety along Walnut at ingress and egress driveway. 
10. Sufficient width of Walnut driveway to expedite ingress of vehicles from the curb lane 

so that ongoing traffic on Walnut is not unduly impacted; 
11. An appropriate location for a taxicab staging area; 
12. Freight delivery both on-street and off-street as well as provision for and 

encouragement of mid-day delivery services; 
13. User groups with special transportation needs such as children, youth, seniors, and 

persons with disabilities (e.g., dropping off of preschoolers, assessing the vertical curb 
at transit stops for passenger safety in boarding and alighting from vehicular traffic, 
other pedestrian amenities at focal points of activity with attention given to special 
needs, etc.); and 

14. Priority parking accorded clean-fuel vehicles. 
 
Transit Resource 
 
The All Saints Church Master Plan can and should make its contribution, where appropriate, to a 
balanced and efficient transportation system linking existing and planned growth within Pasadena.  
This planned development is bounded by major thoroughfares---Colorado Blvd., Marengo, Walnut, 
Los Robles---for movement that connects the public to many destinations located between the Lake 
Ave. shopping district and the Old Town historic district.  Since the development is located in an area 
shared with other planned projects, there is an opportunity to share mitigations and enhancements that 
contribute to a resource connecting Lake Ave. to Old Pasadena through services such as a trolley 
thereby increasing pedestrian circulation while reducing traffic and the need for parking.  
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Letter D18 
 
COMMENTER: Myra Martin Booker, Pasadena Transportation Advisory Commission 
 
DATE:   September 8, 2010 
 
Response D18.1 
 
The commenter indicates that DEIR needs to include additional mitigation to foster growth of 
non-auto travel.   
 
Bicycle, pedestrian, and mass transit access to the site are described on Draft EIR pages 4.4-8 
through 4.4-13, and 4.4-37.  All transportation impacts were determined to be reduced to less 
than significant with implementation of existing regulations and mitigation measures described 
in Draft EIR Section 4.4.  Therefore, additional mitigation measures are not required under 
CEQA.  (See CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.4(a)(3).) 
 
Please note however, that the proposed mitigation measures and existing regulations already 
incorporate and implement many of the suggestions in the comment letter.  As discussed on 
Draft EIR page 4.4-37 the Transportation Demand Management Plan will be implemented in 
compliance with Pasadena Municipal Code Sections 17.46.290 and 10.64.  The project will 
comply with all City Regulations, including 17.46.320 which requires bicycle parking facilities.  
The project will also comply with 17.46290(B)(1) and (B)(2) which require “[a] minimum of 10 
percent of employee parking spaces shall be reserved for and designated as preferential 
parking for carpool and vanpool vehicles...”  Furthermore, consistent with the City’s municipal 
code, a finalized TDM will be prepared which will incorporate an additional measures as 
conditions of approval, as described in the May 17, 2010 DOT “Traffic Impact Study” letter. 
 
Response D18.2 
 
The commenter indicates that the proposed project should make contributions, where 
appropriate, to a balanced and efficient transportation system linking existing and planned 
growth within Pasadena.  The church is subject to Traffic Reduction and Transportation 
Improvements Fee (TR/TIF) for alternatives and expansions unrelated to church services.  That 
fee is intended to require fair share contributions to cumulative traffic improvement projects 
throughout the City.  Through the City’s 2004 General Plan Update, the City Council directed 
staff to study a new “fair share” transportation impact fee. The “fair share” fee, adopted in 
November 2006 as Ordinance No. 7076, anticipates and mitigates the impacts of growth on city 
streets, including funds for local transit improvements.   
 
If the senior housing alternative is selected as the project, the applicant shall participate in 
funding Dial-A-Ride transit stop upgrades (bench and trash receptacle) along Euclid Avenue 
between Walnut Avenue and Union Street that would be consistent with the Civic Center area 
street furniture. 
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From: Gardea, Antonio
To: Burciaga-Ramos, Claudia; 
Subject: FW: Comments on DEIR All Saints Church Master Plan
Date: Thursday, September 30, 2010 1:00:41 PM

Claudia,
Can you pdf this?
 

From: dale trader [mailto:dtrader_91104@yahoo.com]  
Sent: Wednesday, September 29, 2010 6:45 PM 
To: Gardea, Antonio 
Subject: Comments on DEIR All Saints Church Master Plan
 

 

Dale Trader
548 Rio Grande Street

Pasadena, CA  91104
dtrader_91104@yahoo.com

 
 

September 29, 2010
 
via Email only
Antonio Gardea
Planning and Development Department
City of Pasadena
175 North Garfield Avenue
Pasadena, California 91101
 
Re:  Comments on the Draft Environmental Impact Report (DEIR) All 
Saints Church Master Plan
 
Dear Mr. Gardea:
 
Please forward my comments to the consultants in charge of the EIR 
preparation and also to the Design & Planning Commissioners.    
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The Pasadena Civic Center, a National Register Historic District, has 
been studied at length and all plans since the original Bennett Plan 
have stressed a harmonious grouping of buildings respecting and 
augmenting each other and underscoring their public use and public 
presence.  
 
The siting and massing of the proposed new buildings along Euclid to 
Walnut north of the All Saints Church buildings do not seem to 
respect the “vision” of the Bennett Plan, a vision which is to be 
respected for all new construction in the historic civic center, as 
outlined in all subsequent plans for this historic district.
 
The treatment of the landmark Hotel Maryland wall along Euclid, i.e. 
not being able to relocate it due to its fragility and also the treatment 
of its siting as to how far new buildings should be located from its 
interior surface including the integral decorative fountain, is a matter 
which must be addressed in the final EIR.
 
I have attached a site plan from the former Hotel Maryland and 
Bungalows which may be helpful in researching the original siting of 
the wall and please also notice the many areas marked "Lawn", 
"Park", "Gardens", "Putting Green", "Golf Course", etc., which implies 
that Open Space and Green Space and Public Space will need to be 
explored in the proposed project and the EIR. 
  
My feeling is that the history and remnants of the Hotel Maryland and 
the history of the All Saints Campus need to be made part of the EIR, 
so we can better understand the context of the site.
 
Ann Scheid has said that the Pasadena Museum of History has an 
extensive file with Maryland Hotel Bungalow photographs and a 
period Maryland Hotel Bungalow Catalog for guests to choose their 
accomodation.  Also, apparently they have aerial photographs of the 
property from various time frames.  I have attached an aerial 
photograph from about 1970 which shows the Hotel Maryland wall 
and the corresponding grassy area with oak trees behind it.
 
Sincerely,
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Dale Trader
Former member of the City Center Task Force 
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Letter D19 
 
COMMENTER: Dale Trader 
 
DATE:   September 30, 2010 
 
Response .D19.1 
 
The commenter indicates that the proposed project does not respect the “vision” of the Bennett 
Plan, as well as that outlined in all subsequent plans for the historic district.  As explained in 
Section 4.6.4 of the EIR, the downtown area has, through the years, been the focus of numerous 
planning studies which preceded preparation and adoption of the Central District Specific Plan 
(CDSP).  Previous plans and planning studies were generally incorporated into the CDSP 
during its preparation, and the EIR analyzes the project’s consistency with the CDSP.   
 
Please see Response D7.1 for further discussion of the Bennett Plan, and D17.10 for discussion 
of the siting and massing of the proposed project. 
 
Response .D19.2 
 
The commenter states that the treatment of the landmark Hotel Maryland Wall must be 
addressed in the Final EIR.  The Hotel Maryland Wall is identified and placed in its historical 
context on page 4.3-6 of the DEIR, and potential impacts to this structure are discussed on page 
4.3-14 of the DEIR (Impact HR-2).  Please see minor revisions and clarification to this analysis in 
the Final EIR. Please also see General Response #3 for additional discussion. 
 
Response .D19.3 
 
The commenter indicates that prior uses on the project site implies the incorporation of Open 
Space, Green Space and Public Space, all of which needs to be explored in the proposed project 
and EIR.   
 
The purpose of the CEQA analysis is to address impacts in comparison to existing conditions.  
(See CEQA Guidelines Section 15125(a).)  The existing setting does not currently include a golf 
course, putting green, etc., but rather the existing setting contains a playground, a storage 
building, and a trailer immediately to the east, a paved parking lot to the north, and the Rectory 
building to the South (the east side of the wall is not currently accessible to the public as shown 
in Figure 4.3-2).  Furthermore recreation of conditions that do not exist under baseline 
conditions is beyond the scope of the CEQA analysis.  (See Watsonville Pilots Association v. City 
of Watsonville (2010) 183 Cal. App. 4th 1059  [“The FEIR  was not required to resolve the 
[existing] overdraft problem, a feat that was far beyond its scope”].  Nevertheless, the 
suggestions will be forwarded to the decision makers for their consideration.   
 
Response .D19.4 
 
The commenter feels that the history of the of the Maryland Hotel and All Saints Campus needs 
to be made part of the EIR, for a better understanding of the context of the site.  Please refer to 
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Section 4.3 (including revisions to this chapter in the Final EIR), Historic Resources, of the DEIR 
for a description of the history of this area and potential project impacts. 
 
Response .D19.5 
 
The commenter indicates that the Pasadena Museum of History has photographs of the 
Maryland Hotel Bungalow and the Maryland Hotel Wall.  Photographs of the area are included 
and are herewith incorporated into the Final EIR. 
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RESPONSE 20 TO VERBAL COMMENTS AT PUBLIC PLANNING COMMISSION 
MEETING ON SEPTEMBER 22, 2010 
 
Oral responses were provided for many of the issues discussed below.  The following set of 
response to comments further addresses environmental issues raised in verbal comments at 
Planning Commission’s September 22, 2010 public hearing.  Consistent with CEQA Guidelines 
Section 15132(b), this section provides a summary of these oral comments as they relate to 
environmental issues.  Response to comments are not however required for non-environmental 
issues.  (See CEQA Guidelines Sections 15088(a) and 15204(a).)  The audio from this meeting, 
including comments are responses, is also available on the City’s website at: 
http://pasadena.granicus.com/ViewPublisher.php?view_id=20 under “Planning 
Commission” and “September 22, 2010.”   The commenters are also directed to the responses to 
their written letters which addressed many of the same issues raised in the verbal comments. 
 
D20.1  Planning Commissioner - Naber 
 
The commenter wanted to know if the forum building was going to have a removable roof.  
Building B will not include a retractable roof, also please see Response D8.1 on the Draft EIR 
which addresses this issue.   
 
The commenter also questions (1) where noise was addressed in the Draft EIR, (2) where 
overflow for special events and noise from amplified sound were addressed.  The Draft EIR 
noted that “Impacts related to noise that were found to be potentially significant in the Initial 
Study relate to construction-generated vibration and the potential to adversely affect the 
historic structures onsite.  The issue of construction generated-vibration is addressed within the 
cultural resources section of this EIR (Section 4.3).”  (Draft EIR page 1-2).  A copy of the Initial 
Study was attached to the Draft EIR as Appendix A.  As discussed therein, all other noise 
significance thresholds, with the exception of vibration threshold, were determined to be less 
than significant.  This approach of attaching a copy of the Initial Study to the Draft EIR is 
consistent with CEQA Guidelines Section 15063(c)(3)(A) and CEQA Guidelines Section 15128 
[“An EIR shall contain a statement briefly indicating the reasons that various possible 
significant effects of a project were determined not to be significant and were therefore not 
discussed in detail in the EIR.  Such a statement may be contained in an attached copy of the initial 
study.”].   
 
As discussed in Draft EIR Appendix A (Initial Study): 
 

“The project includes new outdoor spaces that will be used for church functions that 
may cause temporary or periodic increases in ambient noise levels.  The project includes 
garden areas designed for outdoor gatherings, classroom space and an outdoor, active 
play area for children. An existing day-care use, currently operating at the All Saints 
Church property, may return once the project is complete.   The project also includes a 
café with an outdoor seating area at the northerly end of the project site.   The outdoor 
activities could result in periodic noise increases.  Adherence to established City 
regulations will ensure that the project would not result in substantial increases in 
ambient noise levels.  Therefore, adhering to established City regulations will ensure 
that the project would not generate noise levels in excess of standards and there would 
be a less than significant impact. 
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While the project description notes that the space in Building B, “would open into a plaza for 
use as supplemental outdoor seating for large events”, this does not mean it is reasonable to 
assume that an amplified sound system would be used or that project would result in a 
significant noise impact, even if an unknown future event employed some form of a sound 
system.  Please see Response D8.1 on the Draft EIR for discussion of noise attenuation and 
existing noise regulations which will ensure noise impacts associated with outdoor activities 
would remain less than significant. 
 
The commenter wanted to know if special events were included in the traffic/parking analysis 
and suggests that Sunday morning and off peak hour analysis should be provided.  The 
commenter also asks whether the Sunday analysis was performed separately from the weekday 
analysis. 
 
In the event that a special, unforeseeable, one-time event where attendance is expected to be 
larger than attendance at holiday events, a separate permit process with the City’s Special 
Events office will be required, and environmental review of such a request will take place at 
that time.  This particular permit application process coordinates the approvals and logistics for 
holding such events on public property.  Any permits for occupancy of public right-of-way, 
traffic control, approvals for parking plans, street closures, and amplified sound permit 
conditions are addressed through this permit process.  Such unforeseeable events are not 
regulated through this EIR or the land use approvals being sought at this time. 
 
Furthermore, since large and special events create atypical and infrequent conditions in a 
project area, these events will be managed by implementing temporary measures to manage 
traffic and parking specific to that date.  For large events such as Easter and Christmas 
holidays, the project has been conditioned to submit a traffic and parking management plan 
prior to the issuance of the Certificate of Occupancy for review and approval.  The plan will 
identify any proposed signage, parking supply, traffic management, and staffing operations 
during these large events.  Accordingly, the impacts of such events can be managed so that they 
remain less-than-significant. 
 
The Draft EIR relied upon the ITE Trip Generation Manual 8th Edition, to determine the 
proposed project’s trip generation rates.  These rates were based, in part, upon the following 
trip generation categories in the ITE Manual “560 – Church” and “565 – Day Care Center” and 
“252 – Senior Housing – Attached.”  (See Draft EIR Appendix C, Tables 6 and 7.)  The “560 – 
Church” traffic generation factor was defined in the Appendix and accounts for various special 
events, i.e. it accounts for “…meeting rooms, classrooms and occasionally dining, catering, or party 
facilities.”  (Id. at footnotes to Tables 6 and 7.)  Reliance upon the ITE Trip Generation manual 
constitutes a permissible reasonable assumption under CEQA.  (See City of Long Beach v. Los 
Angeles Unified School District (2010) 176 Cal.App.4th 889;  Environmental Council of Sacramento v. 
City of Sacramento (2006) 142 Cal.App.4th 1018 [“A public agency can make reasonable 
assumptions based on substantial evidence about future conditions without guaranteeing that 
those assumptions will remain true (Pub. Resources Code, § 21080, subd. (e); City of Del Mar v. 
City of San Diego (1982) 133 Cal.App.3d 401, 412, 183 Cal.Rptr. 898.”]).  
 
Furthermore, the CEQA Guidelines provides that “the adequacy of the EIR is determined in 
terms of what is reasonably feasible, in light of factors such as the magnitude of the project at 
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issue, the severity of its likely environmental impacts, and the geographic scope of the project.  
CEQA does not require a lead agency to conduct every test or perform all research, study, and 
experimentation recommended or demanded by commenters.”  (CEQA Guidelines Section 
15204(a).)  (See also San Joaquin Raptor Rescue Center v. County of Merced (2007) 149 Cal.App.4th 
645 [“[Plaintiffs’] argument is essentially that greater specificity was needed[for the traffic 
analysis] --i.e., that the EIR should have specified whether trucks sometimes enter and leave the 
site "unevenly" over time. We hold that such minute detail was not required in the analysis in 
question.”] 
 
As noted in the oral response, in addition to the AM and PM peak hour traffic analysis, the 
Draft EIR also provided an analysis of Sunday mid-day (10 AM to 1 PM) peak (Impact T-4) in 
addition to the weekday, AM and PM analyses.  As discussed under Impact T-4, “The existing 
intersection Level of Service for the Sunday mid-day hour…are forecast to operate at LOS A.”  
Even under the most conservative cumulative conditions with the project, under both scenarios 
1 and 2, the intersections on Sunday mid-day would operate at LOS A.  Please refer to 
Appendix C (Traffic Report) of the DEIR, pages 94 & 96.  To the extent the commenter suggests 
additional off peak analysis, the project is not generating an environmental impact greater than 
the peak periods analyzed.  Therefore, such an analysis would not provide useful information 
for reducing impacts.  Given the lack of severity of traffic conditions under existing and 
proposed project scenarios on Sunday, and the fact that the trip generation factors account for 
various special events, this weighs against providing further detailed analysis (such as the 
suggested additional Sunday morning analysis), or further altering the trip generation rates. 
 
Please also see Response D8.1 on the Draft EIR for discussion of parking. 
 
D20.2  Planning Commissioner - Norton 
 
The comment from Planning Commissioner Norton also questions how the cumulative traffic 
analysis was performed, including how the trip generation rates in Draft EIR, Appendix C, and 
Table 5 were created.  CEQA Guidelines Section 15130(b)(1), provides two potential approaches 
to a cumulative impact analysis under CEQA.  The first approach is often referred to as the list 
of projects approach, and the second approach is often referred to as the projections approach.  
(See CEQA Guidelines Section 15130(b)(1)(A) and (B).)  While it is permissible to use just a 
projections approach or just a list of projects approach, the Draft EIR used a combined approach 
as described in Draft EIR page 4.4-17, which is considered conservative.   
 
The related project list is compiled from the Planning Department project tracking system using 
the aforementioned criteria.  As further described on Draft EIR page 4.4-17, the trips from 
“related projects” (i.e. those projects in Table 5 of Draft EIR Appendix C), were based upon the 
ITE Trip Generation Manual, (see similar discussion on Draft EIR, Appendix C, page 30.), or 
from previously approved traffic studies.     
 
The ITE Trip Generation manual typically provides trip generation rates for different categories 
of use.  As described in the Draft EIR Appendix C, the proposed project traffic analysis was 
based upon the following categories: “560 – Church” and “565 – Day Care Center” and “252 – 
Senior Housing – Attached.”  (See Draft EIR Appendix C, Tables 6 and 7.)  The ITE Trip 
Generation Manual provides numerous additional categories and subcategories of office space, 
or retail/commercial space, etc.  For example, retail space includes numerous trip generation 
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sub-categories, not applicable here, such as 812 – Building Materials and Lumber Stores, which 
provides a specific trip generation rate per 1,000 square feet of space, 813 provides rates for 
Free-Standing Discount Superstores, 814 provides trip generation rates for Specialty Retail 
Centers.   
 
It is up to the traffic consultants to use their professional expertise to determine what the 
appropriate trip generation categories are for existing conditions and proposed conditions for 
the related projects.  Where projects replace existing facilities, the traffic consultants determine 
the change in trip generation.  Furthermore, the traffic consultants are also allowed to modify 
the trip generation rates based upon their professional expertise.  As discussed in recent case 
law, “the use of actual conditions was encouraged by the Institute of Traffic Engineers to 
provide a more accurate estimate of trip generation for the proposed project.”  (See Schenck v. 
County of Sonoma (2011) 198 Cal.App.4th 949, fn 6 [Unpublished portion of the opinion].)  
Furthermore, the ITE Trip Generation manual also allows projects to account for localized 
factors, for example the ITE manual provides “[a]t specific sites, the user may wish to modify 
trip generation rates presented in this document to reflect the presence of public transportation 
service, ridesharing, or other TDM measures; enhanced pedestrian and bicycle trip-making 
opportunities; or other special characteristics of the site or surrounding area.” (ITE Trip 
Generation, User’s Guide, 8th Ed., p. 1-2) 
 
The commenter discussed alleged inconsistencies between the trip generation for related 
projects 10, 11, 19, 20, and 21.  The differences in these rates are primarily due to (1) differences 
in the ITE trip generation categories used for the existing, but soon to be demolished facilities, 
(2) differences in the existing square footage or the number of dwelling units, (3) differences in 
the proposed facilities ITE trip generation categories, (4) differences in the proposed facilities 
square footage or number of dwelling units, and (5) differences in the localized conditions at 
the project sites.   
 
When providing a cumulative analysis, the CEQA Guidelines provide that “[t]he discussion of 
cumulative impacts…need not provide as great detail as is provided for the effects attributable 
to the project alone.  The discussion should be guided by the standards of practicability and 
reasonableness.”  It would not be practicable or reasonable to provide the level of detail 
suggested by the commenter in the Draft EIR (i.e. a full traffic study) for every individual 
related project. 
 
Nevertheless, staff and the consultants reviewed the trip generation data in Draft EIR, 
Appendix C, Table 5 and revised eight of the 24 projects, which resulted in lower cumulative 
daily, AM and PM peak hour trips than previously analyzed in the traffic analysis (refer to 
Appendix D of the FEIR).  These revisions, however, do not change the project’s contribution to 
the cumulative analysis.  This Final EIR qualitatively acknowledges that these revisions would 
improve the Level of Service under the Cumulative Scenarios addressed under Impacts T-1 and 
T-5.  However, the project’s impacts under T-1 and T-5 were already determined to be less than 
significant.  Given that this reduction would further improve conditions (and therefore impacts 
would continue to be less than significant under T-1 and T-5), further detailed analysis was not 
warranted.  (See CEQA Guidelines Section 15204(a).) 
 
Additional responses were provided orally to Planning Commissioner Norton.  Please also see 
General Response #2 for discussion of the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards.   
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The commenter also questions where the relationship to the surrounding building is addressed 
in the EIR and requests additional information about “compatibility.”  The massing and scale of 
the proposed project is portrayed in DEIR Figure 4.1-6.  As discussed in the DEIR, “the scale of 
the project is compatible with the existing surrounding development and the height of the 
proposed building is within the limits called for in the zoning code…In scale and in massing, 
none of the proposed building would overwhelm the existing historic structures…the proposed 
height is similar to that of  several structures located within a block or two of the project site, 
including the 13-story Plaza Las Fuentes complex to the east, the six-story County Court 
Building to the west and the five to seven-story Kaiser Permanente buildings about a half block 
to the north”  (DEIR page 4.1-13, 4.1-16, and 4.1-20.)  Please also refer to the analysis under 
Impact HR-3 for analysis of impacts to the NRHP, including revisions contained in the 
Addenda and Errata section of the Final EIR. 
 
D20.3  Planning Commissioner - Janisch 
 
Planning Commissioner Janisch also asked where the EIR addresses prior planning documents. 
The City’s staff and consultants provided oral responses.  Please also see Response D7.1 (on the 
Draft EIR) and Response R6.4 (on the Recirculated Draft EIR) which provide a detailed 
response.  The commenter is also referred to Draft EIR Section 4.6.4 which discussed the City’s 
planning documents.  
 
D20.4  Planning Commissioner - Wilson 
 
The commenter asks about the setting of the Maryland Hotel Wall, and asks how far the 
distance needs to be between the wall and the proposed building.  While the Maryland Hotel 
Wall is considered a historic resource, the existing spatial relationship for the Maryland Hotel 
Wall to its immediate surroundings is not considered historic; all of the nearby buildings to 
which it was historically related having been demolished several decades ago.  The existing 
setting does not currently include a garden, but rather the existing setting contains a 
playground, a storage building, and a trailer immediately to the east, a paved parking lot to the 
north, and the Rectory building to the South (the east side of the wall is not currently accessible 
to the public as shown in Figure 4.3-2).  The commenter is referred to the “Addenda and 
Errata” Section of the Final EIR, which clarifies language in the Historic Resource Impact 
analysis in Section 4.3.   
 
Furthermore, CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.2 provides “[i]n assessing the impact of a 
proposed project on the environment, the Lead Agency should normally limit its examination 
to changes in the existing physical conditions in the affected area as they exist at the time the 
notice of preparation is published…”  (See also CEQA Guidelines Section 15125(a).)  While 
there are limited scenarios that allow for deviation from the time of the NOP, they exceptions 
are not relevant here for the historic resource analysis (i.e. normal fluctuation with time, or 
temporary lulls or spikes in operations).  Furthermore, re-creation of conditions that do not 
existing under baseline conditions are beyond the scope of the CEQA analysis.  (See Watsonville 
Pilots Association v. City of Watsonville (2010) 183 Cal. App. 4th 1059 [“The FEIR was not 
required to resolve the [existing] overdraft problem, a feat that was far beyond its scope”]. 
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D20.5  William Urban (West Pasadena Residents Association) 
 
William Urban (on behalf of the West Pasadena Residents Association and himself) states his 
position that the “Civic Center Planning documents” and various other planning documents 
should be addressed in the Draft EIR.  Please see Response D7.1 through D7.4 (on West 
Pasadena Residents’ Association letter on the Draft EIR), please also see Response R6.4 (Nina 
Chomsky) on the Recirculated Draft EIR, which discusses the status of the Bennett Plan in 
greater detail.  The commenter also requests an analysis of “peak traffic.”  Please see Response 
D20 (Response to Planning Commissioner Norton) on the Draft EIR. 
 
D20.6  Nina Chomsky 
 
Nina Chomsky states that the EIR should include the Bennett Plan and the Gray Report.  Please 
see Response D7.1 through D7.4 (on West Pasadena Residents’ Association letter on the Draft 
EIR), please also see Response R6.4 (Nina Chomsky) on the Recirculated Draft EIR, which 
discusses the status of the Bennett Plan in greater detail.   
 
Nina Chomsky also states that if we make decisions now on the project design that they are 
“locked in.”  Please see General Response #1.  Furthermore, the size, scale, and massing of the 
project are discussed in both the Aesthetics Chapter and the Historic Resource Chapter of the 
EIR.  The massing of the proposed project is portrayed in DEIR Figure 4.1-6.  As discussed in 
the DEIR, “the scale of the project is compatible with the existing surrounding development 
and the height of the proposed building is within the limits called for in the zoning code…In 
scale and in massing, none of the proposed building would overwhelm the existing historic 
structures… the proposed height is similar to that of  several structures located within a block 
or two of the project site, including the 13-story Plaza Las Fuentes complex to the east, the six-
story County Court Building to the west and the five to  seven-story Kaiser Permanente 
buildings about a half block to the north”  (DEIR page 4.1-13, 4.1-16, and 4.1-20.)  Please also see 
Impact HR-3 in Chapter 4.3 of the Draft EIR, including revisions to this chapter contained in the 
Addenda and Errata Section of the Final EIR.  Furthermore, the proposed project would offer 
improvements in comparison to the existing setting, regarding size, scale and massing.  The 
current site includes a surface parking structure and several one story structures which do not 
match the size, massing, and scale of the surrounding structures.  Please also see General 
Response #2 for discussion of the applicability of the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards. 
 
D20.7  Ann Scheid 
 
Ann Scheid states that (1) the project would not be consistent with the Secretary of the Interior’s 
Standards, (2) Draft EIR ignores the significant impact to the integrity of the Civic Center, and 
(3) the Draft EIR should include a reduced alternative with the use of the YWCA Building.  
Please see General Response #2 which addresses the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards.  
Please also see Impact HR-3, including clarifications to this analysis in the Addenda and Errata 
Section of the Final EIR.  Please also see Responses D12.1 through D12.7 on the Draft EIR, and 
R4.1 through R4.9, and R10.1 through R10.6 on the Recirculated Draft EIR, which address the 
commenter’s similar written comments.  
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D20.8  Scott Jenkins 
 
Scott Jenkins, on behalf of All Saints Church, provided a history of the proposed project’s 
review process.  The comment is noted, however it does not address environmental issues or 
the adequacy of the Draft EIR, therefore no further response is required.  (See CEQA Guidelines 
Section 15204(a).) 
 
D20.9  Susan Mossman 
 
Susan Mossman, on behalf of Pasadena Heritage states (1) she was disappointed by an alleged 
lack of detail in the Draft EIR, (2) asks for an alternative with a different configuration of 
buildings.  The commenter is directed to the following Response to Comments which address 
these issues:  Draft EIR Response D5 (Lambert Geissinger – Pasadena Heritage), Draft EIR 
Response D9 (Lambert Geissinger – Pasadena Heritage), Draft EIR Response D10 (Susan N. 
Mossman - Pasadena Heritage), and Responses on the Recirculated Draft EIR, Response R5 
(Jenna Kachour – Pasadena Heritage), Recirculated Draft EIR Response R8 (Susan N. Mossman 
– Pasadena Heritage). 
 
D20.10  Claire W. Bogaard 
 
Claire W. Bogaard states that (1) the project should be consistent with previous planning 
documents, and (2) and would like additional alternatives to be studied.  The commenter is 
directed to the Response on their written comments which address these issues.  Please see 
Response D17 on the Draft EIR, and Response R9 on the Recirculated Draft EIR. 
 
D20.11  Steven Preston (Pasadena Heritage) 
 
Steve Preston, for Pasadena Heritage, suggests that the Historic District is a unique and special 
entity but is based upon a Master Plan, which was not fully implemented.  The commenter is 
directed to Impact HR-3 in the Draft EIR, including clarifications contained in the Addenda and 
Errata Section of the Final EIR, which address impacts to the Historic District.  Furthermore, the 
Bennett Plan is not a Master Plan, as suggested in the comment.  Please see Responses D7.1 on 
the Draft EIR, and Response R6.4 on the Recirculated Draft EIR which clarify the applicability 
of the Bennett Plan. 
 
As described on page 4.3-6, impacts under CEQA are made in comparison to the existing 
physical conditions.  (See CEQA Guidelines Section 15125(a) and Citizens Committee to Save Our 
Village v. City of Claremont (1995) 37 Cal.App.4th 1157, 1170 [no historic impacts based upon 
alleged inconsistency with historic landscape plan which was not in existence.]  While the 
project may be located in an area that was originally identified in the Bennett Plan, as the 
commenter acknowledges the Bennett Plan was never fully constructed.  With regard to 
consistency with the surrounding structures, the proposed project would offer improvements 
in comparison to the existing physical conditions on site, which include a surface parking 
structure, and several one story structures which do not match the size, massing, and scale of 
the surrounding structures (See DEIR Section 2.3, Figure 4.1-2 Photos A, B, and C, and DEIR 
Appendix D, Photo 2). 
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Steven Preston states (1) that Section 2.7 of the DEIR identifies “incidental discretionary 
approvals…”, (2) that they do not know what those are, (3) that a higher level of CEQA review 
is required for discretionary approvals.  Including this language simply acknowledges that 
there may be additional approvals which are not currently known or applied for, but may 
nevertheless rely upon the Draft EIR.  This is consistent with CEQA Guidelines Section 
15124(d)(1)(B) which states “This statement shall include, to the extent that the information is 
known to the Lead Agency…a list of permits and other approvals required to implement the 
project.”    While the previous language was permissible under the CEQA Guidelines, the text 
was revised in the Recirculated Draft EIR to delete this item from the list of required approvals 
under Section 2.7 (RDEIR, Section 2.7, p. 2-23).   
 
The comment from Steve Preston also generally refers to the Secretary of the Interior’s 
Standards.  Please see General Response #2 which addresses this issue. 
 
Steve Preston refers to several architectural issues which he finds fault with on Draft EIR pages 
4.1-16 through 4.1-19, and (2) states that they could not find the State Clearinghouse number.  
The commenter is directed to the following Response to Comments which address these issues: 
 Draft EIR Response D5 (Lambert Geissinger – Pasadena Heritage), Draft EIR Response D9 
(Lamber Geissinger – Pasadena Heritage), Draft EIR Response D10 (Susan N. Mossman - 
Pasadena Heritage), and Responses on the Recirculated Draft EIR, Response R5 (Jenna Kachour 
– Pasadena Heritage), Recirculated Draft EIR Response R 8 (Susan N. Mossman – Pasadena 
Heritage). 
 
D20.13  Lambert Geissinger 
 
Lambert Geissinger states that the EIR is lacking in its discussion of the proposed project’s 
compliance with the Secretary of the Interior’s Guidelines for Rehabilitation, specifically 
relating to site and setting, and states that the proposed project would not be consistent with 
the guidelines because it would remove landscaped open space near the wall.  Please see 
General Response #2.  The commenter is directed to the following Response to Comments 
which address these issues:  Draft EIR Response D5 (Lambert Geissinger – Pasadena Heritage), 
Draft EIR Response D9 (Lambert Geissinger – Pasadena Heritage), Draft EIR Response D10 
(Susan N. Mossman - Pasadena Heritage), and Responses on the Recirculated Draft EIR, 
Response R5 (Jenna Kachour – Pasadena Heritage), Recirculated Draft EIR Response R8 (Susan 
N. Mossman – Pasadena Heritage). 
 
D20.14  Dale Trader 
 
The commenter states that he hopes buildings such as the Kaiser Permanente complex and the 
CitiBank Building would be removed from the Historic Civic Center, and states that the vision 
of the Bennett Plan should be respected.  The commenter also states that the Maryland Hotel 
Wall cannot be moved.   
 
Comments noted.  Please see Response D19 (Dale Trader) on the Draft EIR.   
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D20.15  Michael Cornwell 
 
The commenter states he is a member of Cultural Heritage Commission in Los Angeles as 
President, belongs to Pasadena Heritage, belongs to the LA Conservancy, and is a member of 
the West Pasadena Residents Association.  The comment states that if Pasadena Heritage wants 
the City to be filled with fake buildings and no contemporary buildings they should come out 
and say it.  The comment also states that he goes to All Saints Church on Sunday morning and 
there is never a traffic problem.   
 
The comments are noted.  No further response is required.  (See CEQA Guidelines Section 
15204(a).) 
 
D20.16  Reverend Ed Bacon 
 
States that they want the EIR to be as strong with as much analysis and discussion as possible.  
Comment noted.   
 
D20.17  Planning Commissioner – Persico 
 
The commenter refers to Section 4.1 in Aesthetics on building design, this goes back to the table 
which is 4.1-18, specifically on building design, and states that there is a discussion of 
contextual fit, but that it does not go far enough of the new building with the existing 
buildings, and that the new building does not have a great enough mix of multiple roof planes. 
 
The commenter is referred to the Aesthetic Impact analysis in Section 4.1, and the Historic 
Resource Impact analysis in Section 4.3, Impact HR-3, including revisions contained in the 
Addenda and Errata Section of the Final EIR. 
 
The Commissioner also states that in Section 4.2 about just meeting a minimum LEED 
certification requirement and would like to have a higher LEED certification.  LEED is a 
building certification process, discussed on Draft EIR page 2-6.  Furthermore, the proposed 
project is already required to comply with the California Building Code, including energy 
efficiency requirements therein.  (See Title 24, Cal. Code Regs. and City of Pasadena Municipal 
Code Section 14.04.536.) 
 
Under CEQA, mitigation measures are only required for significant environmental impacts.  
(See CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.4(a)(3).)  The commenter does not explain how the 
suggestion would reduce or avoid a significant impact.  Furthermore, in some instances, LEED 
status requires reducing existing consumption below baseline conditions.  As discussed in the 
recent Watsonville case, existing conditions are beyond the scope of the CEQA analysis to fix.  
(See Watsonville Pilots Association v. City of Watsonville (2010) 183 Cal. App. 4th 1059 [“The FEIR 
was not required to resolve the [existing] overdraft problem, a feat that was far beyond its 
scope”]. 
 
The commenter further states that with Respect to Section 4.6, page 4.6-7, there are a couple of 
key features that are not included in the analysis, and thinks the EIR needs to talk about how 
the project meets specific goals of the CDSP (i.e. a goal about reinforcing the vision of the 
Bennett Plan, and goal about visual and physical connections).  The comment further states that 
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the project is very internally oriented.  The comment also states that let’s bring the public realm 
to the public and not internalize it. 
 
CEQA’s environmental impact analysis only requires discussion of changes resulting from a 
project to the “existing physical conditions.”  (CEQA Guidelines §§ 15125 and 15126.2.)   Here, 
the existing setting contains a playground, a storage building, and a trailer immediately to the 
east, a paved parking lot to the north, and the Rectory building to the South. 
 
Consistency or inconsistency with a plan alone does not result in an environmental impact.  As 
discussed in a leading CEQA treatise “[a]n inconsistency between a proposed project and an 
applicable plan is a legal determination, not a physical impact on the environment. See 
Lighthouse Field Beach Rescue v. City of Santa Cruz (2005) 131 Cal.App.4th 1170…”  (Kostka & 
Zischke, Practice Under the California Environmental Quality Act, (2d ed. Cal CEB, January 
2011), p. 612, § 12.34.)  As discussed in City of Long Beach v. Los Angeles Unified School District 
(2009) 176 Cal.App.4th 889, 918-919,  “…no analysis should be required if the project is 
consistent with the relevant plans. [Citation.]’ (Kostka, supra, § 12.28, p. 605, italics added.)…In 
sum, because LAUSD explained how the proposed school would not conflict with the Long 
Beach General Plan, and because the school district exercised its exemption power with respect 
to any possible conflict with Long Beach's Zoning Code, no inconsistencies exist and so the 
FEIR is not required to provide additional analysis.” 
 
Furthermore, consistency conclusions are not as strictly construed (i.e. policy by policy 
consistency) as suggested in the comment.  As discussed in the Kostka & Zischke’s treatise 
“[c]ourts will defer to an agency’s decision on consistency with its own plans unless, based on 
the evidence before the decision making body, a “reasonable person” could not have found the 
project to be consistent…strict consistency with all aspects of a plan is not usually 
required…given that land use plans reflect a range of competing interest, a project must be 
consistent with the plan overall.  Friends of Lagoon Valley v. City of Vacaville (2007) 154 
Cal.App.4th 807…(upholding overall consistency finding even though project deviated from 
some particular planning provisions.).”  (Kostka & Zischke, Practice Under the California 
Environmental Quality Act, (2d ed. Cal CEB, January 2011), p. 610, § 12.33; see also San 
Franciscans Upholding Downtown Plan v. City & County of San Francisco (2002) 102 Cal.App.4th 
656 [“state law does not require precise conformity of a proposed project with the land use 
designation for a site, or an exact match between the project and the applicable general plan.”] 
relying upon Sequoyah Hills Homeowners Assn. v. City of Oakland (1993) 23 Cal.App.4th 705, 717].) 
 
The commenter also thinks the alternatives are weak, and that there needs to be a more robust 
discussion about breaking up the massing.   
 
Please note that the Draft EIR Alternatives analysis was subsequently revised and recirculated 
after the closure of the first comment period, and a response is therefore not required.  (See 
CEQA Guidelines Section 15088.5(f)(2).)  Nevertheless, a response has been prepared. CEQA 
Guidelines Section 15126.6 provides “the EIR shall include sufficient information about each 
alternative to allow meaningful evaluation, analysis, and comparison with the proposed 
project.  If an alternative would cause one or more significant effects in addition to those that 
would be caused by the project as proposed, the significant effects of the alternative shall be 
discussed, but in less detail than the significant effects of the project as proposed.”  The commenter is 
referred to the Recirculated Alternatives chapter and General Response #3 above.  To the extent 
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the impacts are referenced as being the same or similar to those of the proposed project, the 
commenter is referred to Sections 4.1 through 4.6 of the EIR for further more detailed analysis. 
 
The commenter also refers to the building at the corner of the project site, and is unclear how it 
integrates into the project site, and why the alternatives were chosen.   
 
As discussed under CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6, alternatives were chosen based upon 
their ability to reduce or avoid significant impacts of the project. 
 
The commenter also states that additional comments on the Master Plan and not on the EIR.  
CEQA only requires responses which address environmental issues.  Therefore no further 
response is required.  (See CEQA Guidelines Section 15088(a) and 15204(a).) 
 
D20.18  Planning Commissioner Hickambottom 
 
Thinks the alternatives section could be expanded.  The commenter states that if other 
alternates were thought about but weren’t included it would be helpful to know about those. 
 
Please note that the Draft EIR Alternatives analysis was subsequently revised and recirculated 
after the closure of the first comment period, and a response is therefore not required, however, 
the additional alternatives included in the Recirculated Draft EIR addresses the concern 
expressed in this comment.  (See CEQA Guidelines Section 15088.5(f)(2).)  Nevertheless, a 
response has been prepared. CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6 provides “the EIR shall include 
sufficient information about each alternative to allow meaningful evaluation, analysis, and 
comparison with the proposed project.  If an alternative would cause one or more significant 
effects in addition to those that would be caused by the project as proposed, the significant 
effects of the alternative shall be discussed, but in less detail than the significant effects of the project 
as proposed.”  The commenter is referred to the Recirculated Alternatives Chapter and General 
Response #3 above.  To the extent the impacts are referenced as being the same or similar to 
those of the proposed project, the commenter is referred to Sections 4.1 through 4.6 of the EIR 
for further more detailed analysis. 
 
Please also see Section 6.7 of the Recirculated Alternatives chapter for a discussion of 
alternative sites rejected as infeasible.  Please also see General Response #3. 
 
20.19  Planning Commissioner Janisch 
 
Thinks that he was expecting a deeper analysis in the EIR and would like to see more thorough 
analysis.  The commenter also suggests that the alternatives analysis is inadequate.   
 
Please note that the Draft EIR Alternatives analysis was subsequently revised and recirculated 
after the closure of the first comment period, and a response is therefore not required.  (See 
CEQA Guidelines Section 15088.5(f)(2).)  Nevertheless, a response has been prepared. CEQA 
Guidelines Section 15126.6 provides “the EIR shall include sufficient information about each 
alternative to allow meaningful evaluation, analysis, and comparison with the proposed 
project.  If an alternative would cause one or more significant effects in addition to those that 
would be caused by the project as proposed, the significant effects of the alternative shall be 
discussed, but in less detail than the significant effects of the project as proposed.”  The commenter is 
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referred to the Recirculated Alternatives Chapter.  To the extent the impacts are referenced as 
being the same or similar to those of the proposed project, the commenter is referred to Sections 
4.1 through 4.6 of the EIR for further more detailed analysis.  See also General Response #3 
above. 
 
The commenter states that he also agrees with previous statement regarding contextual fit.  The 
commenter is referred to the Aesthetic Impact analysis in Section 4.1, and the Historic Resource 
Impact analysis in Section 4.3, Impact HR-3, including revisions contained in the Addenda and 
Errata Section of the Final EIR. 
 
The commenter also states that he would like discussion of how the Secretary of the Interior’s 
Standards apply.  Please see General Response #2. 
 
The commenter also requests a discussion of public realm features.  The comment does not 
explain how this is pertains to an environmental issue.  Therefore no further response is 
required.  (See CEQA Guidelines Sections 15088(a) and 15204(a).) 
 
The commenter also states that he thinks it is important for the Draft EIR to include a 
discussion of how the proposed project meets the key features of past documents, like the 
Bennett Plan and the Gray Book.  The comment also raises various planning issues regarding 
public versus private open space. 
 
Please see Response D7.1 through D7.4 (on West Pasadena Residents’ Association letter on the 
Draft EIR) which discuss previous planning documents, please also see Response R6.4 (Nina 
Chomsky) on the Recirculated Draft EIR, which discusses the status of the Bennett Plan in 
greater detail. CEQA’s environmental impact analysis only requires discussion of changes 
resulting from a project to the “existing physical conditions.”  (CEQA Guidelines §§ 15125 and 
15126.2.)   Here, the existing setting contains a playground, a storage building, and a trailer 
immediately to the east, a paved parking lot to the north, and the Rectory building to the South. 
 
Consistency or inconsistency with a plan alone does not result in an environmental impact.  As 
discussed in a leading CEQA treatise “[a]n inconsistency between a proposed project and an 
applicable plan is a legal determination, not a physical impact on the environment.  See 
Lighthouse Field Beach Rescue v. City of Santa Cruz (2005) 131 Cal.App.4th 1170…”  (Kostka & 
Zischke, Practice Under the California Environmental Quality Act, (2d ed. Cal CEB, January 
2011), p. 612, § 12.34.)  As discussed in City of Long Beach v. Los Angeles Unified School District 
(2009) 176 Cal.App.4th 889, 918-919,  “…no analysis should be required if the project is 
consistent with the relevant plans. [Citation.]’ (Kostka, supra, § 12.28, p. 605, italics added.)…In 
sum, because LAUSD explained how the proposed school would not conflict with the Long 
Beach General Plan, and because the school district exercised its exemption power with respect 
to any possible conflict with Long Beach's Zoning Code, no inconsistencies exist and so the 
FEIR is not required to provide additional analysis.”  Additional analysis of previous 
superseded planning documents is not required in the Draft EIR.   
 
20.20  Planning Commissioner Hall 
 
The commenter also questions why two different scenarios were included in the Draft EIR and 
would be helpful to the public.  Consistent with CEQA Guidelines Section 15124, page 2-6 of 
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the Draft EIR Project Description provides discussion of the project as proposed.  Originally, the 
applicant did not propose a building at the corner of Walnut Street and Euclid Avenue and 
proposed a parking lot and basketball court.  Due to concern from the Design Commission 
about needing a building to anchor the corner, the applicant redesigned the project to include a 
building on the corner.  Because this building would be in a later phase, the applicant was not 
certain about the specific uses of the building and proposed two project scenarios to ensure that 
both options would be analyzed.   The commenter also raises the analysis of the parking and 
traffic, and is concerned about the cumulative traffic impacts when there are council meetings, 
or other things that are going on.  The comment thinks that the Draft EIR needs to investigate 
that issue a little bit deeper. 
 
Please see Response D20.1 which addresses traffic, and please see D8.1 which addresses 
parking. 
 
D20.21  Planning Commissioner Wilson 
 
The commenter states that he is concerned with the historic preservation analysis and the 
setting.  The commenter also thinks that the analysis is too qualitative and should use the 
analysis provided in the Design Guidelines.  The commenter states that analysis around the 
setting of the Maryland Hotel Wall is needed. 
 
CEQA Guidelines Section 15125(a) states that “[t]he description of the environmental setting 
shall be no longer than is necessary to an understanding of the significant effects of the proposed 
project and its alternatives.”  The Draft EIR Historic Resource analysis provided an appropriate 
level of detail for the environmental setting of the Historic Resource analysis.  Nevertheless, 
additional information on the environmental setting has been included to Section 4.3 in the 
Addenda and Errata Section of the Final EIR.   
 
The commenter also states that the analysis of the views is insufficient.  The comment does not 
provide details on what aspects of the analysis they believe to be insufficient.  The commenter 
is directed to Section 4.1 of the Draft EIR which addresses Aesthetic Impacts.  Furthermore, the 
massing and scale of the proposed project is portrayed in DEIR Figure 4.1-6.  As discussed in 
the DEIR, “the scale of the project is compatible with the exiting surrounding development and 
the height of the proposed building is within the limits called for in the zoning code…In scale 
and in massing, none of the proposed building would overwhelm the existing historic 
structures…the proposed height is similar to that of  several structures located within a block or 
two of the project site, including the 13-story Plaza Las Fuentes complex to the east, the six-
story County Court Building to the west and the five to seven-story Kaiser Permanente 
buildings about a half block to the north”  (DEIR page 4.1-13, 4.1-16, and 4.1-20.)  Please also 
refer to the analysis under Impact HR-3 for analysis of impacts to the NRHP, including 
revisions contained in the Addenda and Errata section of the Final EIR. 
 
The comment also raises concerns about public versus private spaces.  The commenter does not 
explain how this is related to an environmental issue.  Therefore, no further response is 
required.  (See CEQA Guidelines Section 15088(a) and 15204(a).) 
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D20.22  Planning Commissioner Norton 
 
The commenter also states that the EIR does not have creative viable alternatives.  The 
comment also asks whether there are other orientations and building forms, including length of 
the buildings and the rhythm of the buildings on the project site that will meet the goals of the 
project.   
 
Please note that the Draft EIR Alternatives analysis was subsequently revised and recirculated 
after the closure of the first comment period, and a response is therefore not required.  (See 
CEQA Guidelines Section 15088.5(f)(2).)  Nevertheless, a response has been prepared. CEQA 
Guidelines Section 15126.6 provides “the EIR shall include sufficient information about each 
alternative to allow meaningful evaluation, analysis, and comparison with the proposed 
project.  If an alternative would cause one or more significant effects in addition to those that 
would be caused by the project as proposed, the significant effects of the alternative shall be 
discussed, but in less detail than the significant effects of the project as proposed.”  The commenter is 
referred to the Recirculated Alternatives chapter.  To the extent the impacts are referenced as 
being the same or similar to those of the proposed project, the commenter is referred to Sections 
4.1 through 4.6 of the EIR for further more detailed analysis.  See also General Response #3 
above. 
 
As to the scope of the CEQA alternatives analysis, CEQA does not require an EIR to consider 
multiple variations on the alternatives analyzed in the draft EIR.  “What is required is the 
production of information sufficient to permit a reasonable choice of alternatives so far as 
environmental aspects are concerned.”  (Village Laguna of Laguna Beach, Inc. v. Board of 
Supervisors of Orange County (1982) 134 Cal.App.3d 1022.)  As discussed in the Village Laguna 
case, “there are literally thousands of ‘reasonable alternatives’ to the proposed project…But, no 
one would argue that the EIR is insufficient for failure to describe the alternative [suggested in 
the comment letters].”  (Village Laguna (supra) 134 Cal.App3d at 1028.)  Furthermore, the CEQA 
Guidelines specify that the analysis of alternatives “shall be discussed, in less detail than the 
significant effects of the project as proposed.”  (See CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6(d).) 
 
The commenter also questions why can’t we have real compliance with the Secretary of the 
Interior Standards.  The comment also states that there are federal rules and Guidelines that 
apply here.  Please see General Response #2 which discusses the Secretary of the Interior’s 
Guidelines. 
 
The comment also suggests that the Design Commission will not be able to alter the project.  
Please see General Response #1. 
 
The comment also states that the cumulative traffic analysis is incomprehensible, but the 
comment notes that he doesn’t think that traffic is an issue here.   
 
D20.23 Planning Commissioner – Hickambottom 
 
The commenter also asks for more discussion of how staff arrived at the current set of 
alternatives in the Draft EIR.  Oral Responses were provided. 
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D20.24  Planning Commissioner – Naber 
 
The commenter states that Building B will be connected to the plaza, and used for supplemental 
seating for outdoor events.  The commenter states that the EIR should look at noise in further 
depth, and asks whether there would be amplified sound.  The commenter also asks whether 
the roof would be open and that sound could rise from the building.  Building B will not 
include a retractable roof, also please see Response D8.1 on the Draft EIR which addresses this 
issue. 
 
The Draft EIR noted that “Impacts related to noise that were found to be potentially significant 
in the Initial Study relate to construction-generated vibration and the potential to adversely 
affect the historic structures onsite.  As discussed in Draft EIR Appendix A (Initial Study): 
 

“The project includes new outdoor spaces that will be used for church functions that 
may cause temporary or periodic increases in ambient noise levels.  The project includes 
garden areas designed for outdoor gatherings, classroom space and an outdoor, active 
play area for children. An existing day-care use, currently operating at the All Saints 
Church property, may return once the project is complete.   The project also includes a 
café with an outdoor seating area at the northerly end of the project site.   The outdoor 
activities could result in periodic noise increases.  Adherence to established City 
regulations will ensure that the project would not result in substantial increases in 
ambient noise levels.  Therefore, adhering to established City regulations will ensure 
that the project would not generate noise levels in excess of standards and there would 
be a less than significant impact. 
 

While the project description notes that the space in Building B, “would open into a plaza for 
use as supplemental outdoor seating for large events”, this does not mean it is reasonable to 
assume that an amplified sound system would be used or that project would result in a 
significant noise impact, even if an unknown future event employed some form of a sound 
system.  Please see Response D8.1 on the Draft EIR for discussion of noise attenuation and 
existing noise regulations which will ensure noise impacts associated with outdoor activities 
would remain less than significant. 
 
The commenter also wants to ensure that the traffic, parking, and noise analysis take into 
consideration large events.  The commenter states the traffic study looks at a typical commercial 
building and AM and PM studies, and suggests the church would have different traffic impacts 
that a normal commercial building. 
 
Please see Response D20.1. 
 
Please also see Response D8.1 on the Draft EIR for discussion of parking. 
 
The commenter also states that the EIR should also state why the doors for Building E are on 
Euclid rather than Walnut and how the project interacts with pedestrian activity.  The 
commenter also states that the EIR did not have a pedestrian safety analysis for Walnut Street. 
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The location of the doors on Building E does not raise a potentially significant environmental 
effect.  See below for a discussion regarding pedestrian safety impacts from the project in 
general. 
 
At pedestrian Level of Service A, sidewalks accommodate up to 300 pedestrians in the peak 15-
minute period of the peak hour, as defined by the Highway Capacity Manual. The number of 
pedestrians using the existing sidewalk along the south side of Walnut Street is 79 total 
pedestrians between 7:00 AM – 9:00 AM, and 92 total pedestrians between 4:30 PM – 6:30 PM.  
 
The proposed project driveway access is typical in an urban environment and both pedestrians 
and motorists are accustomed to mid-block vehicular access points.  California Vehicle Code 
(CVC) Section 21952 states that “The driver of any motor vehicle, prior to driving over or upon 
any sidewalk, shall yield the right-of-way to any pedestrian approaching thereon “, but does 
not relieve pedestrians from the duty of using due care for his or her safety.  In addition, the 
proposed Walnut Street driveway replaces an existing driveway along the project frontage 
which would be constructed consistent with the driveway width requirements described in the 
Department of Public Works Standard Plan S-403.  There would also be less project pedestrian 
conflicts with the driveway located along Walnut Street since eight of the nine pedestrian 
access points are located along Euclid Avenue. 
 
Prior to the issuance of the first permit for construction, measures will be conditioned for 
installation at the ramp leading to the subterranean parking level to alert incoming and 
outgoing vehicles at both ends of the driveway and pedestrians at street level (such as concave 
mirrors, warning lights, gate arms, textured pavement, etc.).  Implementing these measures will 
provide for a safer pedestrian environment. Therefore, impacts associated with the proposed 
project and pedestrian safety are considered less than significant. 
 
The commenter also states that they found the alternatives study was incomplete. 
 
Please note that the Draft EIR Alternatives analysis was subsequently revised and recirculated 
after the closure of the first comment period, and a response is therefore not required.  (See 
CEQA Guidelines Section 15088.5(f)(2).)  Nevertheless, a response has been prepared. CEQA 
Guidelines Section 15126.6 provides “the EIR shall include sufficient information about each 
alternative to allow meaningful evaluation, analysis, and comparison with the proposed 
project.  If an alternative would cause one or more significant effects in addition to those that 
would be caused by the project as proposed, the significant effects of the alternative shall be 
discussed, but in less detail than the significant effects of the project as proposed.”  The commenter is 
referred to the Recirculated Alternatives chapter.  To the extent the impacts are referenced as 
being the same or similar to those of the proposed project, the commenter is referred to Sections 
4.1 through 4.6 of the EIR for further more detailed analysis.  See also General Response #3 
above. 
 
As to the scope of the CEQA alternatives analysis, CEQA does not require an EIR to consider 
multiple variations on the alternatives analyzed in the draft EIR.  “What is required is the 
production of information sufficient to permit a reasonable choice of alternatives so far as 
environmental aspects are concerned.”  (Village Laguna of Laguna Beach, Inc. v. Board of 
Supervisors of Orange County (1982) 134 Cal.App.3d 1022.)  As discussed in the Village Laguna 
case, “there are literally thousands of ‘reasonable alternatives’ to the proposed project…But, no 
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one would argue that the EIR is insufficient for failure to describe the alternative [suggested in 
the comment letters].”  (Village Laguna (supra) 134 Cal.App3d at 1028.)  Furthermore, the CEQA 
Guidelines specify that the analysis of alternatives “shall be discussed, in less detail than the 
significant effects of the project as proposed.”  (See CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6(d).) 
 
The commenter also suggests that the Draft EIR look at the CDSP in greater detail and compare 
and contrast it with this project.  The comment also states that she agrees with the earlier 
comments on the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards and Guidelines. 
 
CEQA’s environmental impact analysis only requires discussion of changes resulting from a 
project to the “existing physical conditions.”  (CEQA Guidelines §§ 15125 and 15126.2.)  
Nevertheless, the commenter is directed to Section 4.6 of the Draft EIR for discussion of the 
Central District Specific Plan. 
 
However, please note that consistency or inconsistency with a plan alone does not result in an 
environmental impact.  As discussed in a leading CEQA treatise “[a]n inconsistency between a 
proposed project and an applicable plan is a legal determination, not a physical impact on the 
environment. See Lighthouse Field Beach Rescue v. City of Santa Cruz (2005) 131 Cal.App.4th 
1170…”  (Kostka & Zischke, Practice Under the California Environmental Quality Act, (2d ed. 
Cal CEB, January 2011), p. 612, § 12.34.)  As discussed in City of Long Beach v. Los Angeles Unified 
School District (2009) 176 Cal.App.4th 889, 918-919,  “…no analysis should be required if the 
project is consistent with the relevant plans. [Citation.]’ (Kostka, supra, § 12.28, p. 605, italics 
added.)…In sum, because LAUSD explained how the proposed school would not conflict with 
the Long Beach General Plan, and because the school district exercised its exemption power 
with respect to any possible conflict with Long Beach's Zoning Code, no inconsistencies exist 
and so the FEIR is not required to provide additional analysis.” 
 
Furthermore, consistency conclusions are not as strictly construed (i.e. policy by policy 
consistency) as suggested in the comment.  As discussed in the Kostka & Zischke’s treatise 
“[c]ourts will defer to an agency’s decision on consistency with its own plans unless, based on 
the evidence before the decision making body, a “reasonable person” could not have found the 
project to be consistent…strict consistency with all aspects of a plan is not usually 
required…given that land use plans reflect a range of competing interest, a project must be 
consistent with the plan overall.  Friends of Lagoon Valley v. City of Vacaville (2007) 154 
Cal.App.4th 807…(upholding overall consistency finding even though project deviated from 
some particular planning provisions.).”  (Kostka & Zischke, Practice Under the California 
Environmental Quality Act, (2d ed. Cal CEB, January 2011), p. 610, § 12.33; see also San 
Franciscans Upholding Downtown Plan v. City & County of San Francisco (2002) 102 Cal.App.4th 
656 [“state law does not require precise conformity of a proposed project with the land use 
designation for a site, or an exact match between the project and the applicable general plan.”] 
relying upon Sequoyah Hills Homeowners Assn. v. City of Oakland (1993) 23 Cal.App.4th 705, 717].) 
 
Please see General Response #2 for discussion of the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards. 
 
D20.25  Planning Commission Chair Quirk 
 
The commenter refers to Section 4.6, page 4.6-4 “Guiding Principle 2…Objective 5…Character 
of Scale of Pasadena.”  The commenter suggests that this issue needs to be addressed further. 
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CEQA’s environmental impact analysis only requires discussion of changes resulting from a 
project to the “existing physical conditions.”  (CEQA Guidelines §§ 15125 and 15126.2.)  
Nevertheless, the commenter is directed to Section 4.6 of the Draft EIR for discussion of the 
Central District Specific Plan. 
 
However, please note that consistency or inconsistency with a plan alone does not result in an 
environmental impact.  As discussed in a leading CEQA treatise “[a]n inconsistency between a 
proposed project and an applicable plan is a legal determination, not a physical impact on the 
environment. See Lighthouse Field Beach Rescue v. City of Santa Cruz (2005) 131 Cal.App.4th 
1170…”  (Kostka & Zischke, Practice Under the California Environmental Quality Act, (2d ed. 
Cal CEB, January 2011), p. 612, § 12.34.)  As discussed in City of Long Beach v. Los Angeles Unified 
School District (2009) 176 Cal.App.4th 889, 918-919,  “…no analysis should be required if the 
project is consistent with the relevant plans. [Citation.]’ (Kostka, supra, § 12.28, p. 605, italics 
added.)…In sum, because LAUSD explained how the proposed school would not conflict with 
the Long Beach General Plan, and because the school district exercised its exemption power 
with respect to any possible conflict with Long Beach's Zoning Code, no inconsistencies exist 
and so the FEIR is not required to provide additional analysis.” 
 
Furthermore, consistency conclusions are not as strictly construed (i.e. policy by policy 
consistency) as suggested in the comment.  As discussed in the Kostka & Zischke’s treatise 
“[c]ourts will defer to an agency’s decision on consistency with its own plans unless, based on 
the evidence before the decision making body, a “reasonable person” could not have found the 
project to be consistent…strict consistency with all aspects of a plan is not usually 
required…given that land use plans reflect a range of competing interest, a project must be 
consistent with the plan overall.  Friends of Lagoon Valley v. City of Vacaville (2007) 154 
Cal.App.4th 807…(upholding overall consistency finding even though project deviated from 
some particular planning provisions.).”  (Kostka & Zischke, Practice Under the California 
Environmental Quality Act, (2d ed. Cal CEB, January 2011), p. 610, § 12.33; see also San 
Franciscans Upholding Downtown Plan v. City & County of San Francisco (2002) 102 Cal.App.4th 
656 [“state law does not require precise conformity of a proposed project with the land use 
designation for a site, or an exact match between the project and the applicable general plan.”] 
relying upon Sequoyah Hills Homeowners Assn. v. City of Oakland (1993) 23 Cal.App.4th 705, 717].) 
 
The commenter also states, the EIR should take a closer look at the Maryland Hotel Wall.  The 
commenter also suggests that the historic context of the wall needs to be considered.  The 
comment is directed to Section 4.3 of the Draft EIR, including revisions in the Addenda and 
Errata Section of the Final EIR. 
 
The commenter also states that the alternatives analysis is inadequate and cursory, and that the 
alternatives should consider preserving the open space behind the wall.   
 
Please note that the Draft EIR Alternatives analysis was subsequently revised and recirculated 
after the closure of the first comment period, and a response is therefore not required.  (See 
CEQA Guidelines Section 15088.5(f)(2).)  Nevertheless, a response has been prepared.  Both the 
Draft EIR and the Recirculated Draft EIR, provided Alternatives which provided open space 
behind the Maryland Hotel Wall.  (See Draft EIR Section 6.4 (Alternative 4), see Recirculated 
Draft EIR Sections 6.4 (Alternative 4), 6.5 (Alternative 5), and 6.6 Alternative 6).  Furthermore, 
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CEQA does not require an EIR to consider multiple variations on the alternatives analyzed in 
the draft EIR.  “What is required is the production of information sufficient to permit a 
reasonable choice of alternatives so far as environmental aspects are concerned.”  (Village 
Laguna of Laguna Beach, Inc. v. Board of Supervisors of Orange County (1982) 134 Cal.App.3d 1022.) 
 As discussed in the Village Laguna case, “there are literally thousands of ‘reasonable 
alternatives’ to the proposed project…But, no one would argue that the EIR is insufficient for 
failure to describe the alternative [suggested in the comment letters].”  (Village Laguna (supra) 
134 Cal.App3d at 1028.)  Furthermore, the CEQA Guidelines specify that the analysis of 
alternatives “shall be discussed, in less detail than the significant effects of the project as 
proposed.”  (See CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6(d).) 
 
The commenter also states that a historic preservation consultant should be involved now. 
 
The Draft EIR analysis is based in part upon the Historic Resource Report, included as 
Appendix D to the Draft EIR as well as Rincon Consultants, and City Staff.  This report was 
prepared by San Buenaventura Research Associates Historic Resources Consulting.  The City 
also has substantial internal expertise regarding historic resources.  The city adopted its first 
historic preservation ordinance in 1969, established design review over historic resources in the 
Central District in 1985 (using Secretary of Interior’s Standards), and established full design 
review over all NRHP districts in 2002.  The City of Pasadena has been a State of California 
Office of Historic Preservation Certified Local Government (CLG) since 1986, one of the first in 
the state to be so certified.  The State recognizes two CLG commissions in Pasadena, the Design 
Commission and Historic Preservation Commission.  The City employs historic preservation 
professionals on staff. 
 
Please also note that the proposed project is being designed by an architectural firm that has 
substantial experience in building new structures in proximity to historic structures.  As 
discussed on DEIR page 4.1-16: 
 

“The architectural firm has a distinguished reputation and international practice and 
has constructed several notable buildings, including the Getty Center in Los Angeles; 
the Jubilee Church in Rome, Italy; the High Museum of Art in Atlanta, Georgia; the 
Citadella Bridge in Allessandria, Italy; the  Barcelona Museum of Contemporary Art in 
Barcelona, Spain; the Arp Museum in Rolandseck,  Germany; and many others.  The 
work of Richard Meier & Partners often integrates new architecture with historic 
buildings or sites and the architectural firm has won numerous awards.” 
 

D20.26  Planning Commissioner – Persico 
 
The commenter suggests that the alternatives analysis should assume that the proposed project 
does not comply with the plans, and that if the design of the alternatives were based upon this 
consideration, the alternatives analysis would be different.  The commenter also states that they 
do not believe the impacts were properly measured, but does not provide any specific details 
regarding what analysis they believe to be inadequate. 
 
CEQA’s environmental impact analysis only requires discussion of changes resulting from a 
project to the “existing physical conditions.”  (CEQA Guidelines §§ 15125 and 15126.2.)   
Consistency or inconsistency with a plan alone does not result in an environmental impact.  As 
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discussed in a leading CEQA treatise “[a]n inconsistency between a proposed project and an 
applicable plan is a legal determination, not a physical impact on the environment. See 
Lighthouse Field Beach Rescue v. City of Santa Cruz (2005) 131 Cal.App.4th 1170…”  (Kostka & 
Zischke, Practice Under the California Environmental Quality Act, (2d ed. Cal CEB, January 
2011), p. 612, § 12.34.)  As discussed in City of Long Beach v. Los Angeles Unified School District 
(2009) 176 Cal.App.4th 889, 918-919,  “…no analysis should be required if the project is 
consistent with the relevant plans. [Citation.]’ (Kostka, supra, § 12.28, p. 605, italics added.)…In 
sum, because LAUSD explained how the proposed school would not conflict with the Long 
Beach General Plan, and because the school district exercised its exemption power with respect 
to any possible conflict with Long Beach's Zoning Code, no inconsistencies exist and so the 
FEIR is not required to provide additional analysis.” 
 
Furthermore, consistency conclusions are not as strictly construed (i.e. policy by policy 
consistency) as suggested in the comment.  As discussed in the Kostka & Zischke’s treatise 
“[c]ourts will defer to an agency’s decision on consistency with its own plans unless, based on 
the evidence before the decision making body, a “reasonable person” could not have found the 
project to be consistent…strict consistency with all aspects of a plan is not usually 
required…given that land use plans reflect a range of competing interest, a project must be 
consistent with the plan overall.  Friends of Lagoon Valley v. City of Vacaville (2007) 154 
Cal.App.4th 807…(upholding overall consistency finding even though project deviated from 
some particular planning provisions.).”  (Kostka & Zischke, Practice Under the California 
Environmental Quality Act, (2d ed. Cal CEB, January 2011), p. 610, § 12.33; see also San 
Franciscans Upholding Downtown Plan v. City & County of San Francisco (2002) 102 Cal.App.4th 
656 [“state law does not require precise conformity of a proposed project with the land use 
designation for a site, or an exact match between the project and the applicable general plan.”] 
relying upon Sequoyah Hills Homeowners Assn. v. City of Oakland (1993) 23 Cal.App.4th 705, 717].) 
 
The CEQA alternatives analysis is aimed at reducing or avoiding the projects significant 
environmental impacts.  (See CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6.) A reasonable range of 
alternatives were provided and analyzed in the EIR’s alternatives analysis which accomplish 
this goal. 
 
D20.27  Planning Commissioner – Hickambottom 
 
The commenter states that they did not want their comments to be misconstrued as believing 
the alternatives analysis to be legally inadequate, and that they simply want a more discussion 
in the alternatives analysis. Comment noted. 
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This section of the Final EIR for the All Saints Church Master Development Plan EIR contains 
all of the written comments received during the 45-day public review period for the 
Recirculated Draft EIR was circulated for a 45-day public review and comment from May 16, 
2011, through June 14, 2011.  A public hearing was held on May 23, 2011 to receive oral 
comments.  Each comment received by the City of Pasadena has been included within this 
report.  Responses to all comments have been prepared to address the concerns raised by the 
commenters and to indicate where and how the EIR addresses environmental issues.  
Comments received during the review period for the Draft EIR are identified with the letter 
“D” preceding the letter/comment number (e.g., D1), and comments received during the 
review period for the Recirculated Draft EIR are identified with the letter/comment “R” 
preceding the letter number (e.g., R2).  Changes that were made to the EIR in response to 
comments are outlined in the beginning of this section under Addenda Errata. 
 

RDEIR Commenters Page 

R1.  Governor’s Office of Planning and Research, State Clearinghouse and 
Planning Unit, June 30, 2011 
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R2  Dave Singleton, Native American Heritage Commission, June 6, 2011 (via 
correspondence from Governor’s Office of Planning and Research, State 
Clearinghouse and Planning Unit, June 30, 2011) 

8-179 

R3  Stephen R. Maguin, County Sanitation Districts of Los Angeles County, June 
21, 2011 

8-185 

R4  Ann Scheid, May 23, 2011 8-189 

R5  Jenna Kachour, Preservation Director, Pasadena Heritage, May 25, 2011 8-194 

R6  Nina Chomsky, June 27, 2011 8-201 

R7  Marsha Rood, FAICP, May 25, 2011 8-207 

R8  Susan N. Mossman, Executive Director, Pasadena Heritage, May 25, 2011 8-221 

R9  Claire W. Bogaard, June 26, 2011 8-243 

R10  Ann Scheid, June 25, 2011 8-259 

R11  Marsha Rood, FAICP, June 27, 2011 8-268 

R12  Verbal Comments at Public Planning Commission Meeting On May 25, 
2011 8-286 

R13 Oral Comments at Design Commission Public Hearing, May 23, 2011 8-295 
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